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This technical report consists of Chapters II, III and IV of a monograph con-
cerning exact properties of rank order procedures under normal alternatives. The 
work was begun in June 1963 at the suggestion and under the guidance of Prof. I. 
TI.ichard Savage. Upon Prof. Savage.• s departure to Florida State University, Prof. 
Charles Kraft joined him as co-advisor. Chapter I and Table A were completed in 
August 1964 after the author's departure to the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission 
(ABCC), Hiroshima, Japan, and appeare<l as Technical Report No. 53 (January, 1965) 
of the Department of Statistics, University of Minnesota. 
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The four Roman numeraled chapters of this monograph are each almost self con-
tained. Chapter I with Table A appeared as Technical Report Number 53. Basic 
tables of probabilities, power, etc. are designated by letters and appear at the end 
of corresponding chapters, that is, (I, A), (II, B), (III, C), (IV, D). Auxiliary 
tables are designated by Arabic numerals and appear in the appropriate chapters. 
The basic tables were prepared directly from machine output. For that reeson 
certain inconsistencies in notation will appear between text and tables. To keep 
these inconsistencies within bounds all of the tables have used the notation of the 
basic tables. The most elaring of these inconsistencies is to designate sample 
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Power of Two-Sample Nonparametric Tests 
Against the Normal Shift Alternative 
Tables of the exact power of four oqo-sample nonparametric tests for location 
a3ainst the normal shift alternative are described and presented for small sample 
sizes: 
Tables B-1 and B-2 - Wilcoxon rank-sum test 
Tables B-3 and B-4 - Tcrry-Hoeffding-Fisher-Yates c1 test 
Tables B-5 and B-6 - Mood-Brown median test 
Tables B-7 and B-8 - Kolmogorov-Smirnov D test 
m,n 
where odd numbered tables are for one-sided tests and even numbered tables are for 
two-sided tests. Selected power and efficiency comparisons are made among these 
four tests and with the two-sample Student 1 s ~-test. The most powerful two-sample 
rank test is also considered. 
The power tables are derived from Table A and values are presented to 8 decimal 
places for all sample sizes 2~n~7 which yield non-trivial results, where the 
sample of size m has location parameter zero and the sample of size n has location 
parameter D = .2 (0.2) 1, 1.5, 2, 3. 
2. Introduction 
Power calculations presented in this chapter are based upon the following 
situation. Let the random variables x1, ••. , Xm (Y1, •.. , Yn) be normally dis-
tributed with mean 0(D) and variance 1, all nrl-n random variables being mutually 
independent. Let U = (u1, ••• , Umi-0 ), u1 < ... <Unrf-n' denote the order statistics 
of the combined group of m+n random variables, and let Z = (Z1, .•. , Zmrn) denote 
d t f d h h . th . 0(1) . f a ran om vec or o zeros an ones were t e i- component z is 1 U. is an i 1 
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- X(Y). If z = (z1, .•• , zm+n) is a fixed vector of zeros and ones, then the probabil-






(2.1) Pr(Z = z) = P (zfD) 
m,n 
which is tabulated in Table A. 
If T(z) is a statistic defined for each value of z for a specified combination 
of sample sizes m and n, then the following procedure can be used to construct 
critical re3ions based on this statistic. Arrange all of the z's in a list so 
that as you proceed down the list. the corresponding values of T(z) will be decreasing 
(or, strictly speaking, non-increasing since several z's may give the same value 
_. of T(z)). For a one-sided test we place in the critical region wall z such that 




a = K/ (mt;n), 
• where K is the number of z's such that T(z) 2: T0, for under the null hypothesis 
each rank order z is equally likely. When a nominal significance level of a is 
--
desired we will use the smallest value of T0 satisfying 
- (2.3) K / ( mti0 ) ::; a, 
- and the resulting T0 is the critical value of the. test. By using this procedure 
_, the tests will always be conservative in the sense that the Type I error will never 
exceed the nominal level. However, the Type I error will be as close as possible 
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Similarly, for a two-sided test (i.e., large and small values are significant), 
we place in the critical region all z such that T(z) :::_ T0 or T(z) S T0 and have a 
test with significance level 
(2.4) 
Here K' is the number of z's such that T(z) :::_ T0 plus the number of z's such that 
T(z) ~ T0. Suitable for symmetric distributions (and the method that we shall 
employ in this chapter, even in cases where the distributions are not symmetric) is 
the procedure that when a nominal level of a is desired we will use the smallest 
value of T0 and the largest value of T0 such that both 
(2.5) K' / (m/i0 ) ~ a 
and 
(2.6) K'/2 is the number of z's such that T(z) 2: TO. 
This implies K' is an even integer. It should be noted that Table A already 
has the z's arranged in decreasing order for the test statistic c1. 
The power of a test is then computed from Table A as 
(2. 7) Pr (wa; D) = 
where ID is the critical region according to (2.3) or (2.5) and (2.6). Nominal 
a 
levels of a used are a= .25, .10, .05, .025) .01, .005. Power values are given 
for D = .2(.2) 1, 1.5, 2, 3. In Tables B-1 through B-8 values are given to 8 deci-
mal places and are believed accurate to within one unit in the eighth place. 
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3. Power of the Wilcoxon two-sample rank-sum test: Tables B·l and B-2 
The Wilcoxon two-sample rank-sum test (Wilcoxon, 1945; Mann and Whitney, 1947) 
may be described as follows. For any rank order z the Wilcoxon statistic Wis 
given by 






the sum of the ranks of the Y-sample when all the m+-n observations are ranked 
together. Note that n(n+l)/2 SW~ n(n+l)/2 + mn and thus that W may take on at 
most mn+l distinct values (it is seen in Table A and can be easily shown that for 
the present case of sampling from two non-degenerate normal distributions all mn+l 
values have non-zero probability). The null hypothesis of no difference between 
location parameters is rejected for large values of W, if the translation alter-
native being considered is D > 0 (one-sided test). Similarly, for a two-sided 
test the null hypothesis is rejected for large or small values of W. 
Tables B-1 and B-2 give the power of the Wilcoxon test against the normal 
shift alternative for one-sided and two-sided tests, respectively. The critical 
region ma for the one-sided Wilcoxon test at the nominal level of significance a 
was chosen in the following manner. From Table A an integer (critical value) T0 
was found such that Pr(W(z) 2:, T0) Sa and Pr(W(z)::::, T0-1) ~ a for the nominal 
levels of a. The critical region ma consists of all z such that W(z)::::, T0• 
Similarly, for the two-sided test, an integer T0 was found such that Pr{W(z} 2: T0) 
~a/2 and Pr(W(z)::::, T0-1) > a/2 for the nominal levels of a. The critical region 
ma consists of all z such that W(z} 2: TO or~ n(n+l)/2 + mn - T0 = T~. Power was 
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Below each value of power for the Wilcoxon test, on the line labeled T, is 
given the power of the two-sample Student's !-test for the same a's and shift 
alternatives. Let x and y denote two sample means which are to be tested by 
m n 
the statistic 
t = (x 
m (
(m-1) s2 + (n-1) s2 




using a test of size a fort, where m and n denote the sample sizes with sample 
. 2 d 2 . 1 variances s an s , respective y. The power of a one-sided test based on t to 
X y 
detect a difference D > 0 between population means when the populations are normal 
with unit variance is gi~en (Greenwood and Hartley, 1962) by 
1 - Pr(t $. t(a,y)ly,6) 
(3.3) 
c2-y)/2 r, -1 -y co y-1 





where 6 = D/(1/m + 1/n) , F(x) is the standard normal cumulative distribution 
function, z0 = t(a,y)/-{y, t(a,y) is the upper 100 a% point of the ~-distribution 
with y degrees of freedom, and y = m+-n-2. Similarly, the power of the two-sided 
test is given by 
1 - Pr(-t(a,y) $. t :S t(a,y)ly,6) 
(3.4) = 1 - Pr(t $. t(a,y)ly,6) - Pr(t < - t(a,y)fy,6) 
(2-y) /2 r, -:,1 -y oo y-1 -u2 /2z2 
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Power of the t-test was computed using a variation of Romberg quadrature 
to evaluate (3.3) and (3.4). Tc.bles B-9 and B-10 zive power values to eicht 
decimal places for one-and aio-sided tests, respectively, for test sizes 
a= .25, .10, .05, .025, .01, .005 and for normal shift alternatives 
D = .2(.2) 1, 1.5, 2, 3. 
Various numerical methods have been used previously to investigate the 
power of the Wilcoxon test. Tsao (1957) gives P (z!D) form= n = 2 and 
m,n 
3, D = .25(.25)1.50, evaluated by means of interpolat.ing polynomials, and uses 
this method to evaluate efficiency (asymptotic as D ~ 0) for small sample sizes. 
Tsao' s values of P (z ID) appear to be correct to 1;-,i thin 1 or 2 uni ts in the 
m,n 
second leading non-zero digit. Dixon (1954), usinB numerical inteeration, gives 
values of power of the tuo-sidcd test to 3 decimal places form= n = 3, 4 and 
5; D = 0(.25)2(.5)5 for selected levels of significance. Most of Dixon's values 
are correct as given, but several err (one by .004). 
The moments of the distribution of Wunder the alternative hypothesis are 
of interest for use in the Edgeworth expansion as an approximation to the non-null 
distribution of W. Sundrum (1954) gives expressions for the first four moments 
of the Mann-Whitney statistic (c linear function of H) under alternative shift 
hypothesis D. These expressi.ons involve selected rank order probabilities for 
sample sizes (m,n) = (1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 1), (2,2), (l~, 1), and (3,2), all of which 
are available in Table A. Sundrum provides values for calculating the moments 
for h = D/ (rr/2) = 0(.1). 6, where / is the common variance of the X-and Y-popula-
tions. Table 1 gives the expected value and central moments of W for alternative 
hypotheses D = 0(.2)1, 1.5, 2, 3 and m = n = 1(1) 6. 
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FIRST 4 CENTRAL MOMENTS OF THE WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC 
UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D, SAMPLE SIZES M = N 
D µl µ2 µ3 µ4 
M = N = 1 
OoO lo5000 002500 OoOOOO 000625 
Oo2 105562 002468 -0.,0278 000641 
Oo4 lo6ll4 002376 -000529 000682 
006 106643 002230 -000733 000738 
0.,8 lo7142 0"2041 -000874 0.0791 
loO 107603 Ool823 -0.0949 Oe0826 
lo5 lo8556 001236 -000879 0.0778 
2o0 109214 000725 -000611 0.0567 
3o0 lo9831 000167 -000161 0.0158 
M = N = 2 
OoO 500000 106667 0.,0000 506668 
Oo2 502249 lo6433 -003652 506091 
Oo4 5o 4454. 105754 -006904 504342 
0"6 506573 104686 ·-0 e 9431 501423 
008 508568 . L, 3316 --1.1038 407376 
loO 600410 lol749 -101685 402365 
lo5 604223 007646 -·O. 9950 2e7660 
2o0 606854 004249 -006175 104497 
3o0 609322 000859 -001227 Oe2217 
M = N :.: 3 
OoO 1005000 502500 OoOOOO 6503625 
Oo2 llo0061 501735 -107150 64.,1945 
Oo4 1105022 409509 -3G2322 6008641 
006 1109788 406017 -·403916 55.6760 
008 1204278 401552 -·500988 4900510 
loO 1208423 306464 --503435 4106771 
lo5 1307002 203288 -4.3888 2304894 
2o0 1402922 102599 -·2 05879 1011)5274 
3o0 1408475 002365 -004464 lo2041 
II - 7 
,, 
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- TABLE 1 (CONTINUED) 
... . .. • FIRST 4 CENTRAL MOMENTS OF THE WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC 
UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D, SAMPLE SIZES M = N 
-- D µ.1 µ.2 µ3 µ,, 
-r 
~ 
M = N = 4 
-
0o0 1800000 1200001 o.oo 364.8 
0o2 1808997 llo8213 -5.21 357.1 
0&4 1907816 11.3013 -9080 334.8 
0.6 2006290 1004871 -13027 30lo0 
_, 
008 2104271 904474 -15.34 259.l 
loO 2201640 802658 -16e00 21404 
lo5 2306893 5.2215 -12.87 111.1 
... 2o0 2407416 207800 -7.37 45o3 
3o0 2507288 004972 -1.16 4ol 
'-I M = N = 5 
OoO 2705000 220916 o.o 138000 
-
Oo2 2809058 220570 -l2e4 134800 
Oo4 3002838 210564 -23.3 12 54 • 9 
006 3106078 190990 -3lo5 1119.l 
.. 008 3208549 170980 -3603 947.0 
1 e 0 3400063 15e701 -·37.7 76909 
10 5 3603895 90848 -2909 37309 
2o0 3800338 50188 -l6o9 150.0 
... 3o0 3905763 00896 -2114 lo7 
~ M = N = 6 
OoO 3900001 390 00 OoO 4105.5 
~ Oo2 4100244 38040 -25.1 3982e0 
0.4 43.,0087 36068 -47.,5 370600 
006 4409153 33097 -64.2 3278.5 
I 
008 4607111 30053 -73.7 275607 
... 1 oO 48.3690 26c,62 -76.3 2212.1 
1.,5 5108008 16.61 -59.9 99905 
2.0 5401686 8068 -33.2 377.3 




II - 8 
.. 
4. Power of the l~rry.~H~effding-Fisher-Yates two sample c 1 test: 
Tables B-3 and B-4 
The two-sample c 1 test (Terry, 1952; Hoeffding, 1951) may be described as 
follows. For any rank order z the c 1 statistic is given by 
(4.1) C = C (z) = 1 1 z. & (V.) i i 
where v1, •.. , Vm+n are the order statistics of a sample of size m+n drawn 
from a standard normal population and the operator & denotes expectation. The 
null hypothesis of no difference between location parameters is rejected for 
large values of c 1, if the translation alternative being considered is D > 0 
(one-sided test). Similarly, for a two-sided test the null hypothesis is re-
jected for large or small values of c 1. 
Tables B-3 and B-4 give the power of the c1 test against the normal shift 
alternative for one-sided and two-sided tests, respectively. The critical region 
roa for the one-sided c 1 test at the nominal significance level a was chosen 
as follows. From Table A the smallest number {critical value) T0 such that 
Pr(c1(z) 2: T0) Sa was found. The critical region roa consists of all z such 
that c1(z) 2: T0 . Similarly, for the two-sided test, the smallest number T0 
such that Pr{c 1(z) 2: T;}~a/2 and Pr(c 1(z) ~ - Tb) '5:.a./2 was found. 
The critical region consists of all z such that c1(z) 2: T~ or :5 - T0 = T~. 
In both Tables B-3 and B-4 the power of the two sample Student's !_-test is 
given for the same a's and shift alternatives. 
The power of the c1 test has been investigated by several authors. 
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Carlo values of P (zfD) for sample sizes (m,n) = (3,2), (3,3), (4,2), and 
m,n 
(4,3); D = 0 (.25) 1.5 (.5) 2.5. His 4 and 5 decimal place values are correct to 
at least within one unit in the second decimal place. Klotz (1964) gives 
P (zfD) form= n = 3, 4 and 5; D = .25, .5(.5)2(1)6; and power values for 
m,n 
a= .05714 (m = n = 4), a= .04762 (m = n = 5) for D = .25, .5 (.5) 2, 3, 4. 
Comparison with Table A shows differences as laree as 1 unit in the sixth decimal 
place but generally high accuracy. The power values for a= .04762 seem to be 
correct to within one unit in the fourth deci~~l place. 
Moments of the distribution of c1 under the alternative hypothesis are of 
interest for use in the Edgeworth expansion as an approximation to the non-null 
distribution of c1• The expected value and central moments of c1 were calculated 
from Table A form= n = 1(1) 6 and D = 0 (.2) 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and are given in 
Table 2. 
5. Power of the Mood-Brown median test; Tables B-5, B-6 
The median test {Mood, 1950; Brown and Mood, 1951; Westenberg, 1948 and 
1950) may be described as follows. For any rank order z the median statistic 
M' is given by 
ni+n 
(5.1) M1 = M' (z) = ) z. 
t.._J 1 
1{~]+1 
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FIRST 4 CENTRAL MOMENTS OF THE C1 STATISTIC 
UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 09 SAMPLE SIZES M = N 
D µl IJ.2 IJ.3 1J.4 
M = N = 1 
o.o 0o0000 003183 0.0000 0.1013 
0o2 000635 o.3143 -000399 Ool038 
0o4 Oel256 003025 -0.0760 0.1106 
006 Ool854 002839 -Ool053 Ooll97 
008 002417 002599 -0.1256 0.1283 
loO 002937 Oe2321 -Oel363 Ool339 
lo5 004012 001573 -0.1262 0.1261 
2o0 Oe4754 000923 -000877 0.0919 
3o0 0,,5451 000212 -Oe0231 0.0257 
M = N = 2 
o.o OoOOOO Oe7652 OoOOOO lc.1276 
Oo2 0 e 152 5 OQ7538 -Ocl233 loll91 
Oo4 003018 0.1205 -002320 1.0924 
006 0114449 0.,6684 -0.3147 lo0442 
008 005793 006021 -0--3647 009721 
lcO 0,,7027 005269 =003813 008767 
le, 5 009558 0 e 3341 -003121 0.5756 
2o0 lol275 Ool799 ·~o o 184 7 002959 
3o0 L,2847 000341 -0.0331 0.0415 
M = N = 3 
OoO OoOOOO L, 2350 OoOOOO 304339 
Oo2 002461 1.) 2148 -·0,,2232 303778 
Oo4 0&14868 101564 -Oo4169 3.2127 
006 Q.,7171 100657 "·O. 55 84 2e9493 
008 009328 0()9512 ·-O 116363 206072 
L,O 101303 Oo8229 =-006514 2e2142 
le5 lo5326 005028 -004977 1.2247 
2o0 108026 002586 -·002701 005233 
3o0 200465 0 Q0441 ·-0110396 o.o5oa 




















TABLE 2 {CONTINUED) 
FIRST 4 CENTRAL MOMENTS OF THE C1 STATISTIC 
UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D, SAMPLE SIZES M = N 
D µl µ2 µ3 µ4 
M = N = 4 
0o0 0.0000 1.7141 0.0000 7 .1138 
0.2 0.3415 1.6846 -0.3319 6.9624 
0.4 0.6754 1.5992 -0.6168 6.5254 
006 0.9944 1.4670 -0.8191 5.8515 
008 1.2925 1.3014 -0.9225 5.0151 
loO L, 5649 1.1174 -0.9308 4.1050 
1.5 2 .. 1111 0 .. 6666 -0.6794 2.0347 
2.0 204851 003332 -0.3490 0.7699 
3.0 2 .. 8151 0.0532 ·-0.0452 0.0587 
M = N = 5 
o.o OoOOOO 2.1984 0.0000 12.2080 
0.2 0.4380 201590 -0.4464 11.9080 
0.4 008659 200453 -008261 11.0499 
Q.,6 lo2743 lo8700 -1.0899 9.7513 
a.a lo6554 L,6515 -1.2166 8.1813 
1.0 200031 11)4103 -11)2144 6.5264 
lo5 2 0 7054 0 0 82 75 -0.,8577 209927 
2.0 3.1710 004057 -·O e4242 1.0377 
3o0 3.5866 000621 -0.0505 0.0661 
M = N = 6 
o.o 0.0000 2.6859 0.0000 18.7392 
0 0 2 005350 2.6363 ·-0. 5649 18.2332 
Oo4 lo0575 204934 -1.0420 16.7955 
006 1.5559 2.2738 ·-1.36 73 14.6468 
008 21)0203 2.0012 -· 1. 5156 12.0955 
loO 204434 1.7019 ·-1.5001 9.4653 
lo5 302957 0.9864 -1.0332 4.0943 
2.0 308587 004770 ·-0. 4971 1.3284 
3.,0 4. 3 59 5 0.0708 -0.0560 0.0758 
II - 12 
-The statistic M" is given by 
(5.2) U II (, f J t ) M = M (z) = max \M (z),M (z) , 
where zt is defined to be the vector whose ith component is z~ = z--1.. ..Ll .. 
- 1 urr~ -1 
In the one-sided case, the null hypothesis of no difference betl'1een medians is 
rejected for large values of H', if the translation alternative being considered 
is D > 0. In the two-sided case, the null hypothesis is rejected for large 
values of M11 • Note that O ~ M1 ~ n and [n/2] + 1 ~ M11~ n. 
Tables B-5 and B-6 give the power of the Mood-Brown test against 
the normal shift alternative for one-sided and two-sided tests, respectively. 
Power has been calculated using (2.7) for all sizes of test a attainable without 
randomization and such that a< .5. For Table B-5 the rejection region CDa 
contains all z such that M1 (z) 2: M'a, where Pr(M 1 (z) ~ M'a) = a. For table 
B-6 the rejection region contains all z such that M11 {z) 2: M"a, where 
n ) II ) I Pr(M (z 2: Ma = a. In both tables the power of the two-sample Students 
1-test is given for the same a's and shift alternatives. 
Dixon (1954) gives values of the power of the tl'1o-sided test to 3 
decimal places form= n = 3, 4, 5; D = 0 (.25) 2 (.5) 5 for selected levels 
of significance. Most of Dixon's values are correct as given, with errors 
of at most one in the third decimal place. 
6. Power of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test: Tables B-7 and B-8 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test (Smirnov, 1939 and 1948; Kolmogorov, 
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-referred to as the D test, to avoid confusion with the notation for the shift 
m,n 
alternative the lower cased is used here.) For any rank order z the statistic 
d+ . . b 1.s given y 
(6.1) max ( f [n(l-z.) - mz.] ) 
J·-1 -.Ln i"=l 1. 
1 
- , ••• , I.UT" 
and the statistic dis given by 
(6.2) d = d(z) = max 




[n(l-z.) - mz.] 
l. l. 
In the one-sided case, the null hypothesis of no difference between location 
+ parameters is rejected for large positive values of d, if the translation 
alternative being considered is D > O. In the two-sided case, the null hypothesis 
of no difference between distributions is rejected for large values of d. 
Tables B-7 and B-8 give the power of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test against 
the normal shift alternative for one-sided and two-sided tests, respectively. 
Power has been calculated using (2.7) for all sizes of test a attainable without 
randomization and such that a ~.25. For Table B-7 the rejection region '°a 
+ + + + 
contains all z such that d (z) 2: da, where Pr(d (z) 2: da) = a. Similarly, for 
Table B-8 the rejection region contains all z such that d(z) 2: da' where 
Pr(d(z) 2: da) = a. In both tables the power of the two-sample Student's !_-test 
is given for the same a 1 s and shift alternatives. 
II-14 
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7. Most powerful two-sample test based on ranks 
If, for a given D, the z-values are arranged in order of decreasing values 
of P (z(D), then it is easy to specify the critical region of size a= K/c'rrrt-n) 
~n n 
for the most powerful two-sample rank test (MPRT) for the normal shift alternative. 
The critical region consists of the z-values corresponding to the K largest values 
of P (zfD), where 1 < K < (m-!-n). It is seen by inspection of Table A that the 
m,n . - - n 
critical region for this test depends upon the value of D, the alternative 
hypothesis. 
One reason for considering this test is that it enables one to achieve the 
largest number of useful test sizes without resorting to randomization. A 
second reason for considering this test is the interest in theoretical statistics 
concerning the relationships among the power of the HPRT, the Wilcoxon test and 
the c1 test. Various questions have been raised, such as: 
i) Is the c test as powerful or more powerful than the Wilcoxon test 
1 
for all m,n and D? (see, for example, Dwass (1956)). 
ii) Is the MPRT identical to either the c1 or Wilcoxon tests? 
•; The answer to both these questions is no, as is pointed out in the following. 
Inspection of Table A revealed 29 cases for which the (non-randomized) 
test size a is less than .10 and the MPRT is more powerful than both the 
~ Wilcoxon and c1 tests. In 15 cases the Wilcoxon test is more powerful than the 
-
c1 test; in 6 of these cases the MPRT is more powerful than the Wilcoxon test. 
In 14 cases the c1 test is more powerful than the Wilcoxon test; in 3 of these 
cases the MPRT is more powerful than the c1 test. When randomization is permitted, 
similar results can occur (see for example, Table 4: m = n = 6, 7 and a= .01). 
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Power relationship among MPRT, Wilcoxon and c1 tests 
Sample size Shift ru for Power 
alternative, 0: 0: relationship Power values (m, n) D Wilcoxon test 
7, 7 .4-3.0 30/3432 = .0087 W 2: 71 MPRT = W > c1 MPRT = W : .990085* 
cl : .988419* 
* for D = 3.0 
7, 7 3.0 65/3432 = .0189 W 2: 69 Ml'R.T > W > c 1 MPRT : .997366 
w : .997347 
cl . .996786 . 
7, 6 .2-3.0 19/1716 = . 0111 W 2: 58 MPRT = W > c1 Not computed 
7, 6 • 2-1. 5 44/1716 .0256 W 2: 56 MPRT = c1 > W " = 
7, 6 2.0,3.0 [~4/1716 .0256 W 2: 56 MPRT > W > c 1 " = 
6, 6 2.0,3,0 30/924 = .0325 W 2: 51 MPRT = W > c1 MPRT = W : .885109** 
cl : .884105** 
** for D = 2.0 
7, 5 3.0 19/792 ;;; .0240 W 2: 45 MPRT > W > c1 MPRT : .991364 
w : .991255 
cl : .991089 
7, 5 .2-1.0 29/792 = .0366 W 2: 44 MPRT > c1 > W MPRT : .068973*** 
cl : . 068965*,\o* 
w : .068875*** 
*** for D = 0.2 
7, 5 1.5-3.0 29/792 = .0366 W 2: 44 MPRT > W > c1 Not computed . 
- 7, 5 .2-1.5 59/792 .0745 W 2: 42 MPRT = c1 > W 
II 
= 
7, 5 2.0,3,0 59/792 • 0745 W 2: 42 MPRT > c1 > W 
II 
= . 
Note: Power values are given to show the magnitudes involved. The values were calculated by hand, and 
·t'ho"se reported as "not computed" were not done to sufficient accuracy to report here. 
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.j 
J ..... 
Sample size Shift 
alternative, (m,n) D 
6, 5 .2-2. 0 
6, 5 3.0 
6,.5 . 2-1.5 
6, 5 2.0,3,0 
6, 5 .2-1.5 
6, 5 2.0 
6, 5 3.0 
7, 4 .2-3.0 
7, 4 .2-3.0 
5, 5 1.5-3.0 
6, 4 1.5 
6, 4 2.0,3.0 
6, 4 .2-3.0 
7, 3 .2-3.0 
7, 3 .2-3.0 
s, 4 .8-3.0 
6, 3 . 2-2. 0 
6, 3 3.0 
J J J J J ) 
Table 3 (Continued) 
Power relationship among MPRT, WilcG~xon and ct tests 
~a for Power a 
Wilcoxon test relationship 
19/462 = .0411 W 2: 40 MPRT = c1 > W 
19/462 = .0411 W 2: 40 MPRT = W > c1 
29/462 = .0628 W 2: 39 MPRT = c1 > W 
29/462 .0628 W 2: 39 MPRT = W > c = 1 
41/462 = . 0887 W 2: 38 MPRT = c1 > W 
41/462 = .0887 W 2: 38 MPRT > c1> W 
41/462 = .0887 W 2: 38 MPRT > W > c1 
18/330 = . 0545 W 2: 33 MPRT = c1> W 
27/330 . 0818 W 2;: 32 MPR'£ = c > W = 1 
19/252 = . 0754 W 2: 35 MPRT = W > c1 
12/210 = . 0571 W 2: 30 MPRT > W > c1 
12/210 = .0571 W 2: 30 MPRT = W > c1 
18/210 = . 0857 W ~ 29 MPRT = c1 > W 
7/120 = . 0583 W 2;: 24 MPRT = c1 > W 
11/120 = .0917 W 2: 23 MPRT = c1 > W 
12/126 = . 0952 W > 26 MPRT = W > c1 
7/84 ·- . 0833 W 2: 21 MPRT = c1 > W 
7/84 = .0833 W > 21 MPRT = W > c1 
-· 
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have been overlooked for sample siz.e.s (m, n) :-..: (6·, 6), (7, 6.), and (7, 7) 
when a is close to .10. It is interesting to note that in one case 
(m = 7, n = 6, a: = 19/1716) the Wilcoxon tc;:;t is more powerful than the 
locally most powerful rank order test, c1, for the relatively small value 
D = .2. These observations are summarized in Table 3. 
8. Selected power com~~risons 
Power comparisons of several kinds which are of interest may be made using 
Table A. Comparisons are specified by fixing all but one of the following 
factors and varying that one factor for the comparison: 
i) type of test (!, Wilcoxon, c1, r.iedia:i., Koltr.ogorov-Smirnov) 
ii) sample sizes 
iii) size of test (Type 1 error) 
iv) one-sided or two-sided test 
v) alternative hypothesis(D) 
Perhaps of most interest are selected co~parisons of the kind where ii) - v) 
are fixed and i) is the factor to be varied. Table l~ compares the power of 
the five tests for sample sizes m =-= n ~ 5, 6, 7 and m = 7, n = 5, 6; size 
of test a:= .01, .05 (achieved by linear randomization in Table A); one-
sided tests; alternative hypotheses D ~ .2 (.2) 1, 1.5, 2, 3. An immediate 
observation from these co~·apariscn~ i.s the fa.ct that the c1 and Wilcoxon tests 
have essentially the same power functions for these sample sizes, and further 
that the i-test shows an often negligible advantage in power over the c1 and 
Wilcoxon tests. 
Table 5, a rearrangement of Table 4, p~csents comparisons where factor 
ii), sample size, is varied. In Table 6 comparisons are m3de where factor 
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TABLE 4 
COMPARISON OF POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE TESTS (ONE-SIDED) 
D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 5, N = 5, a: = O. 01 
T 0.019781 0.036604 ·o.063498 0.103497 0.158904 0.364215 0.616745 o. 941108 
cl 0. 019451 0.035430 0.060585 o. 097515 0.148161 0.334549 o. 568186 0.905400 
Wilcoxon 0.019451 0.035430 o. 060585 o. 097515 0.148161 0.334549 0.568186 o. 905400 
Kolm-Smirn 0.018186 0.031279 o. 051015 0.079107 0.116956 o. 25 7104 0.447080 0.803946 
Median o. 017158 0.02827P. 0.044837 0.068465 0.100747 0.225883 0.408371 0.781944 
M = 5, N = 5, a:= 0.05 
T 0.087800 o. 143539 o. 219105 0.313330 0.421448 0.698489 0. 891583 0.996038 
cl 0. 086712 0.140313 0. 212492 0.302224 0.405316 0.673585 o. 870504 0.992794 
Wilcoxon 0.086613 0.140046 0. 211997 0.301471 o. 40432l~ o. 672395 o. 86973l~ 0.992740 
Kolm-Smirn 0.082306 0.128125 0.188976 0.264698 o. 35~02'5 0,597811 O·. GOG519 o. 981022 
Median o. 077591 0.11L~247 0.160195 0.214768 0.276485 0.44820/~ 0.618812 0.872697 
°' r-1 
M = 6, 11 = 6, o: = 0.01 I 1-1 
1-1 
T 0.021529 0.042625 o. 077818 0.131391 0.205877 0.1:.69032 0. 745116 0.982808 
cl 0.021201 o. 0/.,.1394 0.074652 o. 124771 0.193997 0.438808 0.704358 0.967803 
t-hlcoxon 0.021180 0.041325 0.074497 0.124499 0.193600 0.438418 o. 70l~76 7 0.968874 
Kolm-Smirn 0.020094 o. 037505 o. 065212 o. 105975 0. 161541 o. 359811 0.592286 0. 89~i%3 
Median 0.018189 0.031076 0.050094 0.076553 0.111455 0.237837 0.411451 o. 770401 
M = 6, N = 6, a:= 0.05 
T 0.093207 0.159116 0.249725 o. 362029 0,487576 0.779866 0.942029 0.999225 
cl 0.091893 0. 155152 0.241616 0.348695 o. 468971 o. 755979 0. 927108 0.998349 
thlcoxon 0.091605 0.153951 0.239608 0.345843 0.465607 o. 752500 o. 925419 0.998300 
Kolm-Smirn 0.086093 0.138243 0.207750 0.293380 0.391119 0. 645811 o. 840851 0.985292 
Median 0.083807 0.132579 0.198098 0.280010 o. 375315 0.633004 o. 838271 0.987563 
J l J ) J J • J l J l 
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TABLE 4 (Continued) 
COMPARISON OF POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE TESTS (ONE-SIDED) 
D =.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 7, N = 7, a = 0. 01 
T o. 023203 0.048671 0.092592 0.160375 0.254070 0.564531 0.836812 0.995400 
cl 0.022986 0.047321 o. 089051 0.152967 0.241011 0.535269 0.805793 0.990138 
Wilcoxon 0.022801 o. 047134 0.088646 0.152294 0.240128 0.535000 0.807526 0.991453 
Kolm-Smirn 0.020808 0.039954 0.071048 0.117447 o. 181230 0.408721 0.666931 0. 956515 
Median o. 0205 75 0.038988 0.068296 0.111067 0.168485 0. 36505 7 0.582377 0. 871569 
M = 7, N = 7, o: = 0. 05 
T 0.098292 0.174075 o. 279150 0.407919 0.547450 0.840864 0.969582 0.999854 
cl 0.096909 0.169828 0.270484 0.393980 0.528795 o. 821065 0.960526 0.999652 
Wilcoxon 0.096541 0.168787 0.268527 0.391084 0.525236 o. 818054 0. 959479 0.999646 
Kolm-Smirn 0.089200 0.147312 0.226064 0.323762 0.434871 0.713343 o. 900265 0.996589 0 Median 0. 083271 0.130294 o. 192402 0.269277 0.358617 o. 605501 0.814960 0.983917 N I 
t-t 
t-t 
M = 7, N = 6, o: = 0.01 
T 0.022323 0.045462 o. 084711 0.144908 0.228461 0. 515365 o. 79255 7 0.990688 
cl 0.022006 0.044243 0.081553 0.138317 0.216759 o. 487511 0.759330 0.982500 
Wilcoxon 0.021969 0.044123 o. 081268 0.137780 0.215906 o. 486111 o. 758507 o. 982911 
Kolm-Smirn 0.020694 0.039655 o. 070550 0.116883 o. 180934 0.411295 0.673236 o. 959926 
Median 0.019186 0.034232 o. 05 7035 0.089155 0.131420 0.278137 0.460714 0.794704 
M = 7, N = 6, o: = 0. 05 
T 0.095613 0.166161 0.263590 0.383781 o. 516275 o. 810595 o. 95 7015 0.999643 
cl 0.094251 0.161994 o. 255031 o. 369774 0.496999 0.787583 0.944323 0.999131 
Wilcoxon 0.094004 0.161336 0.253863 0.368148 0.497769 0.786447 0.944320 0.999198 
Kolm-Smirn o. 089492 0.148319 0. 22835li, 0.327874 o. 441059 0.722669 0.907000 o. 997124 
Median 0.082232 0.128176 0.189652 0.266795 o. 357466 0.609933 0.821479 0.985339 
_) 
_J l 1 J l J I 
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•.r.: ... BIE 4 (Continued) 
COMPARISOU OF POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE TESTS {ONE-SIDED) 
D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 7, N = 5, a = 0.01 
T o. 021311 0.041865 0.075998 0.127853 0.199980 0.456697 o. 731756 0.980055 
cl o. 020975 0.040620 o. 072833 0.121296 0.188296 0. 427249 0.692024 o. 965204 
Wilcoxon o. 020957 o. 040553 0. 072671 o. 120976 0.187750 0.426010 0.690489 0.964678 
Kolm-Smirn 0.019103 o. 037119 0,064422 0.104706 0.159909 0.359892 0.600334 0.919765 
Median 0.019096 0.034423 o. 058583 0.094204 0,143340 0.326279 0.558809 0.900355 
M = 7, N = 5, a = O. 05 
T 0.092455 0. 156936 0.245447 0.355296 0.478609 o. 769775 0.936660 0.999027 
cl 0. 091187 o. 153114 0.237615 0.342359 0.460421 0. -745654 0.920757 0.997878 r-{ 
Wilcoxon 0.090865 0.152211 0.235892 0.339703 0.456934 0.741783 0.918695 0.997845 N I 
Kolm-Smirn 0.086007 0.138981 o. 210221 o. 298725 0.400431 0.666165 0.864097 0.991826 H H 
Nedian 0.079562 0.119622 0.170708 0.232317 0.302936 0. 502291 0.696383 0. 935436 
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TABLE 5 
EFFECT OF CHANGE IN SANPLE SIZE ON POWER OF TWO-SAHPLE TESTS (1-SIDED) 
D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M n o: = 0.01 T TEST 
5 5 0.019781 0.036604 0.063498 0.103497 0.158904 0.364215 0.616745 0. 941108 
7 5 0.021311 0.041865 o. 075998 0. 127853 0.199980 0.456697 o. 731756 0.980055 
6 6 o. 021529 0. 0l1-2625 0.077818 0.131391 o. 205877 0.469032 o. 745116 0.982808 
7 6 0.022323 0. 045l1-62 o. 084711 0.144908 0.228461 0.515365 0.792557 0.990688 
7 7 0. 023203 o. 048671 0.092592 0.160375 0.254070 0.564531 0.836812 0.995400 
M N o: = o. 05 T TEST 
5 5 0.087800 0.143539 0.219105 0.313330 0.421448 0.698489 0.891583 0.996038 
7 5 0.092455 0.156936 0.245447 o. 355296 0.478609 o. 769775 0.936660 0.999027 
6 6 0.093207 0.159116 0. 249725 0.362029 0.487576 o. 779866 0.942029 0.999225 
7 6 0.095613 0.166161 0.263590 0.383781 0.516275 o. 810595 0.957015 0.999643 
7 7 0.098292 0.174075 0.279150 0.407919 0.547450 0.840864 0.969582 0.999854 N 
N 
I 
M u o: = 0.01 Cl TEST H H 
5 5 0. 019451 0.035430 o. 060585 0.097515 0.148161 0.334549 0.568186 o. 905400 
7 5 0.020975 o. 040620 0. 072833 0.121296 0.188296 0.427249 .o. 692024 0.965204 
6 6 o. 021201 0.041394 0.074652 0.124771 0.193997 0.438808 0.704358 0.967803 
7 6 0.022004 0.044243 0.081553 0.138317 0. 216 759 0.487511 0.759330 0.982500 
7 7 0.022986 0.047321 o. 089051 0.152967 o. 241011 0.535269 o. 805 793 0.990138 
M N o: = 0. 05 Cl TEST 
5 5 o. 086712 o. 140313 0.212492 0.302224 o. 405316 0.673585 0.870504 0.992794 
7 5 0. 091187 o. 153114 0.237615 0. 342359 0.460421 0. 745654 o. 920757 0.997878 
6 6 0.091893 0.155152 0.241616 0.348695 0.468971 0.755979 0. 92 7108 0.998349 
7 6 o. 094251 0.161994 0.255031 0. 369774 0.496999 o. 787583 0.944323 0.999131 
7 7 0.096909 0.169828 0.270484 0.393980 0.528795 0.821065 0.960526 0.999652 
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TABLE 5 (Continued) 
EFFECT OF CHANGE Ill SAHPLE SIZE ON POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE TESTS (1--SIDED) 
D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M N a:= 0.01 WILCOXON TEST 
5 5 0.019451 0.035430 0.060585 o. 097515 0.148161 0.334549 0.568186 0. 905400 
7 5 o. 020957 o. 040554 o. 072671 0.120976 0.187750 0.426010 0.690489 0.964678 
6 6 o. 021180 0.041325 0.074497 0.124499 0.193600 0.438418 0.704767 0.968874 
7 6 0.021970 O. Ol~4123 0.081268 o. 137780 0.215906 0.486111 o. 758507 0.982910 
7 7 0.022801 o. 047134 0.088646 0.152294 0.240128 0.535000 0.807526 0.991453 
M N a = 0.05 WILCOXON TEST 
5 5 0.086613 O. ll~0046 0.211997 o. 301471 0.404324 o. 672395 0.869734 0.992740 
7 5 0.090865 o. 152211 0.235892 0.339703 0.456935 0.741782 0.918695 0.997845 
6 6 0.091605 o. 153951 0.239608 0.345843 0.465607 0.752500 0.925419 0.998300 
7 6 0.094004 0.161336 0.253863 0.368148 0.497769 0.786447 0.944320 0,999198 ('I") N 7 7 0.096541 0.163737 0.268527 0.391084 0.525236 o. 818054 0. 9594 79 0.999646 I H 
H 
H N a:= 0.01 KOLM-SHIRN TEST 
5 5 0.018186 0.031279 0.051015 0.079107 0.116956 0, 25 7104 0.447080 0.803946 
7 5 0.019103 o. 037119 0.064422 o. 104 706 0.159909 0.359892 0.600334 0.919765 
6 6 0.020094 0. 037505 0.065212 0.105975 0.161541 o. 359811 0.592286 0.898963 
7 6 0. 020694 0.039655 o. 070550 0.116883 0.180934 0.411295 0.673236 o. 959926 
7 7 0.020808 0.039954 0.071048 0.117447 0.181230 0, 408721 0.666931 o. 956515 
M H a: = 0. 05 KOU-1-SMIRN TEST 
5 5 0.082306 o. 128125 0.188976 0.264698 o. 353035 0.597811 0.806519 0.981022 
7 5 0.086007 0.138981 o. 210221 0.298725 0.400431 0.666165 0.864097 o. 991826 
6 6 0.086093 0.138243 o. 207750 0.293380 o. 391119 o. 645811 o. 840851 0.985292 
7 6 0.089492 0.148319 0.228354 0.327874 0.441059 0. 722669 0.907000 0. 997124 
7 7 0.089200 0.147312 0.226064 0.323762 0.434871 0.713343 0.900265 0. 996589 
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TABLE 5 (Continued) 
EFFECT OF CHAHGE IN SAHPLE SIZE ON POWER OF TWO-SAUPLE TESTS (1-SIDED) 
D=.2 D=.l~ D=.6 D=.8 D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=J.O 
M N et= 0.01 MEDIAN TEST 
5 5 o. 017158 0.028278 0.044837 0.068465 0.100747 0.225883 0.408371 0.781944 
7 5 0.019096 0.034423 o. 058583 0.094204 0.143340 0.326279 0.558809 0.900355 
6 6 0.018189 0.031076 o. 050094 0.076553 0.111455 0.237837 0.411451 0.770401 
7 6 0.019186 0. 03l~232 o. 05 7035 0.089155 o. 131420 0.278137 0.460714 0.794704 
7 7 0.020575 0.038988 0.068296 0.111067 0.168485 0. 365057 0.582377 0. 871569 
M H et = o. 05 MEDIAN TEST 
5 5 o. 077591 0.114247 0.160195 0.214768 0.276485 0.448204 0.618812 0.872697 
7 5 0.079562 0.119622 0.170708 0.232317 0.302936 0.502291 0.696383 0.935436 
6 6 0.083807 0.132579 0.198098 0.280010 o. 375315 0.633004 o. 838271 o. 987563 
7 6 0.082232 0.128176 0.189652 0.266795 0. 35 7466 0.609933 0.821479 0.985339 ..::I" N 
7 7 o. 083271 0.130294 0.192402 o. 269277 0.358617 0.605501 0.814960 0.983917 I .... 
.... 
J I I J ) ) J ) I l ) 1 ) J l ) J J 
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COMPARISON OF POWER OF 1-AND 2-SIDED TWO-SANPLE TESTS 
D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
TEST M = 7, N = 5, a= 0.01 
T I-SIDED o. 021311 0. 0l~1865 0.075998 0.12 7853 0.199980 0.456697 0. 731756 o. 980055 
T 2-SIDED 0.013217 0. 023758 0.044101 0.077718 o. 128056 0.334452 o. 607505 o. 950786 
Cl 1-SIDED 0.020975 0.040620 o. 072833 0.121296 0. 188296 0.427249 0.692024 0.965204 
Cl 2-SIDED 0.013066 0.023047 0.042109 0.073267 0.119507 0.308041 0.562542 0.921596 
W 1-SIDED 0. 020957 0.040554 0.072671 0.120976 0.187750 0.426010 0.690489 0.964678 
W 2-SIDED 0 . .013066 0.023046 0.042106 0.073261 0.119496 0.308000 0.562461 0. 921512 
KS 1-SIDED 0.019103 o. 037119 0. 064l~22 0.104706 o. 159909 0.359892 0.600334 0.919765 
KS 2-SIDED 0.012579 0.02082.7 0.036167 0.060583 0.096102 0.240080 0.446268 0.822299 
H 1-SIDED 0.019096 0.034423 o. 058583 0.094204 0.143340 0.326279 0.558809 0.900355 It'\ N 
H 2-SIDED 0.012464 0.020273 0.034555 o. 056785 0.008028 0.208306 0.363311 0.592831 I H 
H 
TEST M = 7, N = 7, a= 0.01 
T 1-SIDED 0.023203 o. 0486 71 0. 092592 0.160375 0.254070 0.564531 0.836812 o. 995400 
T 2-SIDED 0.014097 o. 027821 o. 055089 o. 101080 0.170187 0.439317 0.739367 0.986475 
Cl 1-SIDED 0.022986 o. 047321 o. 089051 0.152967 0.241011 0.535269 0.805793 0.990138 
Cl 2-SIDED 0.013937 0.027037 o. 052816 0.095899 0.160228 0.411049 0.700255 0.974308 
W 1-SIDED 0.022801 0.047134 0.088646 0.152294 0.240128 o. 535000 0.807526 0.991453 
W 2-SIDED 0.013927 0.026995 0.052709 0.095699 0.159929 0.410892 0.701223 o. 975789 
KS 1-SIDED 0.020808 0.039954 0.071048 0.117447 0.181230 0.408721 0.666931 o. 956515 
KS 2-SIDED 0.013303 0.024125 0.044981 0.079329 0.130474 0.337194 o. 605722 0.944788 
M 1-SIDED o. 020575 0.038988 0.068296 0.111067 o. 168~-85 o. 365057 0.582377 0.871569 
.. 
.M 2-SIDED o. 012605 0.020848 0.035867 o. 059131 0.091937 0.218066 0.393780 o. 755157 
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iv) is varied. Power of one-and a~o-sided tests is compared form= n = 7 
and m = 7, n = 5 for a= .01. 
9. Selected efficiency comparisons 
The concept most frequently used in power-efficiency comparisons in 
large-sample theory is that of asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) 
(Pitman, 1948; Noether, 1955). For small-sample theory Hodges and Lehmann 
(1956) have proposed a definition of efficiency that may be used in rough 
comparison with ARE. The Hodges-Lehmann (H-L) efficiency of test.!. relative 
to test£ for alternative hypothesis D and test size a is defined to be 
(8.1) e 
a,b = e b(D, a) a, * = N· /N b a 
* where Na is the sample size for test!. and Nb is the randomized sample size 
for test£ needed to match the power of test!. for the given a and D 
(randomization is done by linear interpolation in the sample size for test 
£ by using the power). The definition could equally well be given in terms 
of randomization on the sample size of test.!.· 
Tables 7 through 10 present the efficiency of the one-sided Wilcoxon, 
c1, median and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, respectively, relative to the 
!,-test. Sample sizes with m = n are used for these tables, and with this 
restriction sample size in the definition of e b for the two-sample case 
a, 
may be either m(=n) or nrl-n = 2m. Comparisons are made for sample sizes 
m = n = 5, 6, 7, test sizes a= .01, .05 and alternative hypotheses 
D = .2 (.2) 1, 1.5, 2, 3. The power of the !,-test required to bracket the 
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Example: m = n = 5, a= .OS, D = 0.2 
7-Jilcoxon, t - .960 = (4(1-p) + Sp] /5 
where p = (.086613 - .081918)/(.087800 - .081918) - . 798. 
Table 11 presents the efficiency of the one-sided Wilcoxon test when 
there is no restriction to equal sample sizes. In this case sample size in 
the definition of e bis m+n. Two examples of unequal sample size are given: 
a, 
i) Wilcoxon test sample size m = n = 7 and randomization between !-test sample 
sizes m = n = 7 and m = 7, n = 6; ii) Wilcoxon test sample size m = 7, n = 6 
and randomization between !-test sample sizes m = 7, n = 6 and m = n = 6. 
The H-L efficiencies for the Hilcoxon and c1 tests are seen to be 
essentially independent of m, a and D for those values used in Tables 7 and 
8. The efficiencies for the two tests differ occasionally by as much as 1 
in the second decimal place but usually by an amount less than that. The 
efficiency of the c1 test is generally (but not always) greater than that of 
the Wilcoxon test. The Wilcoxon test H-L efficiency is seen to be very close 
to and occasionally greater than the asymptotic relative efficiency of 
3/ lI = . 9580 as r;iven by Pitman (1949) and van der Vaart (1950). However, the 
H-L efficiency of the c1 test is not as close to (differs by more than .03 
from) the ARE of 1 given by Chernoff and Savace (1958). Witting (1960) gives 
another definition of efficiency for small parameter values and gives an 
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The H-L efficiencies for the median and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests are 
also seen to be essentially independent of m, a and D for the values given 
in Tables 9 and 10, except that the efficiency of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test is seen to decrease as D increases for a and mas in Table 10. The 
efficiency of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is generally (but not always) 
greater than that of the median test. The median test H-L efficiency is 
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TABLE 7 
HODGES-LEHMANN EFFICmNCY OF THE WILCOXON TEST 
TEST H a: D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
w 5 .01 o. 019451 0.035430 o. 060585 0.097515 0.148161 0.334549 0. 568186 o. 905400 
T 4 .01 0.017923 0.030556 0.049637 0.076968 0.114140 0.254781 0.450658 0.821336 
T 5 .01 0.019781 0.036604 0.063498 0.103497 0.158904 0.364215 0.616745 0. 941108 
e 
·w, t 0.9645 0.9612 0.9580 0.9549 0.9520 0.9458 0.9415 0.9404 
w 6 .01 o. 021180 0.041325 0.074497 0.124499 0.193600 0.438418 0.704767 0.968874 
T 5 .01 0.019781 0.036604 0.063498 0.103497 0.158904 0.364215 0.616745 0. 941108 
T 6 .01 o. 021529 0.042625 0.077818 0.131391 o. 205877 0.469032 0. 745116 0.982808 
e 
w,t 0.9667 0.9640 0.9613 0.9588 0.9564 0. 9513 0.9476 0.9443 
w 7 .01 o. 022801 o. 047134 0.088646 0.152294 o. 240128 0.535000 0.807526 o. 991453 
T 6 .01 o. 021529 0.042625 0. 077818 0.131391 0. 205877 0.469032 0.745116 0.982808 
T 7 .01 0.023203 o. 048671 0.092592 0.160375 0.254070 0.564531 0.836812 0.995400 
e o. 9657 0.9637 0.9618 0.9602 0.9587 0.9558 0.9544 0.9552 C\ 
w,t N I 
H 
w 5 . 05 0.086613 o. 140046 0.211997 o. 301471 0.404324 0.672395 0.069734 0.992740 H 
T 4 . 05 0.081918 0.127045 0.186890 0.261375 0.348431 0.591364 0.801534 0.980600 
T 5 . 05 0.087800 0. 143539 0. 219105 0.313330 0.421448 0.698489 0.891583 0.996038 
e 
w,t o. 9597 0.9576 0.9559 0.9543 0.9531 o. 9513 o. 9515 0.9573 
w 6 • 05 o. 091605 o. 153951 0. 239608 0.345843 0.465607 o. 752500 0.925419 0.998300 
T 5 .OS 0.087800 o. 143539 0.219105 0.313330 0.421448 o. 69811-89 0. 891583 0.996038 
T 6 . 05 0.093207 0.159116 0. 249725 o. 362029 0.487576 0.779866 o. 942029 0.999225 
e 
w,t 0. 9506 o. 9447 0.9449 0.9446 0.9446 0.9440 o. 9451 0.9516 
w 7 • 05 0.096541 0.168737 0.268527 0.391084 0.525236 o. 818054 0.959479 0.999646 
T 6 .05 0.093207 o. 159116 o. 249725 0.362029 0.487576 0.779866 0. 942029 o. 999225 
T 7 • 05 0.098292 0.174075 0.279150 0.407919 0.547450 0.840864 0.969582 0.999854 
e 
w,t 0.9508 0.9495 0.9484 0.9476 0.9470 0.9466 0.9476 0.9528 
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TABLE 8 
HODGES-LEffiIANN EFFICIENCY OF THE c1 TEST 
TEST M a D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
Cl 5 .01 0.019451 0.035430 0. 060585 0. 097515 0.148161 0.334549 0.568186 0.905400 
T 4 .01 0.017923 0.030556 0.049637 0.076968 0.114140 o. 254781 o. 450658 0.821336 
T 5 .01 0.019781 0.036604 0.063498 0.103497 0.158904 0.364215 0.616745 o. 941108 
e 
c1, t 
0.9645 0.9612 0.9580 0.9549 o. 9520 o. 9458 0.9415 0.9404 
Cl 6 .01 o. 021201 0.041394 0.074652 0.124771 0.193997 0.438808 o. 704358 0.967803 
T 5 .01 0.019781 0.036604 0.063498 0.103497 0.158904 o. 364215 0.616745 0. 941108 
T 6 .01 0.021529 0.042625 0.077818 0.131391 0. 205877 0.469032 o. 745116 0.982808 
e 
c 1, t 
0.9687 0. 9.659 0.9632 0.9604 0~ 95 78 o. 9519 0. 9471 0.9400 
Cl 7 .01 0.022986 0.047321 0.089051 0.152967 0.241011 0.535269 0.805793 0.990138 
T 6 .01 o. 021529 0.042625 0.077818 0.131391 o. 205877 0.469032 o. 745116 0.982808 
T 7 .01 0.023203 o. 048671 0.092592 0.160375 0.254070 0.564531 0.836812 0.995400 
e 
c 1, t 
0.9815 0.9681 o. 9658 o. 9633 0.9613 0.9562 0. 9517 0.9403 0 
('fl 
I 
Cl 5 . 05 o. 086 712 o. 140313 0.212492 0.302224 0.405316 0.673585 o. 870504 0.992794 H H 
T 4 .05 0.081918 0.127045 0.186890 0.261375 0.348431 0.591364 0.801534 0.980600 
T 5 . 05 0.087800 0.143539 0.219105 0.313330 0.421448 0.698489 0.891583 0.996038 
e 
c 1, t 
0.9630 0.9609 0. 9589 o. 9572 0.9558 0.9535 0.9532 0.9580 
Cl 6 .05 0.091893 o. 155152 0.241616 0.348695 0.468971 0.755979 o. 927108 0.998349 
T 5 . 05 0.087800 0.143539 0.219105 0.313330 0.421448 0.698489 0.891583 0.996038 
T 6 ,05 0.093207 0. 159116 o. 249725 0. 362029 0.487576 0.779866 0.942029 0.999225 
e 
c 1, t 
0.9595 o. 9576 0.9559 0.9544 0.9531 o. 9511 o. 9507 0.9542 
Cl 7 .05 0.096909 0.169828 0.270484 0.393980 0,528795 0.821065 0.960526 0.999652 
T 6 • 05 0.093207 0.159116 o. 249725 0.362029 0.487576 0.779866 0.942029 0.999225 
T 7 . 05 0.098292 0.174075 0.279150 0.407919 0.547450 0.840864 0.969582 0.999854 
e 
cl't 
o. 9611 0.9594 o. 9579 0.9566 0.9555 0.9536 o. 9530 o. 9542 
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HODGES-LEHHAlm EFFICmNCY OF THE MEDIAH TEST 
TEST M 0: D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M 5 .01 o. 017158 0.028278 0.044837 0.068465 0.100747 0.225883 0.408371 0.781944 
T 3 .01 0.015886 0.024387 0.036230 0.052164 o. 072895 0.149099 0.261274 0.550564 
T 4 .01 0.017923 o. 030556 0.049637 0.076968 0.114140 0.254781 o. 450658 0.821336 
e 
m,t o. 7249 o. 7261 0.7284 0.7314 o. 7351 o. 7453 0. 7553 0.7709 
M 6 .01 0.018189 0 .. 031076 0.050094 0.076553 0.111455 0.237837 0.411451 0.770401 
T 3 .01 o. 052164 o. 072895 0.149099 0.261274 0.550564 
T 4 .01 0.017923 o. 030556 0.049637 0.076968 0.114140 0.254781 0. 450658 0.821336 
'r 5 .01 0.019781 0.036604 0.063498 
e 
m,t 0.6905 o. 6810 o. 6722 0.6639 o. 6558 0.6399 0.6322 o. 6353 
M 7 .01 o. 020575 0.038988 0.068296 0. 11106 7 0.168485 o. 36505 7 o. 582377 o. 871569 
T 4 .01 0.450658 0.821336 
T 5 .01 0.019781 0.036604 0.063498 0.103497 0.158904 0.364215 0.616745 o. 941108 ~ ('f) 
T 6 .01 o. 021529 0.042625 0.077818 0.131391 o. 205877 0.469032 I H 
e 0.7792 o. 7708 0.7622 o. 7531 0.7434 0. 7154 0.6847 o. 6313 H 
m,t 
H 5 . 05 o. 077591 0.114247 0.160195 0.214768 0.276485 0.448204 0.618812 o. 872697 
T 2 . 05 0.270725 0.383889 o. 617222 
T 3 .05 0.075244 0.108982 0.152139 0.205016 o. 26 7114 0.451838 0.645202 0.909800 
T 4 • 05 0.081918 0.127045 0.186890 0.261375 0.348431 
e 
m,t 
.0.6703 0.6583 0.6464 0.6346 0.6230 0.5960 0.5798 0.5 746 
M 6 . 05 0.083807 0.1325 79 0.198098 0.280010 o. 375315 0.633004 o. 838271 o. 987563 
T 4 • 05 0.081918 0.127045 0.186890 0.261375 0.348431 0.591364 0.801534 0.980600 
T 5 • 05 0.087800 0.143539 0.219105 0.313330 0.421448 0.698489 0.891583 0.996038 
e 
m,t 0. 7202 0. 7226 0.7247 o. 7264 o. 7280 0.7315 0.7347 0.7418 
M 7 • 05 o. 083271 0.130294 0.192402 0.269277 0.358617 o. 605501 0.814960 o. 983917 
T 4 . 05 0.081918 0.127045 0.186890 0.261375 0.348431 0.591364 o. 801534 0.980600 
T 5 • 05 0.087800 0.143539 0.219105 0.313330 0.421448 0.698489 0.891583 0.996038 
e 
m,t o. 6043 0.5996 0.5959 0.5932 0.5914 0.5903 0.5927 o. 6021 
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HODGES-LEHMANN EFFICIENCY OF THE KOLM.-SHIRNOV TEST 
TEST M a D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
KS 5 .01 0.018186 0.031279 0.051015 0.079107 0.116956 o. 25 7104 0.447080 0.803946 
T 3 .01 o. 2612 74 0.550564 
T 4 .01 0.017923 0.030556 0.049637 0.076968 0.114140 0.254781 0.450658 0.821336 
T 5 .01 0.019781 0.036604 0.063498 0.103497 0.158904 0.364215 ,. 
e ks, t 0.8283 0.8239 0.8199 0.8161 0.8126 0.8042 0.7962 o. 7872 
KS 6 .01 0.020094 0.037505 o. 065212 o. 105975 0.161541 0. 359811 0.592286 0.898963 
T 4 .01 i"· 0.254781 0.450658 0.821336 
T 5 .01 o. 019781 0.036604 0.063498 0.103497 o. 158904 0.364215 0.616745 o. 941108 
T 6 .01 0. 021529 0.042625 o. 077818 0.131391 o. 205877 
e ks,t 0.8632 0.8583 0. 8533 0.8481 0.8427 0.8266 0.8088 0. 7747 
KS 7 .01 0.020808 0.039954 0.071048 0.117447 0.181230 0.408721 0.666931 0. 956515 
T 5 .01 0.019781 o. 036604- 0.063498 0. 103497 0.158904 0.364215 0.616745 o. 941108 N T 6 .01 o. 021529 0.042625 0.077818 0.131391 0.205877 0.469032 0. 745116 0.982808 ('I") I 
e 0.7982 0.7938 0.7896 0. 785 7 0.7822 0. 7749 o. 7701 0. 7671 H ks,t H 
KS 5 . 05 0.082306 0.128125 0.188976 0.264698 0.353035 0.597811 0.806519 0.981022 
T 4 • 05 0.081918 0.127045 0.186890 0.261375 0.348431 0.591364 0.801534 0.980600 
T 5 . 05 0.087800 0.143539 0.219105 0.313330 0.421448 0.698489 0.891583 0.996038 
e ks,t 0.8132 0.8131 0.8130 0.8128 0. 8126 0. 8120 o. 8111 0.8055 
KS 6 . 05 0.086093 0.138243 o. 207750 0.293380 0.391119 0. 645811 0.840851 0.985292 
T 4 . 05 0.081918 0.127045 0.186890 0.261375 0.348431 0.591364 0.801534 0.980600 
T 5 • 05 0.087800 0.143539 0.219105 0.313330 0.421448 0.698489 o. 891583 0.996038 
e ks, t o. 7850 o. 7798 o. 7746 0.7693 0.7641 o. 7514 0.7394 o. 7173 
KS 7 .05 0.089200 0.147312 0.226064 0.323762 0.434871 0.713343 0.900265 0.996589 
T 5 . 05 0.087800 0. 143539 o. 219105 0.313330 0.421448 0.698489 0.891583 0.996038 
T 6 . 05 0.093207 o. 159116 0.249725 0.362029 o. 4875 76 o. 779866 o. 942029 0.999225 
e ks, t o. 7513 0.7489 0.7468 o. 741+9 0.7433 o. 7404 0.7389 0.7390 
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HODGES-LEHMANN EFFICIBNCY OF THE WILCOXON TEST 
UHEQUAL SAMPLE SIZES 
TEST MN a D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
w 7 6 .01 0.021969 0.044123 0.081268 0.137780 o. 215906 0.486111 o. 758507 o. 982911 
T 6 6 .01 o. 021529 0.042625 o. 077818 o. 131391 o. 205877 0.469032 0. 745116 0.982808 
T 7 6 .01 0.022323 o. 04.5462 o. 084711 0.144908 0.228461 0.515365 0.792557 0.990688 
e W,t o. 965 7 0.9637 0.9616 0. 9594 o. 9572 0.9514 0.9448 0.9241 
w 7 7 .01 0.022801 0. 047134 0.088646 0.152294 0.240128 0.535000 0.807526 0.991453 
T 7 6 .01 0.022323 0.045462 o. 084711 0.144908 0.228461 0.515365 0.792557 0.990688 
T 7 7 .01 0.023203 0. 048671 0.092592 0.160375 o. 254070 0.564531 0.836812 0.995400 
e W t 0.9674 o. 9658 0.9642 0.9627 o. 9611 0. 95 71 o. 952 7 0.9402 
' 
w 7 6 .05 0.094004 0.161336 0.253863 0.368148 0.497769 0.786447 0.944320 0.999198 
T 6 6 • 05 0.093207 o. 159116 0.249725 0.362029 0.487576 0.779866 0.942029 0.999225 M M 
T 7 6 .05 o. 095613 0.166161 0.263590 0.383781 0.516275 0.810595 0. 95 7015 0.999643 I H 
e 0.9486 0.9473 0.9460 0.9447 o. 9504 0.9396 0.9348 0.9181 H W,t 
w 7 7 . 05 0.096541 0.160787 o. 26852 7 0.391084 0.525236 0.818054 0.959479 0.999646 
T 7 6 . 05 0.095613 0.166161 0.263590 0.383781 0.516275 0.810595 0.957015 0.999643 
T 7 7 . 05 0. 098292 0.174075 0. 2 79150 0.407919 0.547450 0.840864 o. 969582 0.999854 
e W,t 0.9533 o. 9523 0. 9512 0. 9502 0.9491 0.9462 0.9426 0.9296 
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Sequential Two-Sample Rank Tests of the Normal 
Shift Hypothesis 
Two sequential two-sample rank tests, developed by Wilcoxon, Rhodes and 
Bradley (1963) are described. For both tests observations are taken in groups 
of (nrl-n), m from one population and n from the other, and the observations are 
ranked within groups. Tables are presented which facilitate the use of these 
tests in the case of the normal shift alternative hypothesis. Values of the 
operating characteristic functions and average sample number functions are 
given for the two tests. 
2. Introduction 
The general testin3 situation considered here is as follows. The random 
variables x1, ..• , X and Y1, ... , Y are mutually independent. The X's [Y's] .m n 
have a common continuous cumulative distribution function F(x) [G(x)]. The 
null hypothesis is H0:G(x) = F(x). A particular alternative which has received 
rather extensive consideration is the Lehmann alternative, 
k H1 :G(x) ; F (x), 
Savage (1956) has presented several non-sequential nonparametric tests of 
the null hypothesis against the Lehmann alternative in detail with a table, 
analogous to Table A, giving the distribution of rank orders under 1\ and 
with a table of the power function of these tests. The sequential two-sample 
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alternative. The present work treats both of these problems for the case 
of the normal shift alternative hypothesis; power functions of non-sequential 
tests were given in Chapter II and sequential tests are described in this 
chapter. 
3. The Sequential Tests 
Consider the situation where the random var~ablesx and Y are normally 
and independently distributed with means ex and ey, respect.iyely, and variance 1. 
Denoting the cumulative distribution functions of X and Y by F(x) and G(y) 
we wish to use a sequential rank test of the null hypothesis H0 against the 
alternative hypothesis H1 : 
HO: G(x) ~ F (x) 
(3.1) 
Hl: G(x) ~ F(x-D1), where D1 = 0y - 0x > 0 
with Type I and Type II errors a and f3 respectively. Applying the methods 
of Wald's sequential analysis (Wald, 1949), the procedure is as follows • 
Two constants A and B (O < B < 1 < A) are chosen to be A= (l-f3)/a and 
B = f3/(l-a). At each stage or trial of the sequential procedure a group of 
(m}n) independent observations is taken consisting of m X-observations and 
n Y-observations. The (mi-n) observations are ranked within each group and 
a probability (likelihood) ratio is computed for the group. The probability 
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the hypothesis II0 (H1). If the vector of ranked observations is denoted by 
u = (u1, u2, •.• , umf-n) then a new vector~z = (z1, z2, •.• , zmf-n) can be 
formed by letting z = 0(1) if u. is an X(Y)-observation, {i = 1, ..• , m+n). 
1. 
The probability densities of the observed 3roup ranking are then further 
denoted by 
(3.3) = P cz Io>, 
m,n 
where these quantities are to be found in Table A. 
The Wald sequential probability ratio, denoted by rt when t groups have 
been observed, is given by 
(3.4) 
t 
rt = II pi = rt-1 pt 
i=l 
(t=l, 2, ... ) 





B < r < A 
t 
r > A 
t -
r < B t-





continue the experiment by going to the (t+l)- stage, 
terminate the process with the rejection of H0, and 
terminate the process with the acceptance of H0• 
It is often computationally useful in application of sequential tests of 
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i) log B < log rt< log A 
(3.6) ii) log rt~ log A 
iii) log rt~ log B 
where in this presentation log refers to logarithm to the base 10. This 
procedure has actual Type I and II errors 0: 1 and f3' which Wald (3:27) has 
shown satisfy the inequality a•+ f3' ~ a+ f3, thus concluding that the 
differences a• - a and f3 1 - f3 are small enough to be ignored for .all 
practical purposes. 
The two sequential rank tests considered by Uilcoxon, Rhodes and Bradley 
provide as rt the following ratios. The first of these is the "configural rank 
test" which is based upon the probability-ratio statistic r?) whose value 
depends on the probabilities of the particular configuration of ordered obser-




p ( ti 
pt= m,n z Dl) 
p ( t 
m,n z jo) 
t 
= pm,n(ztfDl) . <U:n> 
t 
r(l} -
t - n p. f::1 J 
t - j' ) = (nrl-n) fl p (z D
1 
; 
n .~.., m,n J--J. 
here zt denotes the z-value observed at the t th stage of the experiment. 
The "rank-sum test" is based on the probability-ratio statistic r~2) 
whose value depends on the probabilities of the within-group rank sum of the 
Y-observations for each group. For this test 
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where wj = wj = 
y 




t t . 
= n = n Pr cwJ ID ) 
.... p j .... . ... 1 
j=l Pr(Wjjo) j=l 
m¾-n · th ~ iz~, the sum of the ranks of the Y-sample at the j-
i=l ]. 
stage, j = 1, 2, •.. t. Clearly r~2) could be written in terms of· 
. ~ . ~ 
wl = .E i(l-z~), the sum of the ranks of X-sample at the j- stage, 
X • 1 J. i= 
j = 1, 2,... t. Note that W = (m+n). (mi-n+ 1) /2 - W • 
X y 
4. Computation of rt 
a. Configural rank test: r(l) 
t 
Computation of r~l) may be done directly from Table A. Due to the large 
size of Table A no attempt has been made to provide values of log r~l)_ In 




= rt-1 P (zlD) (nri-n) m, n 1 . n 
where r(l) _ 0 - 1; P (zjn1) and (nrl-n) = C(m,n) are found in Table A. m,n n 
b. Rank-sum test: (2) r , 
t 
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(4.2) = (2) rt-1 






where r~2) ~ 1 and log r~2) ~ O. Table C-1, derived from Table A, gives the 
distribution of Wunder the hypotheses D = 0(.2)1,1.5,2,3. Both W and W y X 
are given to facilitate use of the table. Table C-2 gives values of log R(WfD) 
. for, D = .2(.2)1,1.5,2,3. Both tables are for sample sizes 1 :Sn Sm S 7 . 
5. Properties of the Sequential Tests 
The Wald sequential analysis provides two concepts which describe the 
properties of sequential tests and measure their performance: the OC•function 
and ASN-function. 
a. The OperatinB Characteristic Function (QC-function). 
The QC-function L(D) is the probability of accepting H0 when Dis the 
true value of the shift in location between the two populations. llald's 
formulas (3:29a) and (3:43) provide approximations to L(D) at two points: 
L(O) ~ 1 - a and L(D1) ~ ~- However, these points provide no way to compare 
performance of two tests. A third point at which an approximation to L(D) 
may be relatively easily evaluated is at D = D', where D' is such that 
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log [ (l-f3) /a] 
L(D') -
log [(l-f3)/a] - log [~/(1-a)] 
th Values of D' were obtained by inverse interpolation with a 5- degree polynomial 
among values of ~D(log r 1). 
As observed by Wilcoxon, Rhodes and Bradley for the test with Lehmann 
alternative, the value of D' is not very dependent on m and n when 1 Sn$. m $. 7 
for both tests. Further, the values of D' are essentially the same for both 
tests, given m, n and n1. Table 1 Bives the values of D' form= n = 1(1)7 
for the rank-sum test for n1 = .2(.2)1,1.5,2,3. Form= n = 1(1)5 only 1 case 
was found in which the configural rank test gave a result differing by more 
than one in the third decimal place. 
Table 1 
Values of D' such that &D' (log r 1) -· o, for alternative 
hypotheses D1 = .2(.2)1,1.5,2,3. 
Dl 
m=n 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 
1 .100 .200 .299 .398 .495 • 734 .961 1.374 
2 .100 .200 .299 .399 .497 .740 . 976 1.415 
3 .100 .200 .300 .399 .498 .743 .982 1.434 
4 .100 .200 .300 .399 .498 .744 .986 1.445 
5 .100 .200 .300 .399 .499 .745 .988 1.452 
6 .100 .200 .300 .399 .499 .746 .989 1.456 
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b. The Average Sample Number Function (ASN-function) 
The ASH-function, generally of more interest in sequential tests than 
the QC-function, gives the average (or expected) sample sizes required for 
termination of the test for various true values of D. Although the values 
of the ASN-function depend upon D1, a, ~ and D, it is convenient to follow 
the notation of Wilcoxon, Rhodes and Bradley and write the function as ASN(D). 
Wald gives approximate formulas for ASH(D) for D f D' (3:57) and D = D' (A:99) 
which, in the notation of this chapter, arc 





L(D) log [~/(1-a)] + [1-L(D)] log [(1-~)/a] 
&j/log r 1) 
- log [~/(1-a)] log ((1-~)/a] 
&n' (lolr1) 
where r 1 is r(zfD1) or R(WfD1) and &D and &0 , denote expectation with respect 
to the subscript value of the shift parameter. Using Tables C-1 and C-2, these 
expectations are computed in the usual way for discrete probability distribu-
2 tions by summing the products of the possible values of log r (and log r) 
and the corresponding probabilities of r based upon the appropriate value of 
D. 
As noted by Wilcoxon, Rhodes and Bradley, the values of ASN(D) from 
(5.1) and (5.2) are in terms of the number of groups of size m+n of 
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their procedure slightly, ASN{D) is converted to the average total number of 
observations needed, rather than to the average number of Y-observations, 
thus providing for the case m f n. In Table 2 values of (m+n)•ASN(D) are 
given for the rank-sum test (based on r(Z)) when a= (3 = .05 and a= (3 = .01 
t 
for D1 = .2(.2) 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and m = n = 1(1)7. The function is computed 
for D = O, D', and D1• Table 3 provides values of &Jlog r 1), D = O, n1, and 
2 
e0 ,(log r 1) for the ra1uc-sum test to facilitate calculation of ASN(D) for 
other values of a and (3. 
In Table 2, four cases were found in which the ASN for the rank-sum 
test differs from (is greater than) that of the configural rank test by 
from one to three multiples of the total group size, m = n = 1(1)5. These 
cases are marked with an asterisk. For both a=~= .05 and a= (3 = .01 
it is seen that the approximately optimum group size shows a slight tendency 
to decrease as D1, the alternative hypothesis, increases. 
It is interesting to compare average sample numbers from Table 2 with 
the sample sizes ·required for a non-sequential !_-test with the same a and (3, 
-
as given belO'~.;·in Table 4 (Davica, 1956; '!\.ble E:1). These sequential tests 
have optimum (best choice of group sizes) average sample numbers which are 
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- Values for the ASN-function converted to total sample sizes 
for the rank-sum test 
a = f3 = . 01 
M=N DO D' D1 
H : D = 0 0 Hl: D = 1 .2 
1 1396.9 3318.8 1396.9 
2 1185. 3 2746.6 1185.3 
3 1096.7 2569.4 1107.0* 
4 105 7 .1 2489. l~C' 1064.3 
5 1034.8 2428.4* 1040.3* 
6 1020.4 2401.5 1024.8 
7 1010.3 2372. 6 1014.1 
H0: D = 0 H1 : D1 = .4 
- 1 355.6 829.7 358.8 
2 294.1 692.6 299.7 
3 274.8 647.6 279.4 
4 265.2 624. 7 269.3 
5 259.4 610.8 263.6 
6 255.4 601.1 259.6 
7 252.6 594.4 256.6 
H : D = 0 0 H1:D1 =.6 
1 15 7. 7 372.2 163.7 
2 130.8 309.9 135.8 
3 122.2 288.9 126. 7 
4 117.9 279. 0 122.1 
5 115. 3 272.8 119.4 
6 113.6 268.6 117.6 
7 112.4 265.6 116.3 
HO: D = 0 H1 : D1 = .8 
1 88.9 211.8 94.9 
2 73.7 175. 6 78.7 
3 68.8 163.8 73.3 
4 66.4 158.0 70.6 
5 64.9 154.5 69.0 
6 63.9 152.2 68.0 
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Table 2 (continued) 
Values for the ASN-function converted to total sample sizes 
for the rank-sum test 
a= f3 = .01 





























H : D = 0 0 Hl: D1 = 1. 0 
57.0 137.1 63.3 
47.2 113.5 52.3 
44.0 105.8 48.6 
42.5 102.1 46.8 
41.6 99.8 45.7 
40. 9 98.3 45.0 
40.5 97 .2 44.5 
H : D = 0 0 H1 : Dl = 1.5 
25.6 63.3 32.1 
21.1 52.1 26.3 
19.6 48.5 24.4 
18.9 46.8 23.4 
18.5 45. 7 22.9 
18.2 45.0 22.5 
18.0 44.5 22.2 
H0 : D = 0 H1: D1 = 2.0 
14.5 37 .4 21.6 
11. 9 30.6 17.5 
11.1 28.4 16.1 
10.7 27.4 15.4 
10.5 26.7 15.0 
t2.0** 26.3 14. 7 
i4. ~-I,* 26.0 14.5 
H0 : D = 0 H1 : D1 = 3. 0 
6.7 18.5 14.8 
5.4 15.0 11. 7 
6 •. Q~* 13.9 10.7 
8.0** 13.4 10.1 
lQ. 0~1:* 13.1 10.0** 
12.0** 12. 9 12.0** 14 .. O*j" 14. O*·k 14.0** 
** For cases of large m, n andD1marked rk the tabled value is 
the minimum possible sample size since this value is greater 
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Values for the ASN-function converted to total sample sizes 
... for the rank-sum test 
-' 
a = f3 = . 05 
M=N DO D' D1 al 
H : D = 0 0 H1: D1 = • 2 
... 1 822.1 1362. 7 822.1 
2 697 .5 112 7. 7 697 .5 
3 645.4 1055. 0 651.4 
-
4 622.1 1022.0 626.3 
5 608.9 997.1 612.2 
6 600.5 986.1 603.1 
... 
7 594.5 974.2 596.8 
H0 : D = 0 H1 : D1 = .4 
... 1 209.3 340.7 211.2 
2 173.1 284.4 176.4 
3 161. 7 265.9 164.4 
... 4 156.1 256.5 158.5 
5 152.6 250.8 155.1 
6 150. 3 246.8 152.8 
.. 7 148.6 244.1 151. 0 
H0 : D = 0 H1 :D1 =.6 
-
1 92.8 152.8 96.3 
2 77. 0 127. 3 79.9 
3 71. 9 118.6 74.6 
_. 4 69.4 114.6 71. 9 
5 67.9 112.0 70.3 
6 66.8 110. 3 69.2 
-
7 66.1 109.1 68.4 
H0 : D = 0 H1: D1 = . 8 
-' 1 52.3 87. 0 55.9 
2 43.4 72.1 46.3 
3 40.5 67.2 43.1 
,_ 4 39.1 64.9 41.6 
5 38.2 63.4 40.6 
6 37.6 62.5 40.0 
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Table 2 (continued) 






























for the rank-sum test 
a= f3 = .05 
DO D' Dl 
H0 : D = 0 H1: D1 = 1.0 
33.6 56.3 37.2 
27 .8 46.6 30.8 
25.9 43.5 28.6 
25.0 41.9 27.6 
24.5 41.0 26.9 
24.1 40.3 26.5 
23.8 39.9 26.2 
H : D = 0 0 H1: D = 1.5 
15 .o 26.0 18.9 
12.4 21.4 15.5 
11.6 19.9 14.4 
11.1 19.2 13.8 
10.9 18.8 13.5 
12.0** 18.5 13.2 
14.0** 18.3 14.0** 
H0 : D = 0 H1: D1 = 2. 0 
8.6 15. 3 12. 7 
7.0 12.6 10.3 
6.5 11. 7 9.5 
8.0** 11.2 9.1 
10.0** 11.0 10.0** 
12.0** 12.0** 12.0** 
H, .• O** 14. G)~d( 14. O*-.t: 
H0 : D = 0 H1: D1 = 3.0 
3.9 7.6 8.7 
4.0** 6.1 6.9 
6.0** 6.0** 6.3 
8.0** 8.0** 8.0** 
10.0** 10. o-.·:* 10.0** 
12.0** 12. o,~* 12.0** 
14.0** 14. o,~ 14.0** 
** For cases of large m, h~_and D1 marked** the tabled value 
is the minimum possible sample size since this value is greater 
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TABLE 3 
l.i f , t (LOG R1 l, e / (LOG2 R1 ) AND VALUES OF A= B = 
G D=O D=D C = ( LOG R 1 ) FOR THE SEQUENTIAL RANK-SUM TEST l.i D=D I 
I.I D = • 2 o, = .4 I 
1.- M N A B C A B C 
1 1 -0.0028 0.0024 0.0028 -0.0110 o.0096 0.0109 
I.. 2 1 -0.0041 000036 0.0041 -0.0166 0.0143 0.0163 
3 1 -0.0050 0.0043 0.0050 -0.0199 0.0112 0.0196 
~ 2 2 -0.0066 0.0058 000066 -0.0266 0.0230 0 .o 261 
4 1 -0.0055 0.0048 0.0055 -0.0222 0.0192 0.0219 
l..i 3 2 -0.0083 0.0012 0.0083 -0.0332 0.0287 0.0327 
5 1 -0.0060 0.0052 0.0059 -0.0238 0.0206 0.0235 
4 2 -0.0095 0.0082 0.0094 -0.0379 0.0328 0.0313 
_, 3 3 -0.0107 000093 0.0106 -0.0427 000369 0.0420 
6 1 -0.0063 0.0054 0.0062 -0.0251 0.0217 0.0248 
~ 5 2 -0.0104 000090 0.0103 -0.0415 0.0359 0 00409 
4 3 -0.0124 000108 0.0124 -0.0498 0.0431 0.0490 
7 1 -0.0065 000057 000065 -0.0260 0.0226 0.0257 
_, 6 2 -0.0111 0.0096 0.0110 -0.0443 0.0383 0.0436 
5 3 -0.0138 0.0120 0.0138 -0.0553 o.0478 0.0544 
4 4 -0.0148 000128 0.0147 -0.0590 000510 0.0581 
-' 
7 2 -0.0116 0.0101 000116 -0.0465 0.0402 0 .045 8 
6 3 -000149 000130 000149 -0.0597 0.0517 0.0588 
5 4 
--
-0.0166 0.0144 0.0165 -0.0664 0.0574 0.,0653 
7 3 -0.0158 0.0137 000158 -0.0633 0.0548 0.0624 
6 4 -0.0181 000157 000180 -000724 0.0626 0.0713 
11111 5 5 -0.0189 0.0164 0.0188 -0.0754 o.06s2 0.0742 
7 4 -0.0194 000168 000193 -0.0774 0.0610 0.0762 
_, 6 5 -0.0201 ').0180 0.0201 -0.0829 0.0718 0.0817 
7 5 -0.0223 000194 0.0222 -0.0893 0.0113 0.,0879 
~ 6 6 -0.0230 0.0199 0.0229 -0.0919 OG0795 0.0904 
7 6 -0.0249 000216 0.0248 -0.0995 0.0861 0.0980 
lal 7 7 -0.0271 0.0235 0.0210 -0.1084 0.0938 001067 
_, 
III - 13 
I.. 
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED) 
... , 
, I r ~ (LOG\ 1 l AND VALUES OF A= CLOG R1 ), B = 
f: D=O D=D" ~ C = ( LOG R 1 ) FOR THE SEQUENTIAL RANK-SUM TEST D=D1 
~ o, = .6 Dt = .a 
1w M N A B C A B C 
1 1 -0.0248 0.0214 0.0239 -0.0440 0.0376 0.0412 
l.J 2 1 -0.0373 0.0321 0.0359 -0.0662 0.0566 0.0621 
3 1 -0.0448 000386 0 .0433 -0.0796 0.0681 0.0749 
tJ 2 2 -0.0598 000514 0.0576 -0.1061 0.0907 0.0994 
4 1 -0.0499 0.0430 0.0483 -0.0887 0.0759 0.0838 
c.i 3 2 -o .0746 0.0642 0.0120 -0.1326 0.1133 0.1244 
5 1 -0.0536 0.0462 0.0520 -0.0952 o.0016 0.0902 
4 2 -0.0853 0.0735 0.0824 -0.1516 0.1296 0.1425 
-
3 3 -0.,0960 0.0827 0.0926 -0.1706 0.1459 0.1601 
6 1 -0.0564 0.0486 0.0548 -0.1002 0.0860 0.0952 
'-
5 2 -0.0933 0.0804 0.0902 -0.1657 0.1418 0.1561 
4 3 -0.1119 0.0964 0.1080 -0.1989 0.1101 0.1868 
... 7 1 -0.0586 0.0506 0.0570 -0.1041 0.0894 0.0991 
'-' 6 2 -000995 0.0857 o.0963 -0. 1768 0.1514 0.1669 
5 3 -0.1244 0. 10 71 0.1201 -0.2210 0.1890 0.2010 
4 4 -0.1327 0.1142 0.1281 -0.2357 0.2016 0.2215 
~ 
7 2 -0.1045 0.0901 0.1012 -0 .185 7 0.1590 0.1755 
6 3 -0.1343 Ot11157 0.1298 -0.2386 0.2042 0.2246 
• 
5 4 -Oo 1492 0411285 0.1441 -0.2652 0.226a 0.2492 
7 3 -o. 1424 0.1221 0.1377 -0.2531 0.2166 0.2385 
6 4 -0.1628 o. 1402 o.1s12 -0.2893 0.2474 0.2121 
... 5 5 -0.1696 0.1460 0.1638 -0.3013 o.2s1a 0.2833 
7 4 -0.1741 0. 1499 0.1682 -0.3093 o.2647 0.2912 
'-' 
6 5 -0.1865 0.1606 0.1802 -0.3315 0.2835 o.3117 
7 5 -0.2009 0.1730 o.1941 -0.3570 0.3054 0.3358 
6 6 -0.2066 0.1779 0.1996 -0.3672 0.3141 0.3453 
.... 
7 6 -0.2238 0.,1928 0.2162 -0.3978 0.3403 0.3741 
.... 7 7 -0.2437 0.2099 0.2355 -0.4331 0.3705 0.4074 
.. 
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED) 
"' VALUES OF A= ~ (LOG R1 ), B = ~ (LOG 2 R,) AND 
"-' 
~ 
' ' t D=0 D=D
1 
C = ( LOG R 1 ) FOR THE SEQUENTIAL RANK-SUM TEST D=D 
~ 
I. I o, = 1.0 o, = 1.5 
~ 
M N A B C A B C 
~ 1 1 -0.0686 0.0581 0.0618 -0.1530 0.1258 0.1211 
2 1 -0.1032 0.0875 0.0934 -0.2309 0.1903 0.1855 
1,.1 
3 1 -0.1242 0. 10 54 0.1131 -0.2784 0.2301 0.2261 
2 2 -o. 1656 0.1403 0.1497 -0.3712 o.3o55 0.2973 
.. 
4 1 -0 .1384 0. 11 76 0.1267 -0.3105 o.2574 0.2549 
3 2 -0.2069 0.1754 o.1a1s -0.4639 0.3823 0.3737 
~ 5 1 -0.1487 0.1265 o.1367 -0.3338 0.2773 0.2765 
4 2 -0.2366 0.2001 0.2150 -0.5307 o.4378 0.4301 
i 1 3 3 -0.2664 0.2258 0.2413 -0.5976 0.4923 0.4812 
~ 
6 1 -0.1565 0.1333 0.1444 -0.3514 0.2926 0.2936 
5 2 -0.2588 0.2196 0.2358 -0.5805 0.4796 0.4736 
~ 4 
3 -0.3105 o.2633 0.2818 -0.6967 0.5744 0.5630 
7 1 -0.1626 0.1387 0.1506 -0.3653 0.3048 0.3074 
6 2 -0.2761 0.2345 0.2523 -0.6195 o.5124 o.5oas 
'*" 5 3 -0.3450 0.2921 o.3136 -0.7743 0.6388 ·o.6279 
4 4 -o. 3681 0.3121 0.3341 -0.8262 o.6a11 0.6676 
~ 7 2 -0.2899 0.2464 0.2657 -0.6505 o.s3aa o.5372 6 3 -0.3726 o.3162 0.3393 -0.8362 0.6904 0.6809 
5 4 -0.4140 0.3512 0.3761 -0.9294 o.7666 o.1s2s 
~ 7 3 -0.3952 0.3355 0.3605 -0.8868 o.7328 0.7252 
6 4 -0.4517 0. 38 32 0.4101 -1.0138 0.8366 0.8229 
5 5 -0.4706 0. 3991 0.4275 -1.0563 0.8713 o.ass5 
-- 7 4 -0.4830 0.4099 0. 4398 -1.0842 o.a952 0.8825 
6 5 -0.5176 o.4391 o.4705 -1.1620 0.9587 0.9422 
'-' 7 5 -0.5574 o.4729 o.so10 -1.2514 1. 0 32 B 1.0164 
6 6 -o. 5733 0.4864 0.5212 -1.2875 1.0622 1 .0440 
~ 7 6 -0.6211 0.5269 0.5648 -l.3941 1.1508 1.1320 
7 7 -0.6764 0.5738 0.6151 -1.5183 1.2533 1.2329 
ltJ 
~ III - 15 
_, 
~ 
TABLE 3 (CONTINUED) 
~ e r !LOG\ 1 1 VALUES OF A = CLOG RI ) ' B = AND 
e D=O D=D 1 C = (LOG Rt ) FOR THE SEQUENTIAL RANK-SUM TEST WI,) D-D 
- I 
~ D = 2.0 D, = 3.0 I 
M N A B C A B C 
1 1 -002689 002132 0.1814 -0.5881 0.4299 0.2637 
2 1 -0.4074 o. 3242 0.2791 -0.8992 0.6618 0.4128 
3 1 -0.4922 0.3935 0. 3432 -1.0918 0.8107 Oe5152 
'-' 2 2 -0.6564 005208 0. 4483 -1.4560 1.0651 0.6676 
4 1 -0.5497 Ori4414 0.3895 -1.2231 0.9160 o.5925 
~ 3 2 -0.8208 0.6524 o.5660 -1.8219 1.3366 0.8508 
5 1 -0.5914 0.4768 0. 4253 -1.3185 0.9950 006540 
4 2 -009394 007481 006544 -2.0874 1.5357 0.,9928 
3 3 -100582 008406 0. 72 93 -2.3525 1.7229 1.1002 
6 1 -0.6230 0. 5041 o.4539 -1.3911 1.0569 0.7049 
Lw 5 2 -1.0277 008202 o. 7240 -2.2832 1.6852 lol081 
4 3 -10 2340 009815 008554 -2.7411 200134 1.2978 
1,' 7 1 -o 06479 Ori5259 0.4776 -1.4483 1.1069 007481 
~\ 6 2 -1.,0969 0.8771 0.7807 -2.4411 1.8039 1.2048 
5 3 -103714 100919 009568 -3.0174 2.2361 1. 4607 ,, 
4 4 -104637 lol642 1.0150 -3.2040 2.3849 1.5435 \ 
- 7 2 -1.1519 0.9229 0.8281 -2.5574 1.8982 1.2877 
6 3 -1. 4810 101806 1.0408 -3.2408 2.4168 1.5988 
5 4 -106464 1.3105 1.1457 -3.5516 2.6816 1. 7 488 
7 3 -1.5706 102535 1.1118 -3.4000 2.5601 1. 718 3 
' ,) 6 4 -lc,7960 104306 1.2553 -3.8351 2.9261 1.9245 
~ 5 5 -lo8707 10 4899 lo3029 -3.9604 3.0479 1.9919 
7 4 -109215 1.5312 lo3492 -4.0172 3.1232 2.0778 
~ 6 5 -2.,0569 1.6396 1.4364 -4.2377 3.3486 2.2019 
7 5 -2.2127 107665 1.5518 -4.4397 3.6017 2.3862 
6 6 -202730 1.8162 1.5920 -4.5153 3.7016 2.4430 
7 6 -2. 4600 1.9683 1.7275 -4.6940 3.9939 2.6561 
~ 7 7 -2.6690 201433 1.8818 -4.8644 4.3344 2.8958 





Sample size required for one-sided non-sequential£_ test, and optimum 
ASN for sequential rank-sum test, for normal shift alternatives n1 • 
a = f3 = . 05 a= f3 = .01 
Dl Rank test £. test Rank test £. test 
HO Hl HO Hl 
.6 67 69 122 
.8 38 40 70 64 68 140 
1.0 24 27 "46 41 45 90 
1.5 11 14 22 18 23 42 
2.0 6 9 14 11 15 26 
3.0 4 6 8 5 10 14 
Bradley, Hartin and Wilcoxon (1964) give Monte Carlo estimates of the 
ASN-function for the rank-sum test based on the Lehmann alternative hypothesis 
when the underlying distributions are normal and differ both in location and 
dispersion. It is difficult to make any comparison between their results and 
the present work because of the difference in alternative h,potheses. 
6. Other Sequential Rank Tests 
Two additional sequential rank tests which might be considered are 
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where z and W at the t- stage are based upon the ranks of all t (m+n) 
observations (i.e., all observations are re-ranked with respect to each 
t t(m+n) 
other at each stage). Thus, z = (z1, z2, ... , zt(m+n)) and W = E iz .. i=l ]. 
Properties of these tests are of interest because it seems reasonable to 
expect that a test based on the ranks of all available observations relative 
to each other should be more economical than one in which only the ranks of 
observations relative to each stage are used. However, the non-independence 
of the successive ratios indicates that in this case the usual Wald sequential 
procedure requires some justification. Table A and Table C-2 provide the means 
for evaluation of rt(J)and rt(4) for several stages of an experiment (up to seven 
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Chapter IV Application of Rank Order Probabilities 
to Other Problems 
1. A Selection Procedure 
a. Introduction 
A single sample multiple decision procedure for ranking or selecting 
normal populatio11s according to the magnitude of the population means is presented 
by Bechhofer(l954). A particular problem to which Bechhofer applies this procedure 
is presented as follows, in his notation. 
Let Xi be normally and independently distributed random variables with 
utlknown means µ1 and common known variance a
2
, (i = 1, ••• , k). The ranked 
µi are denoted µ[l) ~ µ[ 2 ] ~ ••• ~ µ[k); it is assumed that it is not knolm 
which population is associated with µ[i)' (i = 1, ••• , k). On the basis of 
N independent observations from each of the k populations we wish to make 
an inference about the ordering of the populations according to the magnitude 
of the means; we may say the "best" populatio11 has the largest mean, the 
"second best" population has the second largest mean, etc. This procedure 
bases the inference on the sample means. The sample mean from the 1th 
population is denoted by xi, and the ranked xi are denoted by x[l] < i(2]< •• <X[k]. 
The goal of this procedure is to find 
(1.1) any s of the t "best" populations (1 ~ s ~ t). 
The procedure is to take H observations from each population and compute 
- -the k sample means, x1, x2, ••• , ~· The means are ranked and the statement 
is made that the populations associated with the s largest sample means 
form a subset of the t "best" populations. The number of observations ~l 
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·correct with at least a specified probability P under certain parameter configur-
ations. Mahamunulu (1965) has shown that to guarantee a probability of correct 
selection (correct statement) * ~ P whenever 
( t -1 * * (s) < P < 1, o > o, 
where p* and 5* are preassigned), N should be at least equal to the smallest 
iuteger equal to or greater than the solution (in m) of 
(1.2) * p 
where d = 
t! 
= (t•s)! (s-1)! 
00 
f [F(y+d)]k•t [F(y)]t-s [1-F(y)]s•l f(y)dy 
-00 
and F(y) and f(y) are the standard normal cumulative 
distribution function and density function, respectively. Bechhofer (1954) 
* gives (1.2) and a table of d for the case t = s, for various values of P, k 
and t. His table is based upon an unpublished table by Teichroew (1954) of the 
integral (1.2) with t = s which was computed for this purpose. 
(1.3) 
A second goal might be to select a subset of s populations such that 
at least c of the t "best" populations are among the s populations 
(c :S s, t). 
This goal differs from the first in that it allows inclusion among the 
selected populations of some that are not "best". The discussion pertaining 
to the first goal also applies here, except that two choices of procedure 
are now available. In both procedures one chooses the s populations cor• 
responding to the s largest means and the statement is made that at least 
IV-2 
· br~:: 
._ .. i •• ·r· .. -:J .. ··_. \,. · 
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c of the "best" populatiotts are among the s populations chosen. In one 
procedure, sis fixed and His chosen large enough so that the probability 
* of a correct statement is~ P. In the second procedure, N is fixed and 
sis chosen large enough so that the probability of a ccrrect statement is 
* ~p. This goal is related to that considered by Gupta and Sobel (1958), 
namely, to select a subset from among k populations such that the pro-
bability that all populations better than a standard are included in the 
* subset is~ P. 
b. A table for use in selection procedures 
Solutions to the procedures involving goals (1.1) and (1.3) may be 
had in terms of Table A. However, a special summary table, Table D, is 
provided to facilitate these solutions. 
Table A provides values of 
(1.4) pm n(z J D), 
, 
the probability of the rank order z = {z1,z2, ••• , zm+n) where z is 
associated with the ranked observations in a combined sample of size m + n 
in which m X-observations are from a standard normal distribution and 
n Y•observations are from a normal distribution with mean D and variance 
1, all m + n observations being mutually independent. If the vector of 
ranked observations is denoted u = (u1, u2, ••• ,um+n) then z1 = 0(1) if 
u. is an X(Y)-observation (i = 1, ••• , m+n). 
1 
Now, let the probability that at least n1 of the ones in the vector 
z are among the r rightmost elements zm+n•r+l' zc+n~x+2~·-,,zm+ri-l' zm+n 
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d (1.S} P(n1; ~, m, n, D) = t P (z f D) i m,n 
for n1 Sn, r; the summation is over the set f of :(m+n)-element z•vectors 
with at least n1 ones among the s rightmost elements. 
Values of P(n1; :..·, m, n, D) are given in Table D to 6 decimal places 
for 1 Sn Sm S 7 and n = 1, m = 8(1)12; r = 1(1) [m/2] ; n1 = 1(1) n; 
and D = 0(.2) 1, 1.5, 2, 3. 
Solution to the selection procedure in terms of the first goal (1.1) 
may be had by solving 
* (1.6) P = P(c; c, k-t, t, d) 
o*rm for m Where d = --- , using interpolation in Table D when necessary. (J 
Solution in terms of the second goal (1.3) may be had by solving 
(1.7) * P = P(c; s, k-t, t, d) 
form or for s, according to which variation of the procedure is employed. 
2. Rank Order Probabilities for Large D 
It is clear that P(z0 ID)-+ 1 as D -+~ for z0 = (0 ••• 01 ••• 1), 
and consequently that the probability of all other rank orders tends to 
zero. Hodges and Lehmann (1962) have presented a method describing this 
0 tendency for z ~ z, as follows. 
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Esj = n. Here r 0 = 0 if z1 = 1 and s0 = 0 if zm+n = O. The graph of a 
rank order z may be obtaiued by representing each Oby a horizontal and 
each 1 by a vertical unit segment. Figure l illustrates the graph for 
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The segments r 0 and s 0 are disregarded and the lower convc::c hull of the 
graph is formed with k+l corner points (A0, B0), (A1, B1),~ •• ,(~, ~). 
In Figure 1, k = 2 and the convex hull represented by the dotted line has thre:~ 
corner points: (2, O), (6, 4), (7, 6). Hodr,es and Lehmann prove that, for 
0 
z :/: z , 
(2.1) lim 
n-. CX) 
[P(z I D) J11D
2 
= exp [-
where a.= Ai - A. 1 and b. = B. - B. 1 (i = 11 l. i- 1 l. ].• 
right-hand side of (2.1) is e·4/ 3 • 
IV•5 
a. b. ] l. 1 
~.+b. 
1. l. 
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Table 1 presents the exact values of P(z f D) for z0 = (0 ••• 01 ••• 1) 
1 
and z = (0 ... 0101 ••• l); 1 ,5 n :Sm :5 7 and n = 1, m = 8(1)12; D = 4, 51 6. 
The table gives an indication of the rate at which P(zo ID)-+ 1 and 
P(z1 f D)-+ O. Calculations using Table 1 show that P(z1 I 6) 1136 ranges from 
.7283 to .8089, compared with the Hodges - Lehmann value e-l/4 = .7788 (which, 
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..i TABLE 1 
P(z0 1o> FOR LARGE D ,_. 
--
.. 
M N zO D = 4.0 D = 5.0 D = 6.0 
1 1 01 .99766113 .99979652 .99998895 
2 1 001 .99549652 .99959919 .99997803 
~ 3 1 0001 .99347006 099940723 .99996720 
2 2 0011 .99133986 .99921066 .99995628 
4 1 00001 .99155761 .99922005 .99995649 
3 2 00011 .98745787 • 998832 86 .99993476 
5 1 00001 .98974182 .99903719 .99994586 
4 2 000011 .98380234 .99846462 .99991344 
!al 3 3 000111· ·.98185533 .99827457 .99990264 
6 1 0000001 .98800962 .99885826 .99993533 
5 2 0000011 • 98033 865 .99810499 .99989230 
4 3 0000111 .97659023 .99773060 .99987082 
7 1 00000001 .98635083 .99868295 .99992488 
6 2 00000011 .97704073 .99775323 .99987135 
5 3 00000111 · ·.-9-7161075 .99719955 .99983929 
4 4 00001111 .96982514 · • 99701565 .99982861 
8 1 000000001 .98475726 .99851099 .99991451 
7 2 000000011 .97388823 .99740869 .99985057 
6 3 000000111 .96687784 .99668026 .99980802 
5 4 000001111 0 96343809 .99631791 099978677 
9 1 0000000001 .,98322223 .99834214 .99990422 
8 2 0000000011 .97086486 .. 99707083 .99982995 
7 3 0000000111 .96236108 .99617180 .99977702 
6 4 0000001111 095737714 .995635-84 .99974530 
5 5 000(HHllll • 95573461 .99545774 099973474 
-- 10 1 00000000001 .98174016 .99817620 .99989401 
9 2 00000000011 096795727 .99673919 .99980949 
7 4 00000001111 095160183 .99496817 .99970417 
6 5 00000011111 094843554 .99461715 .99968315 
11 1 000000000001 .98030635 .99801300 .99988387 
10 2 000000000011 .96515438 .99641337 .99978918 
7 5 000000011111 094149041 .99379454 .99963199 
6 6 000000111111 .93997547 .99362192 .99962154 
-
12 1 0000000000001 097891677 .99785237 .99987379 
11 2 0000000000011 0 96244679 .99609300 .99976~01 
7 6 0000000111111 .93193653 .99264824 099956045 
12 2 00000000000011 1195982651 .99577777 • 9997489'8 
7 7 00000001111111 0 922 86990 .99152705 099948950 
IV - 7 
... Tt\r3LE 1 (CONTINUED) 
P ( z.1 I o > FOR LARGE D 
-.. 
- 1 
M N z D = 4.0 D = 5.0 D = 6.0 
lal 
1 1 10 .00233887 .00020348 • 0000 l105 
2 1 010 .00432922 .00039466 .00002186 
-' 3 1 0010 .00607938 .00057588 .00003246 
2 2 0101 .00797576 .00076486 .00004325 
4 1 00010 .0Q76Lt982 • QQ07Lt871 .00004288 
.. 
3 2 00101 • 011 l 5lt05 .00111521 .00006423 
5 1 00010 .00907895 .0009llt3 l .00005312 
4 2 000101 .01398348 .00144887 .00008483 
_, 
3 3 001011 .01554262 .00162491 .00009537 
6 1 0000010 .01039315 .00107356 .00006321 
... 5 2 0000101 .01653969 .00176816 .00010508 
4 3 0001011 .01942203 .00210972 .00012595 
7 1 00000010 .01161155 .00122717 .00007314 
6 2 ()0000101 • 0 1 8 8 7 Lt 5 /+ .00207485 .00012502 
.... 
5 3 00001011 • 0229041L1- .00257309 .00015601 
4 4 00010111 .02419873 • 002 73 755 .00016632 
... 8 1 000000010 .01274854 .00137571 .00008294 
7 2 000000101 .02102549 .00237033 000014466 
6 3 000001011 .02606545 .00301767 .00018559 
... 5 4 000010111 .02846077 .00333694 .00020599 
9 1 0000000010 .01381529 .00151965 .00009260 
8 2 0000000101 .02302071 .00265573 .00016402 
'-I 7 3 0000001011 .02896113 .00344556 .00021473 
6 4 0000010111 .03230857 .0039114.!1- .0002't503 
5 5 0000101111 .03339125 .00406546 .00025512 
._. 
10 1 00000000010 .01482068 .00165938 .00010214 
9 2 00000000101 .02488200 .00293202 .00018312 
~ 7 4 00000010111 .03581441 .00446382 .00028348 6 5 00000101111 .03781927 .00476302 • 0 0 0 3 Q 3 Lt Lt 
11 1 000000000010 .01577192 .00179526 .00011156 
... 10 2 000000000101 .02662667 .00319997 .00020197 
7 5 000000101111 .04183370 .00543312 .00035103 
6 6 000001011111 .04274392 .00557768 .00036090 
... 12 1 0000000000010 .01667495 .00192757 .00012088 
11 2 0000000000101 .02826871 • 0031+6027 .00022059 
7 6 0000001011111 • Qt+ 718750 .0063595B • 000417 Lt 7 
-
12 2 00000000000101 .02981965 .00371350 .00023898 
7 7 00000010111111 .051996L1-6 .00724805 .00048287 
-
-' 
IV - H 
... 
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Description of each table is found on the pages in the text as 
indicated below. Sections within each table are arranged according to 
increasing values of compined sample size m+n, for 2 ~ m+n ~ 14-. 
Table Descri2tion 
B-1 through B-8 II-1, 3 
B-1 II-4, 5 
B-2 II-4, 5 
B-3 II-9 
B-4 II-9 
B-5 II-10,. 13 
B-6 II-10, 13 
B-7 II-14 
B-8 II-14 
B-9 II-5, 6 
B-10 II-5, 6 






















POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (1-SIDED) 

















































D= • 2 D= .4 D= .6 
.30408113 .36269560 .42457845 
.30449150 .36361864 .42609511 
.21449982 .26918351 .32975727 























































.18497832 .23393612 .28918808 




































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (I-SIDED) 
VS. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
D= 08 D= loO D= 1.5 D= 2eO D= 3.0 
.48823116 .55203144 .70186270 .82279295 .95637437 
.49038893 .55483521 070599835 .82740912 .95939012 
039480253 046254547 e63069050 .77491573 e94286569 
.39575540 .46387086 .63296654 .77780527 .94517173 
.42852600 .49369886 065286476 .78783898 .94531133 


































































































































































TABLE B-1 J 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST ( 1-SIDED) r ") 
vs. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE • I 
'l ~ 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 
~ 
6 2 .21428571 .28673146 .36883270 .45712940 
T .29006014 .37643573 .46947970 I 
: I 6 2 .07142857 .10616315 .15146150 .20774847 ~ 
T .10721653 .15431017 .21324982 
6 2 003571429 e05518162 .08197661 .11725866 
T 005607058 .08452682 .12250198 ·w 
5 3 019642857 .27453128 .36523898 .46395425 
T .27791252 .37305271 .47662644 
5 3 • 07142857 011105070 .16406632 .23084455 .... 
T .11216717 .16715780 .23688505 
5 3 003571429 005842612 .09093765 .13491776 
'J T 005897716 .09258893 .13842347 
5 3 .01785714 003019552 .04867975 .07495852 
T 003064967 .05011262 .07817364 
4 4 .24285714 .33267618 .43314353 .53795002 -... 
T 033718101 .44303983 .55312697 
4 4 010000000 .15271391 .22088778 .30341154 
T 015439095 ct2253O359 031156541 .... 
4 4 002857143 1104819218 .07711919 .11731554 
T 004859831 .07837925 .12007854 I 
4 4 .01428571 002486926 .04116277 .06490506 'J 
T e1O252O858 .04226833 .06746078 
7 2 e125OOOOOO .32991054 041822945 .51062497 w T .33389279 .42703639 .52444164 
7 2 005555556 .08502411 .12467199 .17542080 
T 008604505 .12751402 .18106134 
7 2 002777778 004411074 • 06 722 76 8 009847644 '.J 
T .04499754 .06983994 .10398124 
6 3 .19047619 .27028476 ct36376768 .46590574 ~, 
T .27386573 .37210562 .. 47946385 
6 3 008333333 .12952728 .19072434 .26668257 
T .13154874 .19612024 .27679853 I • 
6 3 004761905 (107799793 .12094916 .17794527 ...I 
T .. 07891281 el2362845 .18346516 
6 3 .02380952 004089251 .06658693 .10299657 
T .04141183 .06821598 .10660509 ~ 
5 4 0 20634921 029460859 .39695801 .50678911 
T .29865287 .40613682 .52121401 w 5 4 009523810 .14966185 • 22142122 .30931844 
T 015173010 .22685288 .31924827 
5 4 003174603 .05514336 .09018877 .13921249 w T 005569493 .09191168 .14298077 
5 4 .01587302 .02879235 .04926907 .07970342 
T 002911559 .05034455 .08221909 
5 4 .00793651 001481297 002613929 .04370374 w· 
T 001508419 .02708390 .04602534 
B - 4 w· 
TABLE B-1 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST Cl-SIDED) 
~ 
.,., VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
D= 08 D= 1.0 D= lo5 D= 2.0 D= 3oO 
054728378 .63472019 ,. 81695205 .92721879 .99424338 
.56419881 .65532908 084006531 .94399541 .99725518 
_. 
• 27443110 .34979948 .55669415 .74615836 .95289806 
• 28342682 .36294126 • 58034163 .77444105 .96766953 
.16174143 021549021 038378931 .57348251 086705914 
(-,I .17090392 022985133 • 4151 7524 .62039669 .90918495 
.56466709 0 661042 73 0 85142671 .95183378 .99796816 
.58176676 .68129893 .87141610 .96360501 .99907719 
~ .31009222 .39877476 .63097574 .81981105 .97913442 
031996903 041303760 .65472009 .84440135 .98721534 
.19119547 .25938639 .46718908 .68038068 .93731675 
.19744954 026928178 048828947 .70916279 .95510447 
011045937 015609400 031300578 .50829462 .83925962 
.11654647 016635979 .33921357 .55248834 e88576964 
.63995538 .73262187 089858204 097260671 099929383 
.65921712 075396457 091596606 .98074656 .99971977 
.39698108 049643738 073102208 .89091904 .99239520 
.... • 40950194 • 51331109· .• 75400771 .90963661 .99578362 
.17001998 o 2 3 5 3 0 12 6 · • 44 0 9 8141 .65973631 .93201156 
017509902 0 24356358 •. 0 45969667 .68654734 .94978613 
.09769854 014069 827 &29308250 .48883124 .83037372 
010267197 014930078 0·31627733 .52970003 .87617395 
.60215621 • 68806047 0·85640843 .94842739 .99676817 
'9i 062038702 .70940740 .87786682 .96220755 .99865560 
0 23725963 .30904394 .51481376 .71359633 .94382950 
.24672314 .32320651 054169722 .74719558 .96249691 
.. .13885665 018878582 .35105400 .54213099 .85235078 
• 14869790 020453783 .38704822 e59776710 .90414290 
~ 057004943 .66920395 086136067 .95797368 .99854325 
.58830394 .69067646 .88175320 .96920298 .99939855 
.35507490 .45158599 069051352 .86565780 .98879063 
.37086918 047325838 .72158106 .89250855 .99443303 
~ .24899681 .33228424 .56716663 .77645437 .97131844 
0 25848499 .34664615 059373266 080652146 .98261021 
.15165565 .21305609 • 412762 82 .63394360 .92316984 
.15835077 • 22403881 0 43 805 869 .67055892 .94748541 
.61589523 • 71627571 .89644120 .97418223 .99950932 
-._ 
.63450345 • 73 706343 .91311754 .98148928 .99979572 
.40939965 .51540073 075899369 .91302545 .99587441 
.42438287 053509120 .78333615 .93014179 .99786446 
.20332793 .28181484 e51803344 .74378822 .96634848 
.21017329 .29271763 .54053202 .77153443 .97798247 
.12217678 .17790925 .37037032 .59763631 .91265994 
• 12708498 .18634239 .39183280 .63127646 .93760353 
... 
.06939151 0 10488232 .24152600 .43371037 .80145386 
0O741697 l .11357945 026761238 .48345073 .86228265 


























POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST Cl-SIDED) 
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POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST Cl-SIDED) 












































































































































017392 02 5 
.20479686 

























































































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (I-SIDED) 


















































































































































































































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (1-SIDED) 































































































































































































































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (1-SIDED) 































































































~ TABLE B-1 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST ( 1-S IDED) 
I • J VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
.__; ~ 
•' 
D= 08 D= 1.0 D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
~ 
.75001670 .84816507 .97200042 099735271 .99999693 
.76820080 .86489108 .97864176 .99841195 .99999919 
\J 049969022 .63473838 .88561942 .98011228 .99990586 
0 5187 4094 .65740136 .90326938 .98588584 .99996519 
.38609466 .52006602 081463611 .95835906 .99962949 
~ .40231932 054158407 • 83702850 .96841801 .99984280 
.22789092 .33856982 065578645 .88656723 .99734690 
.23836266 .35492489 .68222821 .90591276 .99859973 
.14044307 e 22422071 .51383256 .79239947 .99008539 
.14697804 .,23574698 053966089 .81956248 .99423665 
007454900 .12826653 035382988 .64357796 .96361431 
.07868921 .13648155 .37926227 .68225181 .97810358 
~ 






















POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (2-SIDED) 







































































































































































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (2-SIDED) 




























































































































































































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (2-SIDED) 







































































































































































































' .. TABLE B-2 
~ POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (2-SIDED) 
vs. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
41!9 D= .0 D= 1.0 D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
.36307861 .45541315 .69097181 .86569436 .98879070 
-
.37817031 .47664552 .72195237 .89253516 .99443307 
.25268763 .,33395482 .56734042 .77646633 .97131846 
.26197225 .34819989 .59388787 .80653171 .98261022 
119 .15320910 • 21373273 .41282728 .63394770 .92316985 
.15981793 • 22466 830 .43811644 .67056247 .94748541 
.08755373 012715713 .27267087 .46631517 .81777278 
)~ 009399770 .13846465 .30369138 .52132688 .87861247 ~ 
.41756968 .51912946 .75937810 .91305064 .99587443 
043186866 • 53840627 .78364833 .93016003 .99786448 
w .20516511 .28257631 .51809526 .74379140 .96634848 
.21192814 • 29343617 .54058861 .77153725 .97798247 
.12296537 .17822550 .37039417 .59763746 .91265994 
~/ 
.12783639 .18664008 .39185459 .63127748 .93760353 
.06975056 .105.02363 .24153624 .43371085 .80145386 
.07450273 e 11370812 .26762130 .48345113 .86228265 
~ 
.39856067 .49652165 .73475766 .89611803 .99343135 
.41422687 .51810297 .76398994 .91892800 .99704215 
• 20639379 . • 28239867 .51358009 • 73686449 .96319345 
~ .21562793 .29705835 .54323233 .77288741 .97818942 
.12416205 .17887372 .36864876 .59356386 .90952884 
.13112755 .19073712 .39793193 .63817950 .94101480 
.07052650 .10557520 .24076280 .43111308 .79821359 w 
.07716356 .11754912 .27566055 .49583170 .87306591 
.41061331 .51748801 .76735127 .92113908 .99696025 
\_. • 42568132 • 53781908 .79250773 .93797975 .99855466 
.22774470 031443589 .56898622 .79390556 .98060438 
• 23660485 • 32 834348 .59536489 .82238531 .98866508 
~J .15441995 .22320078 .45033845 .69102464 .95516483 
016.077226 .23391745 .47519707 .72467603 .97121522 
.09154794 .13883847 .31622825 .54535317 .89406082 
.09642636 .14763536 .34087741 .58688039 .92758450 
.05151815 .08098088 .20326975 .38936932 .77555698 
.05611009 .08972792 .23198531 .44784441 .85222784 
'-1 • 48501857 .59458959 • 82 866919 .95144888 .99888407 
.50125735 .61524639 084996548 .96281598 .99947681 
.29619917 .39677024 .66469513 .86528883 .99234008 
.30633105 .41172571 .68828531 .88563386 .99559460 
014043872 • 20655762 • 43097436 .67609929 .95235319 
.14589220 .21595252 .45381338 .70820703 .96846979 
.08290324 .12781184 .30067930 .53027098 .88890352 
.08710910 .13554749 • 32332653 .56979955 .92244607 
.04652338 .07428819 .19236018 .3 7663 753 .76825953 
005050354 .08201181 .21876503 .43217134 .84443135 
bJ 


























POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (2-SIDED) 
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POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (2-SIDED) 



























































































































































































































































POWE~ OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (2-SIDED) 





















































































































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE WILCOXON TEST (2-SIDED) 




















































































































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (I-SIDED) 





















































































021227386 .26431674 .32202364 









































































031011727 .37573900 .44511493 
.31169979 .37918801 .45057135 




































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST Cl-SIDED) 
VS. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
D= .8 D= 1.0 D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
048823116 .55203144 .70186270 .82279295 .95637437 
.49038893 .55483521 .70599835 .82740912 .95939012 
.39480253 .46254547 .63069050 .77491573 .94286569 
.39575540 046387086 .63296654 .77780527 .94517173 
.42852600 .49369886 .65286476 .78783898 .94531133 























































































































































.51615713 .58662730 .74667863 .86610908 .97686117 
052358377 .59579993 .75826070 .87672539 .98097672 


















































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (1-SIDED) 































































































































































































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (1-SIDED) 














































































0 73664 741 
.48287239 
050661398 





























































































































































TABLE B-3 .. 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (1-SIDED) I' 
vs. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
...,; 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 \ I 
... 
7 3 .23333333 032485530 .42818408 • 53645875 
T .32889201 .43719609 .55043672 I I :' I 
7 3 .10000000 015500252 .22670002 .31375060 ~ 
T .15709613 023220350 .32384013 
7 3 .05000000 .08293376 .12973872 .19187571 
T 008400050 .13287239 .19832102 I ~ 7 3 .02500000 004358386 .07176827 .11185932 
T .04431020 .07406102 .11694606 
3 .00833333 001536117 .02682575 .04446886 
,, I 
7 
T .01575883 .02818704 .04776204 \w 
6 4 .24761905 .34880987 .46190602 .57794687 
. ! 
T .35317631 .47147597 .59235047 ~ 
6 4 009523810 .15273564 .22921787 .32304177 
T 015487261 .23495558 .33368054 
I ! 6 4 004761905 0 082 07663 .13234752 .20021974 I 
T .08310163 .13541214 .20657313 
---6 4 002380952 .,04336429 .07399197 .11857292 
T 004396282 .07593208 .12295170 I I i 
6 4 .00952381 .01836972 .03327097 .05671160 w 
T .01864467 .03424018 .05910298 
6 4 000476190 • 00943043 .01757558 .03089671 I 
T .00965437 .01840061 .03303185 I ) 6-1 
5 5 .24603175 .34920607 .46477213 .58318770 
T .35362085 .47442866 .59763621 I 
5 5 009523810 015406572 .23254942 .32877540 ~ 
T .15631729 .23868454 .34029233 
5 5 004761905 008300919 .13501380 .20550792 I i 
T .08399998 .13796836 .21159683 w 
5 5 .01984127 003704921 .06464770 .10568701 
T .03756892 .06639740 .10978233 - -i' 
5 5 e00793651 .01568267 .02903507 .05048395 I 4-1 
T .01590300 .02983218 .05249851 
5 5 .00396825 000804477 .01531453 .02744193 
T .00822603 .01599887 .02925343 I I 
i.J 
7 4 0 24848485 .,35358309 .47110418 .59103163 
T .35780113 .48027831 .60464808 ' I I I 
7 4 .10000000 016209615 .24474163 .34554230 w 
T el6430445 .25062940 .35631581 
7 4 004848485 0 08505786 .13890355 .21182437 ', ' 
T 008623874 .14246719 .21923844 ! ,-
4 .02424242 .,04517250 .07845943 .12736366 w 7 
T 004584226 .08064066 .13227844 
7 4 .00909091 001806138 .03352626 • 05828541 I : .I 
T .01841076 .03478560 .06144486 ~ 
7 4 000303030 000631809 .01234863 .02267924 










POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (1-SIDED) 













































































































































0 204 796 86 


















































































































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST Cl-SIDED) 











































































































































































































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (1-SIDED) 














• 7346 7340 









































































































































































































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST Cl-SIDED) 
VS. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= 06 
7 7 .24883450 .37485878 .51586205 .65473550 
T .37917985 .52506265 .66761498 
7 7 .09848485 .17401836 .27850732 .40635731 
T .17644565 .28503999 .41798647 
7 7 .04982517 .09661261 .16938466 .26989654 
T .09799132 • 17361858 .27853804 
7 7 .02476690 .05200369 .09875083 .17030547 
T .05275675 .10133534 .17622966 
7 7 .00990676 .02266139 004694890 .08841331 
T .02300515 .04829484 .09195494 
7 7 .00495338 .01195670 .02619150 .05223704 
T .01214692 .02699192 .05451005 














































·1 POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (I-SIDED) 
-
VS. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
• 
D= .8 D= loO D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
.77518624 .86723417 .97747271 .99807404 .99999826 
.78923878 • 8 79842 89 098214137 .99876050 .99999946 
.54482529 .67767766 .90794605 .98563843 .99994521 
.56106251 .69644360 • 92143242 .98967327 .99998022 
.39329206 • 52808238 .82060577 .96038560 .99965044 
0 40719497 .54669257 .84037184 .96943331 .99985235 
.26809780 .38757684 .70529973 .91204426 .99832642 
.27885664 • 40392020 • 72970793 .92835666 .99920379 
.15197775 .23962026 .53310237 .80383940 .98975989 
.15941058 • 25276160 .56279539 .83563967 .99532579 
.09520976 .15925929 040929295 .69838386 .97380201 
.10038068 .16921408 • 43769394 .73791943 .98629527 
-






POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (2-SIDED) • i ~ ~ ... 




M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 ... 
3 2 .20000000 .20779141 .23074858 .26765048 \ I 
T .20801832 .23164801 .26964058 
--
4 2 .13333333 .14066165 .16237316 .19764379 
T .14103443 .16386536 .20099587 
'-' 
3 3 .20000000 .21039553 .24086475 .28931537 
T .21079887 .242455 07 .29280011 I I, I 
3 3 010000000 .10692590 .12753479 .16129173 ~ 
T .10717943 .12856370 .16365200 
/ 
' I 5 2 .19047619 .20046793 .22980646 .27662459 .... 
T • 20100744 .23193240 .28127901 
5 2 .09523810 .10187743 .12166246 .15416186 
T .10234166 .12353964 .15844392 I ~ 
4 3 .22857143 e 24141232 .27876939 .33728940 
T .24216254 .28168217 .34351116 , I I I 
4 3 .05714286 .06279054 .07979248 • 108 25 393 
--T .06307547 .08097417 .11105263 
7 1 025000000 .25696759 .27751287 .31058916 I I 
--
T 025735194 .27902173 .31387794 
6 2 0 21428571 • 22538572 .25784013 .30919505 I I 
T 022623120 .26114417 .31633080 ~ 
6 2 007142857 e 0773 7682 .09520518 .12481150 
T .07788961 .09729926 .12965928 I i I 
... 
5 3 .25000000 .26444287 .30624039 • 37102850 
T .26567503 .31095090 .38083919 
' i 
5 3 .07142857 007916102 .10235340 .14086924 _, 
T e 07950576 .10377355 .14419201 
5 3 .03571429 .04024663 .05405567 .07768673 
T .04054574 .05532182 .08077487 I I , I 
~ 
4 4 .22857143 .24372595 .28758249 .35554702 
T • 24482723 .29181371 .36442409 
I : 
4 4 .05714286 .06423327 .08563356 .12158151 w 
T .06449867 .08674257 .12423029 
4 4 .02857143 .03265717 .04518500 .06686995 
f T 003288872 .04617928 .06934446 w 
7 2 .22222222 .23390769 .26801924 .32182087 
\ I T .23501093 027229794 .33094888 
7 2 005555556 .06087670 .07691493 .10382841 ta,,/ 
T .. 06140956 .07911150 .10898474 
'! I 
~ 




... POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (2-SIDED) f VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
D= 08 D= loO D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
.31656128 .37497491 .54331879 .70780192 .92052591 
.32000708 .38015588 055320219 .72095621 .93110707 
.24509596 .,30281746 .47560365 .65397722 .90079632 
~ .25101045 .31189799 • 49385204 067929014 .,92186812 
.35246136 • 42612477 .62576519 .79748973 .96662766 
• 35840281 043486038 064094087 .81477418 .97496879 
.20722544 .26385577 043784911 062365475 .88989158 
.21149914 027060768 .45244777 .64528144 .90980045 
-
.33795904 .40998603 060812258 • 78294124 .96219728 
.34588721 .42163219 .62832819 .80596529 .97335512 
.19856368 .25358325 .42450228 .61020039 .88311107 
.20626224 026564714 .44998809 .64698409 .91492533 
.41185152 0 496222 87 .,70859580 .86692529 098638295 
.42209059 051061395 .73004192 .,88674886 .99180737 
.,14813656 .19901486 .36584636 .55946664 086310017 
.15339933 .20766715 0 3863 76 85 .59215143 .89557401 
... .35453670 .40720397 .56038335 • 71-2-8-846 7 .91777544 
.,36012266 .41541969 .57516021 .73154068 .93179788 
• 37563546 045238488 065554795 .82269886 .97448058 
.38756574 .46950578 068305098 .85102914 .98503538 
.16586803 .,21764565 .38413636 .57352394 .86705937 
.17473995 023181615 041547631 .62043092 .,90918512 
045226821 054223672 • 75726257 .90209567 099297174 
0 46786779 0 56324352 078448435 092308628 .99656829 
_. .19412968 026075279 046734550 .68039294 .93731678 
.20026257 0 27057738 .48843379 070917382 .95510449 
.11177122 015669090 .31307074 .50829950 .83925963 
.11777713 016691079 
,..,J 
0 33927123 .55249253 .88576964 
• 440702 55 • 53483 872 .75823064 .90568721 .,99392207 
.45493607 .55416213 .78358398 .,92511929 .99701927 
.17203468 .23619696 .44107133 .65974235 .93201156 
.17704166 .24441932 045978068 .6865528.7 .94978614 
.09860505 .14109268 .29312029 .48883369 .83037373 
.10352891 .14966852 031631143 .52970217 .87617396 
.39107846 047053144 067720615 .84128788 .98002665 
• 40609048 .49164565 .70904130 .87161454 .98936018 
.14168094 019020801 .35126127 .54215313 .85235088 
.15127518 • 205 80394 .38722148 .59778448 .90414297 
B - 31 
. ,I 
... 




POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (2-SIDED) . I I ,. ... 




M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 ... 
6 3 0 23809524 .25376225 .29902026 .36890220 : I 
T .25486113 .30322296 .37765425 
-' 
6 3 009523810 el0546743 .13589559 .18560413 
T .10603109 .13818051 .19081327 I I 
6 3 .04761905 .,05401281 .07341850 .10635268 w T .,05435649 .07486149 .10982244 
6 3 .02380952 e02746025 .03871538 .05839047 
' ' T 002775722 .03999727 .06160380 ! i 
~ 
5 4 022222222 .23915886 .28801674 .36322346 
T .24043630 .29289118 .37332763 , I 
5 4 .09523810 010660303 .14036980 .19536773 ~ 
T .10722815 .14291043 .20117285 
5 4 .04761905 .05469451 .07618268 .11265986 
I I T .05510830 .07793292 .11690580 
5 4 001587302 001882511 .02804939 .04455860 I.. 
T 001902220 .02892360 .04683324 
I 
' I 
7 3 023333333 .,24995039 .29787475 .37161888 .. 
T 025106065 .30211056 .38040033 
7 3 010000000 ell130466 .14486163 .19943611 
: I T 011197012 .14755239 .20553993 
... 
7 3 005000000 .05710304 .07864858 • 11514963 
T .05759014 .08069300 .12005569 
.,01666667 001963615 • 02889600 .04541375 
I ,' 
7 3 I ' I 
T .01992073 .03014742 .04863180 
--
6 4 c24761905 .26678097 .32161211 .40465881 
' ! 
T .26817892 e32688613 .41538613 '-
6 4 .,09523810 .10785863 .14534554 .20630986 
T el0852224 .14802973 .21238631 
6 4 .04761905 005558428 .079842 83 .12118151 
, I 
'-' T .,05600113 .08160446 .12543864 
6 4 .01904762 002299661 .03537331 .05760342 I 
T .,02319994 .03627690 .05995290 
I I 
6 4 000952381 .01168840 .01857896 .03131376 ~ 
T 001185841 .01935624 003341938 
5 023809524 .25787030 .31444381 .40007268 
I, I 
5 la.I 
T 025927901 .31975014 .41083273 
5 5 .09523810 .,10843155 .14761603 .21129701 : I T 010907464 .15020720 .21712416 ~ 
5 5 .03968254 004695548 .06924907 .10767163 
T 004732970 .07086193 .11167781 
\ i' 5 5 001587302 .,01943766 .03069268 .05116540 
T 001960384 .03144175 • 05315034 ... 
5 5 .00793651 .,00987867 .01610688 .02776134 
T 001001862 .01675578 .02955164 
4-..1 
B - 32 I I .. 
TABLE 8-4 
.. ' POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (2-SIDED) .,. 
VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
-
D= .0 D= loO D= lo5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
.45597801 .55151939 .77418728 .91593532 .99530007 
.46987148 .57015007 079767635 .93302631 .99766442 
.25268763 .33395482 .56734042 077646633 .97131846 
026197225 .34819989 .59388787 .80653171 .98261022 
015320910 • 21373273 .41282728 .63394770 .92316985 
.15981793 .22466830 .43811644 .67056247 .94748541 
008755373 .12715713 .27267087 .46631517 .81777278 
.09399770 .13846465 030369138 .52132688 .• 87861247 
.45642960 .55784281 078857504 .92742719 .99685971 
0 47234351 057892624 .81377544 .94416978 .99858603 
.26915684 035768097 .60440964 .81128989 .98048072 
.27950211 • 3 7348762 .63291306 .84148779 .98960708 
016447229 e23107372 044577513 .6 72 86048 .94082945 
4)17261859 .24460236 .47667482 07.1566907 .96489533 
.06975056 .10502363 024153624 .43371085 .80145386 
.07450273 .11370812 .26762130 .48345113 .86228265 
0 46299252 • 56243035 .78915397 092.663801 .99666765 
.47683519 .,58080770 081139870 .94179568 .99837726 
0 27254230 .36014702 .60436730 081.-012209 .98024188 
.28333245 .37650302 063338226 .84053033 .98929688 
016688313 .23326304 044697570 .67335051 .94138980 
.17618240 .24851883 .48085843 .71916780 .96599238 
007052650 010557520 .24076280 .4'3111308 .79821359 
.07716356 .11754912 e1127566O55 .49583170 .87306591 
050512025 .61096968 083469925 ,~95171534 .99859535 
052157335 .63203733 085709315 .96439964 .99947482 
.28775404 .38462391 064646052 .84978411 .98955023 
0 29842149 • 40057270 .67281902 .87413437 099435933 
.18003267 .25555167 .49422838 .73111408 .96656238 
.18812779 .26878959 • 52238696 .76569749 .97970686 
009154794 .13883847 .31622825 054535317 .89406082 
.09642636 .14763536 034087741 .58688039 .92758450 
.J .05151815 .08098088 .20326975 .38936932 .77555698 
.05611009 • 08972792 .23198530 .44784441 .85222784 
050349983 • 61215982 0 83958508 .95538158 .99896825 
.51991915 063302258 .86101514 .96678853 .99957331 
1129619917 039677024 .66469513 .86528883 .99234008 
030633105 041172571 .68828531 .88563386 .99559460 
.16314050 .23537881 1146953300 .70941953 095957792 
.17099931 .24865080 050008729 .74991067 .97757521 
.08290324 .12781184 .30067930 .53027098 .88890352 
008710910 4)13554749 .32332653 .56979955 .92244607 
0 04652338 .07428819 .19236018 .37663753 076825953 
.05050354 .08201181 1)21876503 .43217134 .84443135 







POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (2-SIDED) I I ..., 
vs. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
i I 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 ~ 
7 4 e 24848485 .26903556 .32763422 .41575007 
I 
i / 
T .27050739 .33316338 .42691129 l.,J 
7 4 009696970 .11071460 .15147754 .21751981 
T .11149389 .15462961 .22464393 I I 
7 4 .04848485 .05727076 .08406213 .12976679 
...l 
T 005774290 .08605376 .13455612 
7 4 .02424242 .02950848 .04596657 .07532869 
T .02977465 .04714277 .07835347 1 I 
7 4 000606061 000767746 .01291776 .02290118 ~ 




6 5 024675325 .26880904 ..., 
T .27028664 .33700958 .43612513 
6 5 009956710 .11456456 .15895900 .23056972 I 
T 0 11536 743 .16219444 .23782866 . r 
6 5 .04761905 005700152 .08566466 .13466368 
Iii.; 
T .05741706 .08743593 .13897862 
6 5 001731602 002167659 .03551204 .06083513 I '. I 
T .02186373 003636186 .06310068 .. 
6 5 .00865801 001109520 .01899225 • 03399781 
T .01122480 .01960084 .03569834 
i I 6 5 000432900 000563711 .00994101 .01834530 _, 
T .00574187 .01044725 .01981768 
7 5 .25000000 027390741 .34154189 .44159313 I i 
T .27541683 .34711570 .45251961 ~ 
7 5 009848485 .11469253 • 16266293 .23992533 
T 011553685 .16604916 .24745137 
' i 
7 5 004797980 0 05 827764 008979129 .14374193 ... 
T 005875319 .09181436 .14864121 
7 5 .01767677 .02256567 .03815904 .06690082 
T 002278252 .03914940 .06955160 I 
7 5 .00757576 .00997782 .01785497 .03310137 -I 
T .01012659 .01856813 .03514260 
7 5 .00252525 0 00342925 .00647847 .01267696 '1 { 
T 000351025 .00688533 .01391830 ~ 
6 6 • 24242424 e26680340 .33575746 .43769738 
I I T 0 26836596 .34153796 .44905503 ... 
6 6 009090909 .10682890 .15412643 .23080386 
T .10765118 .15743187 .23816955 
6 6 .04761905 .05816216 .09045765 .14581105 1 I : II 
T .05864432 .09250836 .15077008 ~ 
6 6 .02164502 002753815 .04620373 .08016088 
T .02780339 004740982 .08336557 : I 
6 6 .00865801 001146830 .02068572 003851055 ~ 
T .01159502 e02129206 .04023874 
6 6 .00432900 .00586718 .01101860 .02134786 
1 / 
T .00595598 001145775 .,02265719 .., 






TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (2-SIDED) 
VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
t' 
D= 08 D= 1.0 D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
· .52115820 .63051166 .85316136 096102316 .99911425 
.53808139 .65183951 .87448465 .97203247 .99970692 
• 30513500 • 40819513 .67799334 .87364397 .99271623 
.31758270 .42664064 .70718815 .89873706 .99678524 
.19476465 • 27775836 .53402679 .77323211 .97917520 
.20378544 .29228802 .56297321 .80518193 .98782658 
call962286 .,18019000 .39531264 .64400985 .94371248 
.12579411 .19104575 .42296754 .6 843 73 86 .96499739 
003931966 .06415710 .17392152 .35287013 .75212534 
.04372184 .07285641 .20479787 e41945333 .84476636 
.53607874 .64941147 .87144979 .97008926 .99959860 
.55232325 .66931379 • 88937862 .97797406 .99983637 
.32482640 043434367 071124693 .89745671 .99566628 
.33735767 • 45259060 .73817765 .91823497 .99811172 
020435412 .29301696 056145946 .79947875 .98419597 
.21257931 .30638400 .58821729 .82845719 .99146521 
.10021346 015575112 .36332349 .61687046 .93780041 
.10501569 .16451768 .38755353 • 654603 82 e95949l99 
.05849184 .09502822 024886895 .47470310 .86627547 
.06230046 .10241548 .27312120 .52090711 .90982890 
.03256154 .05467304 015692874 .33155579 .73871176 
ca03601746 .06173307 .18384981 .39298261 .83104742 
.55821820 .67485141 .89179439 .97820312 .,99980987 
057410017 .69377613 090719828 .98404201 .99992394 
• 341142 55 .45761758 .74248983 .91900397 .99775811 
035393658 .47583574 .76707166 .93546779 .99899131 
II 22036476 .31721872 .60209478 083655518 .99108916 
.22959356 .33193395 • 62-92.3260 .86229090 .99534905 
011180360 .17509696 .40695377 • 6 73003 87 .96081125 
.11741584 .18526051 043359491 071052086 .97622647 
.05845848 .09686039 026066575 .49875094 .88606441 
006.312928 .10606899 e29134498 .55592335 .93292515 
.02364888 .04149597 .13048108 .29506986 .71212563 
.02670625 004802994 015788153 .36214760 .82097846 
055636602 e67476252 .89342772 .97903665 .99982915 
-
.57290743 .69449149 090940010 .98497810 .99993659 
• 332033.16 .44940179 073915852 091925716 .99802245 
.34457783 • 46 726998 • 76304675 .93481885 .99902512 
-
.2.24405320 .32373484 .61346257 .84669618 .99274520 
.23376216 033848915 0 63993425 .87064107 .99609004 
.13225834 .20406543 045408781 .71823608 .97045949 
.13897364 .21606610 .48415224 .75811946 .98474150 
006805856 011251336 .29776195 .55335277 .91997413 
.07198423 012017028 0 32220886 .59600292 094839097 
.03927.323 .06 76 8905 020020308 .41749467 .84001667 
.04240576 1107415569 022446451 .46869486 
.89471040 
B - 35 
: I 
la.I 
TABLE B-4 7 
r 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (2-SIDED) 4 • ~ ... 
VS. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE . 
# 
\ ! 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 
--
7 6 024941725 • 2 7605333 .35090578 .46011413 : I i I 
T .27768654 .35688112 .47163534 ~ 
7 6 .09557110 011346553 .16643097 .25156943 
T .11437357 .17007131 .25962394 
' I 
7 6 .04778555 • 05939735 .09503374 .15618416 i 
T .05991126 .09722717 .16149494 
--7 6 .02331002 .03021504 .05215599 .09218883 
T .03050821 .05347851 .09564828 
7 6 .00932401 .01264350 .02360354 .04497138 _, 
T .01279845 .02435198 .04712009 
7 6 000466200 .,00651003 .01277065 .02552159 I i i 
T .00660183 .01323186 .02691731 ~ 
7 7 .25000000 .27907449 .36028966 .47730756 
I 
T .28075620 .36638034 .48884518 , I 
7 7 .09965035 .11974882 .17902432 .27349003 -.. 
T .12072159 .18289159 .28191192 
7 7 .04953380 .06263312 .10284952 .17172180 i I 
T "06320619 .10528661 .17756560 ~ 
7 7 .02447552 .03242372 .05776590 .10412340 
T "03273703 .05918892 .10785985 
7 7 .00990676 .01381347 .02681961 .05242834 I I 
--
T 0 01397256 .02759865 .05469149 
7 7 .00466200 .00673405 .01385117 .02861874 

















B - 36 '1 I ~ 
TABLE B-4 
.. 
-i POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE Cl TEST (2-SIDED) 
• 
VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
D= .8 D= 1.0 D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
• 58467358 • 70549402 .91449455 .98591624 .99993172 
la 060100528 .72429070 .92787958 .99005368 .99997580 
.36232873 • 48794028 .78042159 .94147948 .99905910 
.37585959 050679845 .80339767 .95439760 .99959982 
.24280928 035113586 065545785 .87882561 .99589123 
.25273608 .3.6668935 068165156 .90005174 .99807415 
015351814 .23732374 .51771807 .78541974 .98722476 
016058930 .24952756 .54447704 .81440864 .99274290 
008054183 013390757 .34996566 .62529492 .95201890 
008542.576 014335987 .37843335 .66963260 .97228033 
.04792529 .08362646 .24749589 .49897042 .90211892 
.05129310 .09058012 .27259454 .54714106 .93832198 
060815474 .73156804 .93140325 .99066020 .99997410 
• 62408846 • 74927156 0 94245979 .99347392 .99999122 
.39448777 .52843681 .82061588 .96038573 .99965044 
0 40828733 • 54700672 • 8403 8006 • 96943340 .99985235 
.26853544 .38769753 070530263 .91204429 .99832642 
027925971 • 404.02853 .72971036 .92835668 .99920379 
.17492635 027056459 .57571585 .83623559 .99375839 
.18253517 • 28352385 .60201472 .86100188 .99677166 
.09526210 .15927213 .40929319 .69838386 .97380201 
.10042941 016922582 • 43769414 .73791943 .98629527 
.05495701 009723504 028884789 .56537036 .93807251 
005879424 .10518927 031666392 .61416433 .96419890 
B - 37 
\ I 
TABLE 8-5 ... 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE MEDIAN TEST Cl-SIDED) I 
vs. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE I I I.I 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 i I ' I 
~ 
2 2 016666667 .21449982 .26918351 .32975727 
T .21464351 .26953440 .33038014 l I 
~ 
4 1 .40000000 .46743107 .53577836 .60304910 
T 046991573 .54077147 .61034960 
3 2 .10000000 .13715522 .18246273 .23573967 i.. 
T 013764968 .18373401 .23810279 
I I 
4 2 .20000000 .26073485 .32940785 .40397682 ~ 
T .26726595 .34429426 .42833009 
3 3 .05000000 .07478896 .10770305 .14955634 _. 
T • 07524361 .10898187 .15213899 
6 1 • 42857143 049967771 .57077974 .63963689 i I 
T .50193021 .57522328 • 64599771 .... 
5 2 014285714 .19481534 .25650122 .32661975 
i ! 
T .19985414 .26863084 .34752107 .iii 
4 3 002857143 .04572295 .07006039 .10296429 
. I 
T .04618485 .07144500 .10592862 I I .. 
4 3 • 37142857 .45823057 .54696153 .63326548 
T 047302014 .57640394 .67475269 
I I 
6 2 .21428571 .28127808 .35655801 .43739585 -... 
T .29006014 037643573 .46947970 
I ' 
I i 
5 3 .07142857 .10783265 • 15558299 .21498741 ~ 
T .11216717 .16715780 .23688505 
4 4 .• 01428571 .02486926 .04116277 .06490506 I 
T • 02520858 .04226833 .06746078 '-' 
4 4 024285714 032309597 .41226420 .50590396 
I I T .33718101 .44303983 .55312697 ' I 
~ 
7 2 .16666667 .22652652 .29647951 .37443091 
T .23380143 .31367855 .40337632 
I I 
la.I 
6 3 .04761905 .07574444 .11466040 .16554318 
T .07891281 .12362845 .18346516 l i 6 3 .40476190 .49981610 .59481767 .68443578 
T .51643022 062681536 .,72763059 11111 
5 4 000793651 .01481297 002613929 .04370374 I ' I 
T .01508419 .02708390 ct04602534 -.I 
5 4 .16666667 023604725 .31856186 .41081865 
T .24846139 .34774965 .45873837 \ i 
.... 
B - 38 I I ~ 
TABLE 8-5 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE MEDIAN TEST (I-SIDED) 
... VS. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
' 
D= 08 D= 1.0 D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
.39480253 .46254547 .63069050 .77491573 .94286569 
• 3957 5540 0 46387086 .63296654 .77780527 .94517173 
i_ 
.66734665 .72702917 .84885653 .92765487 .98956350 
.67655140 .73758478 086003797 .93637331 .99211009 
.29619213 .36242771 .54013749 .70716641 .92051393 
• 29995788 .36785606 .55011471 .72034528 .93109575 
0 48178412 0 559 8485 8 • 73 764381 .86736328 .97967387 
.51568573 .60221910 .79036365 .91230560 .9927&551 
.20057409 .26024891 0 43 72.0951 .62357041 .88989100 
020501563 026711407 • 45183 760 .64·520209 .90979992 
.70421987 0 762 88754 0 87759267 • 9-46316 75 .99384822 
.71205072 .77163228 .88615842 .95238765 .99523822 
.40298700 .48273 825 .67603465· .8·2838155 .97152811 
• 43355487 • 52277255 .73143043 • 8'8013121 .98893495 
.14539961 019766839 .3656643-7 • 5-5944910 • 86310011 
.15077637 .20639037 .38620864 .59213559 .89557396 
071315734 .78356479 • 90924161 .9-7022118 .99849427 
.76221275 • 83492011 .94787973 .98855950 .99982609 
.52041425 .60202039 .77957032 .89860253 .98785082 
.56419881 065532908 .84006531 094399541 .99725518 
.28516059 036396596 .57629874 .76406702 .95846206 
031996903 .41303760 .65472009 .84440135 .98721534 
009769854 • 14069 82 7 .29308250 .48883124 .83037372 
.10267197 .14930078 .31627733 .52970003 .87617395 
.59888162 .68622564 .85714958 .94982934 .99721688 
.65921712 .75396457 .91596606 .98074656 .99971977 
.45733151 0 54154872 • 73443091 .87246968 .98351048 
.49844929 .59357115 .79894632 .92483230 .99582301 
• 22849121 .30227253 .51481631 .71820016 .94669384 
• 25848499 .34664615 .59373266 .80652146 .98261021 
0 76424402 .83135556 .94018372 .98420614 .99955547 
.81270073 c,87902374 .96965041 .99507751 .99996728 
c,06939151 .104882 32 .24152600 .43371037 .80145386 
.07416971 .11357945 026761238 .48345073 .86228265 
.50786229 .60397765 .80726958 .92832392 .99568874 
.57300568 .68136875 .88290524 .97172889 .99957890 
B - 39 
TABLE 8-5 ... 
.. 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE MEDIAN TEST Cl-SIDED) 
VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE ... 
.2 .4 D= .6 l i M N ALPHA D= D= ' I I.I 
7 3 008333333 .12652266 .18273437 .25170625 
T .13345324 .20109336 .28586112 i i 
~ 
6 4 002380952 004172567 .06895781 .10773892 
T .04396282 .07593208 .12295170 
6 4 .26190476 .35254025 .45214924 055454409 .... 
T .37007041 .48967450 • 61020800 
I 
5 5 .00396825 .00804477 .01531453 .02744193 . I 
T • 00822603 .015·99887 .02925343 u 
5 5 .1O31!:f46O .15792918 .22853029 .31354768 
T 016774698 .25372566 .35838366 
--7 4 e01515152 002810442 .04893728 .08020154 
T .02967632· .05414366 .09222017 I I 
7 4 019696970 027875429 .37391009 .47707785 
I 
-.I 
T .29462187 .41004134 .53386365 
6 5 000216450 000471081 .00957265 .01820948 I I f 
T .00484102 .01009894 .01969280 
-6 5 .06709957 .10977026 .16869328 .24427775 
T • 11 748952 .19000388 .28484725 t i I 
6 5 .39177489 .49998011 .60806663 .70822891 la.I 
T .52188406 .64968083 .76239647 
5 .00757576 .01543183 
I ! 
7 .02925926 .05178724 ~ T .01645600 .03297943 .06112737 
7 5 012121212 .18720891 .27130308 .37032535 
T .20071965 .30526496 .42867829 I i I 
.... 
6 6 .00108225 000255582 .00559789 .01140386 
T 0 00263 849 .00595956 .01250022 
I i 
6 6 .04004329 .07085812 .11691136 cal8043752 
..J 
T .07644132 .13367947 .21493626 
6 6 028354978 038755197 .50009873 .61234615 
: I T .40950782 .54565282 .67658200 ~ 
7 6 .00058275 .00147877 .00346023 .00748907 
T .00153464 .00372221 .00833544 ·, I 
7 6 002505828 .04750039 .08343631 .13626046 -.I 
T 005160525 .09669595 .16543951 
7 6 • 208624 71 030312187 .41271125 .52921572 
t I T .32377743 .45891359 .59900 369 ~ 
7 7 .00029138 .00080172 .00202074 .00468125 
I I T .00083608 .00219496 .00528607 ! r 
7 7 .01456876 .02988045 .05638417 .09823220 iJ 
T 003269591 .06625698 .12166665 
7 7 .14306527 022350799 .32442983 .43975280 ~ i 
T .24152873 036834500 .51149286 ~ 
B - 40 i I ~ 
TABLE B-5 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE MEDIAN TEST (1-SIDED) 
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POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE MEDIAN TEST (2-SIDED) I ~ 
VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
I I 
' I 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 ~ 
2 2 033333333 .34064370 .36209376 .39629321 i I 
T .34069974 .36231417 .39677505 ~ 
3 2 .20000000 .20779141 .23074858 .26765048 
T .20801832 .23164801 .26964058 i .. 
4 2 040000000 • 40918066 .43587484 .47767057 
T .41131003 .44400301 .49458429 
3 3 010000000 .10692590 .12753479 .16129173 
T .10717943 .12856370 .16365200 
... 
5 2 • 28571429 .29579857 .32521598 .37157151 
T .29781774 .33299236 .38798637 
I 
4 3 .05714286 .06279054 .07979248 .10825393 '-' 
T .06307547 .08097417 .11105263 
I 
i 
6 2 0 42857143 043863480 .46775022 .51288727 .... 
T 044153137 .47870537 .53533626 
5 3 .14285714 015296617 .18273972 .23052273 _., 
T 015525668 .19174362 .25013488 
4 4 .02857143 .03265717 .04518500 .06686995 I I 
T 003288872 .04617928 .06934446 i.. 
4 4 • 48571429 .49775603 .53220219 .58440288 
T 050216367 .54845315 .61632405 
--7 2 033333333 034438776 .37645417 .42642259 
T .34721741 .38723574 .44878131 
6 3 009523810 010417853 .13075709 017416802 
... 
T .10603109 013818051 .19081327 
I i 
5 4 .01587302 .01882511 .02804939 .04455860 '-al 
T .01902220 .02892360 .04683324 
5 4 .33333333 .34790844 .38977643 .45374492 i i 
T • 35308304 .40904128 049217409 
--
7 3 .16666667 .17861282 .21357061 .26896104 i I T .18230813 .22793335 .29965693 &..J 
6 4 004761905 005450864 .07540150 .11078280 









T POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE MEDIAN TEST (2-SIDED) 
vs. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
~ 
D= 08 D= 1.0 D= 1.5 o=· 2 .o D= 3.0 
.44109262 • 49380843 064093656 .77766711 .94297162 
.44191438 .49502325 .64315905 .78053801 .94527667 
.31656128 .37497491 .54331879 .70780192 .92052591 
.32000708 038015588 .55320219 .72095621 .93110707 
053095726 .59144727 .74646421 • 86927602 .97971467 
.55790129 • 62 79 8854 .79655035 .91342443 .99280070 
.20722544 026385577 .43784911 .62365475 .88989158 
.21149914 • 27060768 .45244777 .64528144 .90980045 
• 43122505 0 49975429 .68000916 .82908453 .97153732 
045787649 .53673514 .73426846 .88055779 .98893873 
.14813656 .19901486 036584636 .55946664 .86310017 
.15339933 .,20766715 .38637685 .59215143 .89557401 
.56959125 • 632 72040 .78736383 .90008831 .98787284 
.60459460 .67890595 084497319 .94473166 .99726120 
.29359792 .36831073 .57694884 .76413520 .95846231 
• 32670525 • 41626481 .,65511300 .84443374 .98721541 
009860505 .14109268 .29312029 .48883369 .83037373 
010352891 e 14966852 031631143 .52970217 .87617396 
064777517 .71516969 .86335576 .95077981 .99722479 
.69469761 .77258808 091871225 098100616 099972036 
.48967036 .56077060 073869403 .87316712 098351768 
.52509316 • 60841908 080167759 .92519038 .99582517 
• 2328 5864 0 30435971 .,51507008 .71822114 .94669389 
.26197225 .34819989 • 593 887 87 .80653171 .98261022 
006975056 .10502363 .24153624 .43371085 .80145386 
.07450273 • 113 70812 .,26762130 .48345113 .86228265 
.53232266 061713628 080942595 .92856574 099568969 
058995831 .,68934504 088377150 .97178649 .99957895 
.34071237 e 42363 720 0 64244 713 .81995469 .97560885 
039115757 • 49420611 .74433572 .90857416 .99630608 
.16091263 .22523739 .43286868 .65541851 .93093828 
.18812779 026878959 0 52238696 .76569749 .97970686 




































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE MEDIAN TEST (2-SIDED) 
























































































































































- TABLE B-6 ,. 
-'T 
,. 
..i T POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE MEDIAN TEST (2-SIDED) 
vs. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
~ 
I.I D= .8 D= 1.0 D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
.04652338 .07428819 .19236018 .37663753 076825953 
~ .05050354 .08201181 .21876503 .43217134 .84443135 
• 41947785 • 51498290 .74432049 .89860857 .99334120 
.48165822 .59626746 .83766669 .95819328 .99935242 
.12470907 .18192354 .37935916 .60836447 .91614680 
.14749164 022009979 .46656044 • 72546876 .97441928 
.60858491 .69398271 .86986107 .96065793 .99868444 
I.I 
.67215584 • 76887086 0 93258265 .98843092 .99993560 
.03256154 .05467304 .15692874 .33155579 .73871176 
.03601746 .06173307 .18384981 .39298261 .83104742 
033923277 043673112 • 68627383 .86890758 .99069777 
040068368 .52073273 079371914 .94373832 .99908308 
.08603747 .13373543 .31561468 .55047134 .89822853 
010521668 .16804573 .40548409 .68333816 .97067349 
.48882605 .59186904 081611565 .94133408 .99789254 
.56587561 .68640318 .90356913 .98312065 .99991601 
002168864 003855275 012442 83 7 .28665163 .70609606 
.02442115 .04448146 015011043 .35114828 .81449595 
0 26336549 .35781132 .61995158 .83189451 .98703912 
.32031146 .44021620 .74000177 .92435026 .99869130 
001504670 002812733 010076900 .25087434 .67690208 
.01728349 .03324386 012554047 .31846529 .80166764 
.20852335 .29688626 .56176508 .79625125 .98307155 
.26007861 037553095 069054086 .90468111 .99825408 
066553647 .75535914 .91751131 .98199695 .99976158 
0 74024191 .83600353 096758861 .99681046 .99999651 
.01000399 .01978271 0 07963 836 .21617286 .64552804 
.01171161 .02392994 .10241463 .28448399 .78622782 
.15896446 .23856665 .49937511 .75470809 .97794168 
020350246 031078147 063429848 .88016886 .99765968 
.57059645 .67872074 088461239 .97323639 .99961253 
065884657 0 77785685 .95263883 .99508027 .99999463 






POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST • \.J (ONE-SIDED) VS. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
' I 
\ I 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 ~ 
3 1 .25000000 .30408113 .36269560 .42457845 J T .30449150 .36361864 .42609511 
2 2 .16666667 .21449982 .26918351 .32975727 i 
I I 
T .21464351 .26953440 .33038014 i.J 
4 1 .20000000 .24963115 .30500135 .36508824 
T 025032310 .30659396 .36776176 J 
3 2 .10000000 013715522 .18246273 .23573967 
T 013764968 .18373401 .23810279 •, I 
w 
5 1 016666667 0 212273 86 .26431674 .32202364 
T .21313871 .26634481 .32548849 
4 2 e06666667 009596201 .13348103 .17966062 ~ 
T 009669406 .13544603 .18346000 
4 2 .20000000 ct26073485 032940784 .40397682 
T .26726595 .34429426 .42833009 ~ 
3 3 005000000 .07478896 .10770305 .14955634 
T .07524361 .10898187 015213899 
-' 
6 1 .14285714 .18497832 .23393612 .28918808 
T 018594645 .23624214 .29318643 
·J 
5 2 004761905 e07124868 010272598 .14292084 
T 007209714 .10508679 .14763924 
5 2 .14285714 019481534 .25650122 .32661975 .J' 
T 019985414 .26863084 .34752107 
4 3 002857143 004572295 .07006039 .10296429 w 
T .04618485 .07144500 .10592862 
4 3 011428571 016198699 .22063100 .28933249 
T 016829392 .23631116 .31706640 
4 3 .20000000 027023957 .35089695 • 43876386 ... 
T .27786098 .36807910 046619654 
7 1 .12500000 .16412182 .21030230 .26320027 ·u 
T el6514962 .21278338 .26755714 
7 1 025000000 031011727 .37573900 .44511493 
T 031169979 .37918801 .45057135 '· ' 6-i 
6 2 e03571429 005518162 .08197661 .11725866 
T 005607058 .08452682 .12250198 
'J 6 2 010714286 .15158397 020647283 .27123171 
T .,15565882 .21671806 028963203 
6 2 021428571 028127808 .35655801 .43739585 .. 
T .29006014 .37643573 .46947970 I I ~ 




~ POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST 
(ONE-SIDED) VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
D= .0 D= loO D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
0 48823116 .55203144 .70186270 .82279295 .95637437 
049038893 055483521 070599835 .82740912 .95939012 
039480253 046254547 .63069050 .77491573 .94286569 
~ • 39575540 046387086 .63296654 .77780527 .94517173 
.42852600 • 49369886 .65286476 .78783898 .94531133 
043240605 049883389 .66074251 .79690073 .95143652 
029619213 .36242771 .54013749 .70716641 092051393 
• 29995788 036785606 055011471 .72034528 .93109575 
I 
... 
• 38421340 • 44936488 061355475 .75845157 .93530472 
.38932530 .45623488 .62445464 .77133214 .94431785 
l:fl 023432814 029662075 047430205 .65376746 .90079395 
0 24060300 030596193 .49263260 .67909779 .92186603 
048178412 .55984858 .73764381 .86736328 ()97967387 
051568573 060221910 079036365 .91230560 .99278551 
• 20057409 026024891 0 43720951 .62357041 .88989100 
1..-1 020501563 026711407 045183760 e64520209 .90979992 
034974515 041421617 .58099353 073315697 .92614917 
.35572692 042236119 .59429777 .74925955 .93779281 
019216342 025009137 0 42386889 .61011394 .88311041 
.20019622 026238445 044941709 064690883 091492479 
.i GI 40298700 • 48273825 067603465 .82838155 .97152811 
043355487 052277255 073143043 .88013121 098893495 
t.i 014539961 .19766839 .36566437 .55944910 086310011 015077637 .20639037 038620864 .59213559 .89557396 
.36609751 .44799048 065184490 .81593433 .97026367 
0 40748195 .50297352 072885944 .88662120 .99180688 
1-.1 
.52959561 .61872309 .80769980 .92406633 099456725 
.56636393 066236668 0 85263006 095309947 .99829787 
.32200981 038548098 .55337935 .71099828 .91769717 
.32860688 .39456649 056860311 .72982190 .93173057 
.51615713 058662730 .74667863 .86610908 .97686117 
~ 052358377 .59579993 075826070 .87672539 .98097672 
.16174143 .21549021 .38378931 .57348251 .86705914 
.17090392 .22985133 • 41517524 .62039669 .90918495 
.34427337 042309718 062426682 .79327107 .96336675 
037226300 .46114787 068156619 .85083683 .98503416 
.52041425 .60202039 077957032 .89860253 .98785082 
.56419881 .65532908 084006531 .94399541 .99725518 






POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST 
.J (ONE-SIDED) vs. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
I _, 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 ~ 
5 3 .01785714 .03019552 .04867975 .07495852 \ ! 
T .03064967 .05011262 .07817364 ~ 
5 3 .07142 857 010783265 .15558299 .21498741 
T .11216717 .16715780 .23688505 
5 3 .14285714 .20276153 .27546378 .35891513 I f 
T 020990670 .29248423 .38753039 ... 
5 3 0 23214286 .31163680 .40096110 .49570126 
T .32125271 .42204491 .52821880 ~ 
4 4 001428571 .02486926 .04116277 .06490506 
T .02520858 .04226833 .06746078 
4 4 ell428571 .16837581 .23638735 .31696844 w 
T • 1 7408304 .25060448 .34187298 
7 2 .02777778 004411074 .06722768 .09847644 ( r 
T 004499754 .06983994 010398124 ~ 
7 2 .08333333 .12160694 .17047015 .22995203 
T .12502192 .17937016 .24649215 I I 
7 2 016666667 1!122652652 .29647951 .37443091 ~ 
T .23380143 .31367855 .40337632 
I 
6 3 001190476 .02108574 .03548362 .05684158 \ t ~ 
T 002151588 .03690113 .06015241 
6 3 .04761905 .07574444 .11466040 .16554318 
T 007891281 .12362845 .18346516 ' l 
6 3 .16666667 023577522 .31813945 .41048053 -.. 
T .24380367 .33689643 .44120749 
5 4 000793651 "01481297 002613929 .04370374 'J 
T .01508419 .02708390 .04602534 
5 4 .03968254 .06509445 010125670 .14971033 
T .06846655 .11104770 .16969278 • I I I 
5 4 .07142857 .11264528 .16828875 .23872974 i.-
T .11714742 .18036792 .26140440 
5 4 .14285714 .20741268 .28647168 .37733370 I ' 
I I 
T • 21722258 .31000450 .41673214 .... 
5 4 • 21428571 029653053 .39059881 .49131930 
T .30843486 .41721379 .53273900 
' ' I
--7 3 .00833333 .01536117 .02682575 .04446886 
T .01575883 .02818704 .04776204 
7 3 .03333333 .,05543315 .08743081 .13107794 u T 005786314 .09465401 .14619376 
7 3 008333333 012652266 .,18273437 .25170625 
T .13345324 .20109336 .28586112 w 7 3 .12500000 .18454868 .25899765 .34633854 
T .19146919 .27598449 .37550746 
7 3 .20000000 027761442 .36743579 .46503127 \ I 
T .,28831930 039163831 .50324262 u 




POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST 
(ONE-SIDED) VS. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
~ D= .0 D= loO D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
.11045937 .15609400 .31300578 .50829462 .83925962 
~ .11654647 .16635979 .33921357 .55248834 .88576964 
• 28516059 .,36396596 057629874 .76406702 .95846206 
.31996903 041303760 .,65472009 .84440135 .98721534 
w> • 44953665 .,54266569 075470479 .89743892 .99195729 048978641 059263529 .81143255 .93707332 099761025 
059056676 .68026564 • 85663829 .95148547 .99772830 
j':.' 063238441 072757033 .89856425 .97386295 .99947050 
~ 
009769854 .14069827 .,29308250 .48883124 .83037372 
.10267197 .14930078 .31627733 .52970003 .87617396 
i 
~ .,40698564 .50185625 .72583861 088286902 .99054697 
• 44335955 .,54859442 078291706 .92506721 .99701919 
~ .13885665 .18878582 035105400 .54213099 .85235078 
.14869790 .20453783 038704822 .59776710 .90414290 
029905011 037571656 058020118 076159162 .95530926 
.32504072 041215498 063904102 .82435365 .98121115 
• 45733151 054154872 0 73443091 .87246968 .98351048 
.49844929 .,59357115 079894632 .92483230 099582301 
008685300 012685829 027264368 .46631351 081777278 
.09335557 013819683 0 30366830 .52132553 .,87861247 
.22849121 030227253 051481631 071820016 .94669384 
0 25848499 034664615 059373266 .80652146 .98261021 
~ 050789856 .60464309 .,80971111 .93114109 .99638754 
.54973812 .65460249 085973795 096076981 .99909069 
006939151 010488232 0 24152600 .43371037 .,80145386 
007416971 .11357945 .26761238 048345073 .86228265 
.21092669 028396206 1t4993O847 070931472 .94605317 
'w,I 024493276 .33490792 059123359 081148569 .98522411 
., 32241285 041578184 0 65638326 .84372576 098607013 
035772676 .46393581 072324807 089844356 099566754 
0 47536618 057469573 079127487 .92347361 099596586 
~ 052994161 064069362 ct85823988 .96273754 .99931693 
.59232348 .68724001 0 86876841 095969422 099855863 
064552184 .74674361 091795798 098291853 .99982149 
.i 
007012065 010541139 .24074999 s43111242 .79821359 
.07680054 011740674 027565017 .49583120 .87306591 
~ .18724707 .25553968 046400578 .67752001 093512789 
• 21366302 .29623551 .54316288 e77288361 097818942 
e33160154 .41910466 064184264 .81990055 .97560872 
• 38453225 e 49123686 074404255 .90855572 .99630606 
~ .44252351 .54199716 .76658213 .91072113 .99484409 
e 48406151 e59375088 0 82365143 094743421 .99864794 
.56462190 .66009460 084983360 .95109029 .99803876 
.... 061456522 .71710980 090000287 .97661740 .99966408 




POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST I ; 
~ ..-(ONE-SIDED) VS. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
': ' 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 ~ 
6 4 .00476190 000943043 .01757558 .03089671 I 
' I 
T .00965437 .01840061 .03303185 ~ 
6 4 .02380952 .. 04172567 .06895781 .10773892 
T 004396282 .07593208 .12295170 
6 4 .04761905 .07940762 .12489455 .18570354 ; 
T .08310163 .13541214 .20657313 
...,J 
6 4 .09047619 .14101882 .20767271 .28972926 
T 014798668 .22581947 .32255603 i---1.. 
6 4 .14761905 • 21 722242 .30248163 .39983504 ~ 
T 022737369 .32689687 .44053119 
5 5 000396825 000804477 .01531453 .02744193 . I 
-T 000822603 .01599887 .02925343 
5 5 .03968254 006808887 .10984155 .16701803 
T .07115659 .11885579 .18542910 \ I ' r 
5 5 .17857143 025947998 .35595965 .46260870 ~ 
T 026991487 .38002081 .50084172 
' I 
' i 
7 4 .00303030 000631809 .01234863 .02267924 ., 
T .00650540 .01307328 .02464107 
7 4 .01515152 002810442 .04893728 .08020154 
T 002967632 .05414366 .09222017 \ t ._.i 
7 4 .. 03333333 .05826770 .09574161 .14820576 
T 006137838 .10505083 .16755879 
7 4 006060606 010020780 015573997 .22813470 \ I 
T .10539424 .17017569 .25593812 i..J 
7 4 .10606061 016430700 .23981382 .33076124 
T 017299508 .26198304 036983186 • l 
4 .15454545 .22858669 .31897606 .42138050 I r 7 ._ 
T 023969878 .34548924 .46497857 
7 4 .20909091 029779900 .40073361 .51124402 
T 030981136 042730090 .. 55164773 \ I ~ 
6 5 000216450 000471081 .00957265 .01820948 
T 000484102 .01009894 .01969280 I I 
' I 
6 5 001298701 002471452 004402394 .,07360422 \,' 
T 002629670 .04937722 .08618430 
6 5 002380952 004382101 .07538656 .12154013 I ,-
T 004604908 .08243406 .13695414 ~ 
6 5 005411255 009104895 014378382 .21367954 
T .09697901 .16056454 .24643014 
6 5 .08874459 ctl4220025 021371920 .30226814 u 
T 015039354 .23538007 .34163172 
6 5 .11904762 018520695 .27026877 .37118083 
T .19428097 .29291659 .40992840 \ I 
6 5 .17965368 026338475 .36358783 .47424729 ~ 
T 027619221 .39289267 .52014763 
6 5 .. 23809524 033480445 .44397851 .. 55760225 \ ! 
T 034941707 .47552422 .60413718 ~ 




I:.,,) POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST 
(ONE-SIDED) VS. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
D= 08 D= loO D= le5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
.05135630 .08092233 020326640 .38936920 e77555698 
~ 005596335 .08967610 .23198250 .44784432 085222784 
.15956757 .22468227 • 43282405 065541623 .93093828 
.18711471 .26840665 1152236290 076569656 .97970686 
026171534 .35063972 059737902 .80720977 098129763 
.29593920 .39959157 067275081 .87413151 .99435933 
• 38409293 0 48553084 072758037 .89263775 0 99361279 
.43300041 .54886052 080241730 .94248086 .99874391 
lw 
.50352281 • 60660133 .82120309 .94087774 .99761747 
.55926365 .67280696 088365484 .,97370688 .99969286 
\.J .04640347 007424634 el9235802 e37663746 .76825953 
.05039410 008197445 021876320 .43217128 .84443135 
.24004453 .32713296 057572157 .79373322 .97955883 
... 
.27104585 e37255954 064934722 086176695 099355123 
.57191418 .67580979 087308575 .96585343 099925206 
.62154363 073133531 0 91692482 .98429455 .99988525 
~ 
.03923919 006413002 017392025 .35287009 .75212534 
004365068 007283319 020479686 041945331 .84476636 
..... ~ .12405892 018167615 037934329 .60836384 .91614680 
-
014700338 0 21992942 .46655183 .72546850 .97441928 
• 21668824 e30011301 054691233 077337787 .97633492 
.24983224 .34946473 062979646 .85217669 .99314028 
~ • 31595100 041515734 067080891 .86226096 .99092053 
.35989351 .47530376 075124696 092168131 .99804826 
• 43261516 e53875563 0 77628262 .92131810 099648824 
048900638 .60909890 085022496 096379621 .99953531 
'-" 052910723 063440237 .84507670 .95359163 .99859557 
.58769300 070229483 090388346 098106560 .99985195 
062098528 072176869 090118480 097658910 .99963995 
~ 067105975 .77511474 093796685 e98982106 099994822 
.03251520 e05465844 cl5692817 .33155577 .73871176 
.03597602 006172036 0183 84935 .39298260 .83104742 
~ 
.11584483 017218588 036950724 060204589 .91599841 
.14021116 021326835 046456314 e72943729 .97692282 
.18417357 e26316748 050925887 074796572 .97266080 
021182676 .30612745 .58820547 082845688 .99146521 
.29975366 039832388 065740758 .85548309 099045616 
• 35203304 .47036525 075409565 a192598229 .99844568 
040381925 051180395 075988634 .91505331 a,99625362 
• 46213342 058613665 c,84O88843 096220908 e99956508 
.48168023 059340684 082620782 .94927821 .99873554 
.53555311 .65763368 0 88437221 .97654308 .99981704 
.58699746 .69297640 c,88785335 .97286866 .99957526 
.64533055 075643238 093316591 .98939264 .99995407 
066662523 076307292 .92356008 .98385838 .99981158 
i.,, 072223275 081986745 0 95801486 099447425 .99998451 
,:; 




POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST \ t 
CONE-SI OED) VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE ~ 
! 
I I 
M N ALPHA D= o2 D= .,4 D= c6 ~ 
7 5 000126263 000292398 000629155 001261318 I i I 
T 000302168 .,00671063 .o 138606 7 "'-1 
7 5 000757576 001543183 002925926 005178724 
T 001645600 .,03297943 006112737 
7 5 001515152 002960564 "05382049 1)09126954 ' l 
T 003130014 905952363 el0448524 IJ 
7 5 1)03282828 005941568 010026321 015820247 
T 006338235 .11241813 al8376484 . ) 
7 5 1)05808081 .,09930316 el5834030 023623071 lwJ 
T e10562272 .17629680 027114381 
7 5 .,08333333 013715467 021076483 .30334230 I 
T el4512164 023195061 .34180412 w 
7 5 .11868687 018713910 027574376 038103172 
T .19712709 030068096 042343154 I r 7 5 016414141 024725649 .34864141 046209911 
T 1)25970982 o37790141 050883620 \t;JI 
7 5 021717172 0 31343439 042443694 a54176575 
T 032797516 ~45648573 t158974113 ( ) 
~ 
6 6 000108225 000255582 1!)00559789 .01140386 
T 000263849 000595956 ~01250022 i ! 
6 6 001298701 e02596893 e04819228 .,08323471 ·/' l,,,,,J 
T 002741988 ()05319584 a09509001 
6 6 007142857 cl2090148 el9037751 027983796 
T 012774090 020915812 031495052 I, I 
6 6 023809524 034161502 1)45883731 057987568 ~ 
T 035550432 048859208 062296009 
I I 
7 6 000058275 e00147877 a:OO346O23 e00748907 i.._; 
T 000153464 .,00372221 .,00833544 
7 6 .,00407925 000901812 001842385 a03489260 
T 000970406 .02112477 004219141 I iiw> 
7 6 c,OO757576 e01626933 a:O3223742 005911270 
T .,01727206 003595853 006855013 
7 6 001923077 003754174 .,06789703 ell410004 ,, I 
T 004061095 007808346 013714712 ~ 
7 6 003379953 .,06289409 e10826182 .17297943 
T 006751752 e 12263553 $20332795 
I ' 
7 6 004545455 008255126 013861765 .21593663 ~ 
T 008788663 015444423 Q24773333 
7 6 0 07342657 012526332 el9831886 .,29235244 
T el3388081 022183947 033577281 \ I 1 
6 0 10606061 017263075 026095293 ~36784496 
~ 
7 
T Q1838O664 1t28967735 041766234 
7 6 013869464 021821126 031890021 .43492178 I , 
T 023074557 e34948830 048519117 u 
7 6 016666667 025602178 036553521 e48738302 
T a26906474 039590896 .53492595 I ), 
7 6 021911422 032157179 e144O16984 .,56473237 l.J 
T 033699464 047360359 "61340570 





POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST 
(ONE-SIDED) VS. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
D= 08 D= 1.0 D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
.02362885 .04149020 .13048091 .29506986 .71212563 
'w) 002668877 .04802505 .15788139 .36214759 .82097845 
.08583326 .13366788 .31561175 055047127 .89822853 
010507068 016800209 040548266 .68333814 .97067349 
.14480910 • 2156 7230 045398723 .70629283 .96552947 
.16982263 025649929 053740597 .79867017 .98951074 
., 23416504 .32633035 .59125849 .81630255 .98648287 
.27792709 .39071072 .69110238 089831880 .99751035 
"vf,/ 
• 33100443 • 43748050 .70361748 .88799336 .99449538 
'• J .38609601 .51195683 .79591110 .94759813 .99932535 
0 41044754 .,52448454 .78166817 .93178127 .99809912 
Ii.- .46696285 .59540650 11185344284 .96852709 .99974119 
• 49590338 061099653 .84390039 .,95873055 099925074 
.55410276 067904360 090091625 .98246443 .99991017 
'JI .57861177 • 68844204 c88918269 e97439008 .99965361 
.63878148 .75432435 093576196 .99065166 .99996996 
.65545633 .75647113 e 92369897 .98470180 .99984797 
071328253 .81569261 095898544 .99504112 .99998964 
...,; 
.02167308 .03854840 012442825 .28665162 .70609606 
.02440747 004447775 015011033 .35114827 .81449595 
.13421163 020273769 .43865270 069465836 .96356386 
.15711112 0 24081395 051957533 .78706224 .98854163 
.38553008 .50018142 076574545 .92548937 .99787161 
• 43853056 .,56834630 0 83841 725 .96421785 e99969162 
.69381345 079157866 094237492 .99029319 .99994266 
• 74379485 .,84058747 • 96792748 .99658707 099999489 
'-1 .,01504079 .02812584 .10076897 025087434 .67690208 
.01727840 .03324262 012554044 ,,31846529 .80166764 
' 4 006146684 .10108373 026638393 050131534 .88125993 
~ .07753639 013153740 035646251 .,64642380 .96723729 
.10063392 .,15962803 .38143146 .,64689115 .95420988 
012004551 .19382570 046366976 .75024023 .98575603 
.17875629 026206103 052500580 .77354796 .98168901 I.) 
.22092487 032793644 e64057421 .87725421 .99703840 
025755547 035896270 063840583 .85460483 .99220864 
.30917899 043365797 074489758 .93070049 .99908698 
031331255 0 42540869 • 70981729 090079109 .99681317 
036462168 049559855 .79529685 .951~8223 .99954679 
• 40291866 .52171611 078890227 .93899847 .99872708 
.46719284 060222217 086682641 .97513457 .99987337 
• 48590834 • 60498021 .84545809 .96106395 .99939939 
.55503679 .68598333 091132843 .98652976 .99995857 
055663334 067293886 .88658861 .97519880 .99972211 
~ .62260398 .74590700 093754606 099194896 .99998328 
.61044402 .72325852 0 91498906 098422613 .99989128 
) 
.66973568 .78541831 095242721 .99456058 .99999148 
~ .68335842 .78574216 • 94291305 .99106959 .99995989 
073975281 .84059744 097011970 .,99717924 .99999715 
'81 B - 53 
TABLE B-7 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST 
(ONE-SIDED) VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
M N ALPHA D= o2 D= o4 D= e6 
7 7 000029138 000080172 000202074 .00468125 
T 000083608 .00219496 .,00528607 
7 7 000407925 000950823 e02030821 1103987263 
T 001014308 e02286961 .,04689127 
7 7 002651515 005232537 009475485 .15800806 
T 005607578 010692296 018457590 
7 7 0 10606061 017722442 "'27277231 .38852156 
T el8788956 030020677 ~43562488 




























































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST 
(ONE-SIDED) VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
D= .0 D= 1.0 D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
.01000200 .01978227 .07963836 .21617286 .64552804 
.01170993 .02392958 .10241463 .28448401 .78622783 
.07221317 .12110040 .32402178 .59445013 .94262911 
.08771645 .15026021 .40464221 .70730185 .98210625 
.24362099 .34895429 e64497892 .86910681 .99524605 
.28992398 041695552 074143460 .93344576 .99931489 
.51506776 .63996167 087653420 097464419 .99979475 
.57906571 .71257385 .92837069 .99100002 .99998453 
B - 55 
\ t 
TABLE 8-8 ...i 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST ,. \ I 
(TWO-SIDED) VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE I I • ... 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= e4 D= .6 (~ ( 
•_I 
3 2 .20000000 .20779141 .23074858 .26765048 
T ,"'' .20801832 .23164801 .26964058 I 
, .. 
' ' ~ 
4 2 .13333333 .14066165 .16237316 .19764379 
T .14103443 .16386536 .20099587 I 
3 3 .10000000 .10692590 .12753479 .16129173 ~ 
T .10717943 .12856370 .16365200 
5 2 .09523810 .10187743 .12166246 .15416186 i....l 
T 010234166 .12353964 015844392 
005714286 
I : 
4 3 .06279054 007979248 .10825393 ',~ 
T 006307547 008097417 .11105263 \ 
4 3 .22857143 .23933199 .27076172 .32040513 
T • 24216254 .28168217 .,34351116 '· ) 
"" 7 1 025000000 .25696759 .27751287 .31058916 
T .25735194 027902173 .31387794 \ I 
~ 
6 2 007142857 .07737682 009520518 .12481150 
T 007788961 .09729926 .12965928 
6 2 021428571 .22438045 e25394885 .30091363 I 
T .22623120 .26114417 .31633080 ~ 
5 3 003571429 .04024663 005405567 $07768673 
T .04054574 005532182 008077487 ~ 
5 3 .14285714 015296617 018273972 0 23052273 
-T 015525668 .,19174362 .25013488 J~ 
4 4 002857143 .03265717 .04518500 .06686995 
T 003288872 e04617928 .06934446 I ' 
4 4 .22857143 .,24214801 e28159622 034323026 ' ! .. 
T 024482723 .29181371 e36442409 ... 
1 2 .05555556 .,06087670 007691493 • 10382841 
T 006140956 .07911150 .10898474 ~ 
7 2 016666667 017637753 .,20494673 .25071005 
T 017806681 021157580 026512246 
6 3 .02380952 002746025 c,O3871538 .05839047 
~ 
T .02775722 e03999727 e06160380 i 
6 3 .09523810 010417853 .13075709 017416802 I I 
T 010603109 013818051 .. 19081327 .... 
5 4 .. 01587302 001882511 .02804939 004455860 I 
T 001902220 .02892360 .04683324 'w 
5 4 .07936508 008798542 011372748 015611534 
T .09004489 012203717 el7492640 
5 4 .14285714 .15546539 .19251397 .25164369 
. ,-) 
'wl 
T 015794021 .20214571 .,27225433 
B - 56 I I J..J 
~ TABLE 8-8 
~ ~ 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KDLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST 
-
(TWO-SIDED) VSo NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
,. 
-
.,;l D= .0 D= loO D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
031656128 .37497491 054331879 .70780192 .92052591 
.32000708 0 38015588 .55320219 .72095621 .93110707 
@!I 
024509596 e30281746 047560365 .65397722 .90079632 
.25101045 .31189799 .49385204 .67929014 .92186812 
l'!!!f 
.20722544 .26385577 043784911 .62365475 .88989158 
021149914 027060768 .45244777 .64528144 .90980045 
I,.) 019856368 .25358325 &)42450228 .61020039 .88311107 
020626224 .26564714 044998809 064698409 .91492533 
"' 
014813656 019901486 036584636 .55946664 .86310017 
015339933 .20766715 038637685 e59215143 089557401 
038449209 .45837849 065385738 081621909 .97026581 
-~ 
e42209059 051061395 • 73004192 .88674886 .99180737 
035453670 0 40720397 056038335 .71288467 .91777544 
036012266 041541969 057516021 .73154068 .93179788 
• 
016586803 021764565 038413636 .57352394 .86705937 
.17473995 .23181615 041547631 062043092 .90918512 
~ 036204195 .43327124 .62633183 e 79358263 .96336956 
0 38756574 046950578 e 68305098 085102914 .98503538 
ea 
011177122 .15669090 031307074 e50829950 .83925963 
011777713 016691079 033927123 055249253 .88576964 
029359792 036831073 057694884 e76413520 .95846231 
.32670525 041626481 065511300 c.84443374 .98721541 
~ 
009860505 .14109268 029312029 .48883369 .83037373 
010352891 014966852 031631143 .52970217 087617396 
w 042142746 050936588 072697784 1188298868 .99054740 
0 45493607 .55416213 078358398 092511929 .99701927 
._ 014168094 019020801 e35126127 .54215313 085235088 
015127518 020580394 038722148 .59778448 .90414297 
031099059 038227149 .58138695 .76174884 .95531031 
033529959 c.41752787 063989353 .82445115 .98121161 
~ 
008755373 el2715713 .27267087 .46631517 .81777278 
.09399770 .13846465 030369138 052132688 087861247 
-
023285864 030435971 051507008 e71822114 .94669389 
.26197225 034819989 .59388787 .80653171 .98261022 
006975056 .10502363 • 24153624 043371085 .80145386 
t!!!!f 
.07450273 .11370812 026762130 .48345113 .86228265 
e 21402301 028536888 .49945648 .70932502 .94605318 
024726025 033587328 059131185 .81148970 .98522411 
et .32889082 0 41883608 .65673655 e84375302 .98607018 
.36276389 .46611212 072344166 .89845432 099566755 
' 1 





POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST ', I I.I 
(TWO-SIDED) vs. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
1. ; 
: ! 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 lW 
_,, 
7 3 .01666667 .01963615 .02889600 .04541375 '. I 
T 001992073 .03014742 .04863180 u 
7 3 .06666667 .07440482 .09763169 .13625082 
T .07592784 .10385011 .15058529 I 
7 3 .16666667 .17861282 .21357061 .26896104 i..J 
T .18230813 .22793335 .29965693 
7 3 .25000000 .26486759 030787481 .37446916 
T .26806117 .31993537 .39908317 
'..,J 
6 4 .00952381 001168840 .01857896 .03131376 
T 001185841 .01935624 .03341938 
' i 
6 4 .04761905 .05450864 .07540150 .11078280 tJI 
T e105600113 .08160446 .12543864 
6 4 .09523810 010628781 .13915283 .19279998 
T .10852224 .14802973 .21238631 
~i 6 4 018095238 019573947 .23880854 .30636759 ,,, 
T .19944789 025298645 033584105 
' i 
5 5 • 00793651 .00987867 .01610688 .02776134 .... 
T .01001862 .01675578 e102955164 
5 5 .07936508 .08978407 .12094613 .17232985 
T .09172359 012874261 .18982963 I ._ 
7 4 .00606061 .00767746 .01291776 002290118 -
T 0 00782434 001360875 .02484351 I i 
7 4 .03030303 .03575407 .05254616 .08178923 '-' 
T 0 03686804 .05731159 .09351315 
7 4 .06666667 .07615807 010473529 .15243473 J_ T .07816696 .11287751 .17093037 
7 4 .12121212 .13458019 .17398212 023717784 
T .13766741 .18605469 026314322 -', 
7 4 .21212121 .22864412 027641121 .35024840 ... 
T .23316864 029349036 • 38502331 
6 5 .00432900 .00563711 000994101 .01834530 I 
T .00574187 .01044725 .01981768 
.,; 
6 5 002597403 .03108646 .04693627 .07484159 
T .03223168 005188212 .08715898 
6 5 .04761905 005588483 .08107481 .12403140 it,,/'-
T .05741706 .08743593 .13897862 
6 5 .10822511 012116310 015944470 .22127704 
I ! T .12479362 .17370355 .25212244 w 
6 5 .17748918 019400202 0241932 85 031657646 
T .19859181 .25940612 .35259877 
6 5 .23809524 025678686 .31043827 .39218267 ! I 










-~ POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV 
-
TEST (TWO-SIDED) vs. NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE 
I ! 
~ 
- D= .0 D= leO D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
I I 
.07052650 .10557520 024076280 .43111308 .79821359 
~-
.07716356 011754912 .27566055 .49583170 .87306591 
018971714 .25664872 046411927 .67752772 .93512790 
: j .21562793 029705835 • 54323233 .77288741 .97818942 
-~ 
.34071237 • 42363720 064244713 .81995469 .97560885 
-
.39115757 e 49420611 074433572 .90857416 .99630608 
.45781906 .54984777 • 76772962 .91083740 .99484450 
._J .49586477 .59925909 082424977 .94747526 .99864799 
-
.05151815 00809 8088 020326975 .38936932 .77555698 
·be .05611009 .08972792 .23198530 e44784441 .85222784 
.16091263 .22523739 043286868 065541851 .93093828 
.18812779 .26878959 0 52238696 .76569749 .97970686 
.26502517 e35208483 059751466 .80721808 .98129764 
~-
0 29842149 "40057270 067281902 .87413437 .99435933 
039243063 .48944377 072802038 .89266991 .99361284 




.04652338 007428819 019236018 .37663753 .76825953 
005050354 .08201181 021876503 .43217134 .84443135 
• 24241535 032811891 057580165 .79373730 .97955883 
~ .27285651 037324734 064939001 e86176853 .99355124 
003931966 1106415710 017392152 e35287013 .75212534 y .04372184 .07285641 020479787 .41945333 .84476636 
• 12470907 el8192354 037935916 060836447 .91614680 
014749164 022009979 .46656044 e72546876 .97441928 
.21854610 .30087485 c,54697274 .77338094 .97633493 ~ 025117234 034995554 062982411 085217760 c,99314O28 
.32013162 .41695714 067096792 .86226976 .,99092054 
: .36290368 .47646006 075131965 .92168395 .,99804826 
w .44231410 054326240 .77677099 .92135205 .99648829 
.49573863 0 61183682 e85042167 096380428 .99953532 
,' 
.03256154 005467304 015692874 e33155579 .73871176 ~ 
.03601746 .06173307 018384981 e39298261 .83104742 
.11633259 e17236396 036951739 060204624 e91599841 
.14056026 021338327 046456803 .72943741 .97692282 
--
.18518536 .26354797 050928225 .74796659 097266080 
.21257931 .30638400 058821729 .82845719 .,99146521 
: i .30318666 • 39976681 .65752712 .85548926 .99045617 
\ I 
~ .35429089 .47118397 .75413907 .92598357 .99844568 
.41056404 e 51475480 076015378 091506818 .99625363 
.46670869 0 58787 830 084099184 .96221246 099956508 i ; 
• 49189582 .59802478 082666623 .94930672 .99873557 ~ 054266086 .66043444 088455261 .97654942 .99981704 
I i ~ 
~ B - 59 
w 
TABLE B-9 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE T-TEST (ONE-SIDED) VS. NORMAL LI 
SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
M N ALPHA D= • 2 D= .4 D= .6 u 
7 2 .25000000 .33389279 .42703639 .52444164 w 7 2 .10000000 .14765197 .20845694 .28188806 
7 2 .05000000 .07802674 .11652772 .16676747 
7 2 .02500000 .04073892 .06362124 .09532827 
I I 
7 2 .01000000 .01702466 .02783301 .04374311 u 7 2 .00500000 .00873233 .01466634 .02371406 
6 3 .25000000 .34592426 .45293407 .56347988 • I 
6 3 .10000000 .15502674 .22694162 .31451485 w 
6 3 .05000000 .08253924 .12879740 .19036283 
6 3 .02500000 .04335019 .07118211 .11087339 u 6 3 .01000000 .01822522 .03153550 .05188789 
6 3 .00500000 .00938115 .01674185 .02846364 
5 4 .25000000 .35148898 .46487128 .58118068 u 5 4 .10000000 .15848459 .23570699 .32997705 
5 4 .05000000 .08467041 .13470505 .20181785 
5 4 .02500000 .04459033 .07486582 .11856376 w 5 4 .01000000 0 01879855 .03336096 .05599491 
5 4 .00500000 000969199 001777225 .03088550 
7 3 .25000000 .34868715 .45886976 .57231361 LI 7 3 .10000000 .15709613 .23220350 .32384013 
7 3 .05000000 .08400050 .13287239 .19832102 
7 3 .02500000 .04431020 .07406102 • 11694606 u 7 3 .01000000 .01873441 .03318047 .rJ5564470 
7 3 .00500000 • 00968274 .01776005 .03090171 
6 4 .25000000 .35600875 
l ! 
.47454566 .59538137 ~ 
6 4 .10000000 .16170381 .24394365 .34452949 
6 4 .05000000 • 08686865 .14090654 .21396413 u 6 4 .02500000 .04599567 .07914739 .12766538 6 4 .01000000 .01952344 .03575061 .06152325 
6 4 000500000 .01011436 .01923126 .03443556 
5 5 .25000000 .35835774 .47956005 .60268099 u 
5 5 .10000000 .16319325 .24775807 .35123732 
5 5 .05000000 .08779955 .14353925 .21910476 ' ' 
5 5 .02500000 .04654445 .08082541 .13122599 u 
5 5 .01000000 .01978118 .03660441 .06349776 
5 5 .00500000 .01025562 .01972202 .03563047 u 7 4 .25000000 .35960718 .48222782 .60655379 
7 4 .10000000 016430445 .25062940 .35631581 
7 4 .05000000 .08866554 .14602722 .22402344 u 7 4 .02500000 004715838 .08274465 .13537531 
7 4 .01000000 .02013287 .03780476 .06634777 
7 4 .00500000 .01047371 .02050683 .03760274 LI 




I I POWER ~ OF TWO-SAMPLE T-TEST (ONE-SIDED) VS. NORMAL 
SHIFT ALTERNATIVE De SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
w 
- D= 08 D= 1.0 D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
' 1 .62038702 0 70940740 • 87786682 .96220755 .99865560 
~ .36582867 045666996 .68275897 .85503758 .98678695 
.22905886 030246662 051689051 .72552358 .95594646 
.13722051 .19001967 .36576357 .57436696 .89192848 
u .06616338 .09642816 .21200367 .38099800 • 74961184 
.03695396 .05556260 .13275549 .26069133 .61118768 
~ .66923490 076292983 
.92079645 .98234783 .99976100 
• 41390210 .51904881 • 7610603 7 .91463811 .99637331 
.26710599 .35674210 .60503403 .81501944 .98410217 
'1 i 016413036 .23140738 044849135 .68083015 .95095181 
~ .08132065 .12161384 027449072 .48433046 .85529003 
.04617663 .07160348 .17803193 .34781092 .74093488 
l 
.69073932 .78550695 .93613999 .98793521 .99989956 !!! 
.43640339 .54754713 .79302674 .93479529 099812078 
.28552858 038267261 .64389473 .84906900 .99058052 
I I 
.17751303 .25189542 048730099 .72543448 .96744906 
~ .08906686 .13454435 030576180 .53224226 .89162469 
.05096602 &108001817 .20158029 .39074125 .79149608 
~ .68002899 .77435179 092878252 .98537429 .99984452 
• 42755685 0 5364 75 84 .,78110666 .92770000 .99760267 
.28001059 .37507421 .63325403 .84052293 .98929687 
~ .17481505 
024795561 .48081265 .71916538 .96599238 
.08851533 .13380979 .30512261 .53293735 .89421446 
005108879 008039502 020375074 .39658455 .80169571 
!!!- 070768220 080283750 094679605 .99127390 .99995215 
.45745088 .57383679 .82056331 .95024517 .99903849 
~ .30511271 .41010157 
.68318323 .88046859 .99490880 
.19352384 0 2764942 5 .53284293 .77433202 .98127092 
.09971468 .15256964 034956350 .59683287 .93163535 
.05818568 .09297606 .23873020 .45731062 .85862502 
~ 
.71627105 .81145273 .95171635 .99265475 099996772 
• 46705316 .58564101 083215184 .95612172 .99929269 
031333002 .42144826 069848853 .89158281 .99603827 
~ .19974213 028592762 &154936418 .79054164 .98470172 
010349662 .15890370 .36421507 .61674497 .94110783 
.06060528 .09727886 .25053071 .47693466 .87415152 
I . 
_. 
.72080159 081595739 .95419993 .99331483 .99997401 
.47434157 .59459461 .84080225 .96035008 .99945213 
\ i 
.32126395 0 43246550 .71333281 .90211406 .99699235 
~ 
.20709951 .29721954 .56940053 ,,80999625 .98845272 
.10908086 .16843568 .38695145 .64782767 .95496795 
~ .06471218 .10476096 ,,27195861 .51321126 ct9O16521O 
I I 
~ B - 67 
u 
TABLE B-1O 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE T-TEST (TWO-SIDED) VS. NORMAL u SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 u 
6 1 .250 .25703103 .27776918 .31117351 u 6 1 • 100 0 10440360. .11756550 .13932807 
6 l .050 .05267695 .06074400 .07429894 
6 1 .025 .02652709 .03115952 .03904438 
6 1 .010 0 01068593 .01278053 .01639202 u 6 1 .005 .00536403 .00647980 .00841760 
5 2 .250 .26168534 .29576283 .34940657 I I 
5 2 • 100 .10733489 .12920029 .16513035 u 
5 2 0050 .05446501 ,,06795726 009071925 
5 2 0025 .02754993 .03533987 .04876096 u 5 2 0010 .01114664 .01468813 .02091890 5 2 .005 • 00560891 .00750122 .01086982 
4 3 .250 .26400264 .30460672 .36778991 \ I 
4 3 olOO 010879918 .13499376 .17789385 LI 
4 3 .050 .05536005 .07157780 .09898206 
4 3 0025 .02806278 .03745149 005371705 u 4 3 .. 010 .01137802 .01565785 .02325902 
4 3 .005 000573201 .00802229 .01214696 
7 1 .250 025735194 .27902173 .31387794 LI 7 1 • 100 .10471054 .11879078 .14207242 
7 1 .050 .05291205 .06169622 .07648200 
7 1 0025 • 02668757 003181737 .04058185 u 7 1 .010 001077237 .01313933 .01724743 
7 1 0005 000541507 000669323 .00893237 
6 2 .250 0 262563 72 029912980 .35645623 u 
6 2 .100 .10807008 .13212432 .17162687 
6 2 .050 .05499710 .07012439 .09571847 u 6 2 0025 002789990 .03679363 .05221975 6 2 .010 .01132917 .01546214 e02282007 
6 2 0005 .00571492 .00795618 .01200827 
5 3 0250 026567503 .31095090 .38083919 u 
5 3 .100 011008371 014008649 .18913489 
5 3 0050 .05625009 .07520811 .10736015 l ' 5 3 .025 • 02863003 003982044 .05938784 w 
5 3 .010 001166529 .01688744 002631561 
5 3 .005 .00589617 .00873516 .01395842 u 4 4 .250 .26670952 .31485113 038877831 
4 4 .100 011075457 .14273398 .19493116 
4 4 0050 • 05666808 .07690689 0 11125466 u 4 4 .025 e02887386 .04083606 006180637 
4 4 0010 .,01177767 .01736775 .02750547 
4 4 0005 e00595681 000899833 001462568 u 




POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE T-TEST (TWO-SIDED) VS. NORMAL 





























































































































































































































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE T-TEST {TWO-SIDED) VS. NORMAL I I 
... 
SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
I 
: I 
M N ALPHA D= o2 D= .4 D= .6 -' 
7 2 0250 .26324825 .30174597 .36190621 ; I 
7 2 .100 .10865263 .13443933 .17676033 ~ 
7 2 .050 .05542586 .07187322 .09975849 
7 2 .025 002818711 .03799163 .05508506 
7 2 .010 .01148273 .01611837 .02444908 I 
7 2 .005 .00580574 .00835012 .01300844 ~ 
6 3 0250 .26699486 .31593020 .39098460 
6 3 .100 .11111983 .14418924 .19816171 .. 
6 3 .050 005698157 007819946 .11427961 
6 3 .025 .02910533 .04181867 .06421006 
6 3 0010 .01191216 .01795693 .02901609 ~ 
6 3 0005 • 00603986 .00936917 .01560373 
5 4 .250 .26886177 .32292466 .40506804 
I I 
I 
5 4 .100 .11235257 .14904789 .20876143 ... 
5 4 .050 .05776031 008137393 .12157600 
5 4 0025 002956569 .04375048 006885099 i 5 4 0010 .01212784 .01889097 .03136910 .... 
5 4 .,005 .00615757 .,00988891 .01695138 
7 3 0250 .26806117 .31993537 .39908317 
\ 1 
-' 7 3 ol00 011197012 014755239 .20553993 
7 3 .050 005759014 .08069300 o-12005569 
7 3 .025 c,O295O65O .04351420 .06832645 I I I 
7 3 oO 10 001212459 .01888631 .03139165 ~ 
7 3 e005 .,00616529 .00992998 001708377 
6 4 0250 .27060941 .32943356 c,418O3845 .. 
6 4 ol00 .11367599 015426806 • 22014477 
6 4 0050 .05867932 .08514339 .13030235 
6 4 .025 003015714 004626112 .07497050 . I I 
6 4 0010 0 01243346 002023876 .03484486 
--6 4 .005 000633544 .01069237 001909715 
l i 
5 5 0250 027145707 033257300 .42423503 I.I 
5 5 .100 011424438 015650188 .22498290 
5 5 0050 005904263 .08663003 013372627 \ i 
5 5 0025 003037440 .04718212 007720710 I ... 
5 5 0010 001253671 .02069407 003601672 
5 5 .005 0 00639236 .01094969 .01978381 i r 
7 4 .250 • 272 05466 033478442 • 42859202 
... 
7 4 .100 011478677 015864273 .22964577 
7 4 0050 005946006 .08835288 013774021 ·1 I 
I I 
7 4 0025 003066587 .04843396 008030000 .... 
7 4 0010 .01270066 002143062 003795908 
7 4 0005 000649284 .01141429 .02106039 u 
1 I 





POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE T-TEST (TWO-SIDED) VS. NORMAL 
SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
D= .0 D= 1.0 D= 1.5 D= 2.0 D= 3.0 
• 4382 5493 .52414313 .73673714 .88879310 .99174922 
.23437233 .30515727 a51728523 .72556566 .95594664 
.1394912 5 .19112998 .36591391 .57438190 .89192857 
.08040133 .11488771 .24419313 .42531463 .78967264 
.03731037 .05572802 .13277542 .26069312 .61118768 
.02038397 .03126911 a 07993837 .16946195 .46729421 
.48351411 .58350533 .80741478 .93767218 .99794668 
.27081931 .35840172 .60520100 .81503054 .98410218 
.16568747 .23207700 .44855311 068083396 .95095182 
.09767826 .143452 86 .31220973 .53179068 .88470749 
.04641420 .07169998 .17803978 .34781136 .74093488 
.02572080 004097204 011046739 .23603143 .60287272 
.50486625 .61053789 • 83557882 .95352408 .99898555 
.28866499 .38399280 064400538 .84907484 .99058052 
.17881706 • 25242276 .,48734139 .72543646 .96744906 
.10650696 .15803952 .34577864 .58007237 .91592190 
.05116248 .08009306 020158533 .39074148 .79149608 
.02853871 .04615890 .12685525 .27051609 .66144199 
.49586477 059925909 • 82424977 .94747526 .99864799 
.28333245 .37650302 0 63338226 .84053033 .98929688 
.17618240 .24851883 .48085843 .71916780 .96599238 
.10560846 015673585 .34388228 .57891510 .91688987 
.05128955 008047242 020375617 .39658480 080169571 
.02887863 .04690801 013020490 .27947085 .68133406 
0 52422987 0 63454052 e 85863342 .96495919 .99948946 
.30776204 .41115255 .68325691 088047170 .99490880 
.19460117 .27690259 • 53286875 077433301 .98127091 
• 11830479 017771389 .39091592 .64210879 .94816984 
.05834093 009303096 .23873318 .4573.1072 .85862502 
.03316161 .05489563 .15562536 033120136 .75368921 
.53335343 064564231 086858855 096941135 .99963179 
.31579207 • 42239944 069855002 .89158515 .99603827 
.20073945 .28629549 054938560 .79054238 .98470171 
.12258536 0184.76890 .40629451 .66154595 .95587845 
.06074815 009732798 .25053316 .4 76934 73 .87415152 
.03463498 .05765768 .16436772 .,34843627 .77470470 
.53974789 0 65338370 .87536911 .97231948 .99971222 
.32357257 .43333771 071338557 .90211591 .99699235 
.20802057 029755043 .56941837 .80999682 .98845272 
.12861115 el9486081 .42886974 .69013464 096643206 
.06483980 .10480333 .27196053 .51321131 .90165210 
.03745830 006310.185 ct 182573O7 .38540155 .81886225 
B - 75 
TABLE B-1O 
POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE T-TEST (TWO-SIDED) VS. NORMAL 
SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
M N ALPHA D= .2 D= .4 D= .6 
6 5 • 250 .27360765 .34049797 .43973911 
6 5 .100 .11584004 el6277510 .23855497 
6 5 .050 .06013936 009113915 .14416364 
6 5 0025 .03107570 .05018284 008457494 
6 5 • 010 .01289764 002230991 .04025338 
6 5 0005 • 00660231 .01191731 .02242830 
7 5 0250 .27541683 e34711570 .45251961 
7 5 0 100 011720105 el6811513 .25004657 
7 5 0050 006108514 .09503697 .15319049 
7 5 0025 003168720 005281733 009108408 
7 5 .010 001321692 .02375755 .04410095 
7 5 0005 .,00679002 001279719 .02487880 
6 6 0250 027613161 .34971652 .45749676 
6 6 ol00 .11769100 .17003148 .25414516 
6 6 0050 .,06140376 .09634781 .15621293 
6 6 .025 003188101 .05365185 .09313997 
6 6 .010 .01331106 .02418473 .04523492 
6 6 • 005 000684274 001304474 .02556815 
7 6 0250 027828387 .35750854 .47227676 
7 6 ol00 .,11928963 .17628307 .26748748 
7 6 0050 .06250683 .10090313 .16674892 
7 6 0025 .,03259066 005673158 .10078990 
7 6 0010 001368015 .02588177 .04980676 
7 6 0005 000705945 001407981 .02850709 
7 7 0250 028075620 036638034 .48884518 
7 7 0100 .12111207 .18338897 028254036 
7 7 .050 .06375890 • 10608241 .,17870883 
7 7 .025 003339374 oO6O238Lt6 010953546 
7 7 0010 0 014096 88 .02782105 .05508859 
7 7 .005 000730397 .01526690 .03193166 







































POWER OF TWO-SAMPLE T-TEST (TWO-SIDED) VS. NORMAL 




















































































































































































DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
..., 
i i 
WY wx D=O D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.B t..l 
M = 1 N = 1 i, ) 
-.I 
2 1 0.500000 o. 556232 0.611351 o.664313 o.714196 
1 2 o.500000 0.443769 0.388649 o.335687 0.285804 
I 
M = 2 N = 1 '-
3 3 0.333333 0.391392 0.451875 o.513387 0.574469 
2 4 0.333333 0.329678 0.318953 o.301853 0.279454 
-1 5 0.333333 0.278930 0.229172 o.184760 0.146077 
M = 3 N = 1 .... 
4 6 0.250000 0.304081 0.362696 0.424579 0.488231 
3 7 0.250000 0.261934 0-,267537 0.266425 0.258715 
2 8 0.250000 0.232584 0.210892 0.186355 0.160466 ~ 
1 9 00250000 0.201402 0.158875 0.122642 0.092588 
I 
I 
M = 2 N = 2 
--
7 3 o.166667 0.214500 0.269184 0.329757 0.394803 I ! 
6 4 0.166667 00189787 00209134 0.223110 0.230547 I i 
-.I 
5 5 0.333333 0.327996 0.312497 0.288298 0.257573 
4 6 0.166667 0.141573 0.116275 0.092299 o.0101aa 
3 7 o.166667 0.126144 0.092910 o.066536 0.046290 
'-' 
M = 4 N = 1 
I 
5 10 0.200000 o. 249631 0.305001 o.36soaa 0.428526 ~ 
4 11 0.200000 Oe217800 0.230777 0.237961 0.238821 
3 12 0.200000 0.197168 0.188909 0-,175908 00159198 
2 13 0.200000 0.178666 0.155250 0.131202 0.107823 I I ~ 
1 14 Q.,200000 00156735 0.120062 0.089841 0.065633 
M = 3 N = 2 I ! 
~ 
9 6 0.100000 0.137155 0.182463 0.235740 0.296192 
8 7 0.100000 0.123775 0.147460 o.169192 0.187078 : i 
7 8 0.200000 0.220229 0.233070 Q.,237143 0.232068 ... 
6 9 0.200000 0.195974 0.184383 0.166582 0.144540 
5 10 0.200000 0.174510 0.146264 0.117729 0.090989 
' I 
4 11 0.100000 0.077719 0.058075 0.041102 0.028764 I ' 








' TABLE C-1 
... DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
- WY wx D=l.0 D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
.. M = 1 N = 1 
2 1 0.160250 0.855578 0.921350 o.983053 
1 2 0ct239750 0.144422 0.078650 0.016947 
al 
M = 2 N = 1 
i.. 3 3 Oe633702 o.765812 o.865767 o.968796 
2 4 0.253096 0.179532 0.111166 0.028514 
1 5 00113202 0.054656 0.023066 0.002690 
\al M = 3 N = 1 
4 6 00552031 0.101863 o.822793 o.956374 
-
3 7 Oe245012 0.191848 0.128923 o.037263 
2 8 00134632 0.077450 0.037827 o.005508 
1 9 00068325 Os028840 0.010457 0.000854 
- M = 2 N = 2 
7 3 0.462546 00630691 0.774916 o.942866 
-
6 4 Oe230869 00202646 Oal47942 0.047053 
5 5 00222888 00135194 Oe067523 0.009613 
4 6 Oe052434 Os021223 Oa006869 0.000363 
la! 3 7 00031263 00010246 0.002751 Oe000106 
M = 4 N = 1 
- 5 10 00493699 o.652865 0.787839 0.945311 4 11 0.233330 Octl95992 Oel39816 0.044252 
3 12 00140028 0.089708 o.048122 0.008148 
lal 2 13 00086157 00043461 Oe018355 0.001912 
1 14 Oe046786 0.017974 Oe005869 0.000376 
1.-1 M = 3 N = 2 
9 6 Oo 362428 00540138 0.101166 0.920514 
1..1 8 7 0.199476 00200693 0.163485 0.060500 7 8 00218516 00159333 0.092361 0.016232 
6 9 00120473 0.064209 0.026832 Oe002350 
5 10 00067513 0.026772 Oe008221 o.000362 
-
4 11 00019048 00005674 Oe001300 0.000030 








DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER .. i..i 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,No 
WY wx D=O D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 u 
M = 5 N = 1 1 I 
I , 
'-' 
6 15 00166667 0.212274 0.264317 0.322024 0.384213 
5 16 0.166667 0.186786 0.203423 0.215323 0.221563 
4 17 0.166667 0.,170927 0.170096 o.164256 0.153926 
'-:I 3 18 0.166667 00157686 0.144752 0.128924 0.111405 
2 19 00166667 Oo 144490 00121687 0.099540 0.079076 
1 20 00166667 0.121031 0.095725 0.069933 0.049011 I 
...-
M = 4 N = 2 
11 10 0.066667 0.095962 0.133481 0.179661 0.234328 ~ 
10 11 o.066667 0.087565 0.110314 0.133384 0.154900 
9 12 0.133333 0.157869 0.178929 0.194213 0.201977 
8 13 0.133333 0.144922 0.150405 0.149101 0.141247 ~ 7 14 00200000 0.195485 0.182548 0.162877 0.138877 
6 15 0.133333 00117092 0.,098124 0.010445 0.059814 
5 16 00133333 0.101154 0.083297 0.061512 0.043510 
4 17 0.066667 0.048651 0.034011 0.022764 0.014500 -.. 
3 18 0.066667 00044700 00028892 0.017983 0.010768 
M = 3 N = 3 ... 
15 6 00050000 0.074789 0.107703 0.149556 0.200574 
14 7 0.050000 00068751 00090330 0.113497 0.136494 
-.I 13 8 00100000 00125699 00150444 0.111565 0.186555 
12 9 0.150000 0.168427 0.,179984 0.183103 0.111401 
11 10 Oel50000 00154398 0.150814 0.139822 0.123064 
10 11 0.150000 0.138272 00120929 0.100336 0.010911 111111 
9 12 0.150000 0.127107 0.102464 0.078568 0.057302 
8 13 0.100000 00075702 00054499 00037291 0.024240 
7 14 0.050000 00034719 00023000 0.014527 0.000142 ... 
6 15 00050000 00032137 0.,019832 0.011135 0.006651 
M = 6 N = 1 I 
... 
7 21 0.142857 o.184978 0.233936 0.289188 o.349745 
6 22 o.142857 00163773 00182284 0.191013 0.206010 
5 23 o.142857 o.150926 0.154560 0.153435 0.147665 ~ 
4 24 o.142857 00140619 0.134113 0.123932 00110964 
3 25 o.142857 00131064 0.116544 0.100437 0.083884 
2 26 0.142857 00120962 0.099406 0.019214 o.061338 ~ 








... DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M7Ne 
- WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 D=3e0 
I.I M = 5 N = 1 
6 15 0.449365 0.613555 o.758452 0.935305 
5 16 0.221670 0.196550 0.146937 0.050033 
i-' 4 17 00139986 00096879 0.055666 0.010564 
3 18 Oe093394 0.052634 0.024537 0.003016 
2 19 00060999 00028010 0.010675 o.oooaa2 
l..i 1 20 0.034586 0.012373 0.003734 0.000200 
M = 4 N = 2 
.. 11 10 0.296621 00474302 0.653768 0.900794 
10 11 00172903 00192397 0.110196 o.01oa3a 
9 12 0.201361 00166749 Oel07524 0.022154 
... 8 13 0.127927 0.082344 0.040576 0.004671 
7 14 0.113185 0.055822 Oe020947 Oe001362 
6 15 0.043491 0.015908 0.004310 0.000128 
5 16 00029385 0.009024 Oe002081 o.000047 
i..l 4 17 0.008931 0.002152 0.000309 0.000005 
3 18 Q.,006197 Oe001302 0.000210 0.000002 
lal M = 3 N = 3 
15 6 00260249 0.437210 o.623570 o.aa9a91 
I.I 14 7 00157260 0.186915 0.173690 0.076735 
13 8 00193571 00173896 o.118829 0.026020 
12 9 o.163762 0.108896 00054263 0.006009 
11 10 Oal02855 00052494 0.019547 o.001oaa 
I.I 10 11 00058976 Oe022583 0.,006238 0.000102 
9 12 Oa039752 00012807 0.003027 0.000068 
8 13 00014960 0.003558 0.000601 Oe000006 
.. 1 14 00005009 00001001 0.000146 OeOOOOOl 
6 15 0.003607 0.,000640 0.000004 0.000001 
1..1 M = 6 N = 1 
7 21 00414216 Oa580994 Oe733157 0.926149 
~ 6 22 0.,210892 
00195367 Oel51768 0.054933 
5 23 o.137779 00101232 00061392 00012766 
4 24 00096266 0.058783 0.029475 Oe004108 
3 25 00067892 00034864 o.014699 0.001443 
-
2 26 00046042 00019666 0.006931 0.000401 










DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER I I ~ 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
WY wx D=O D=.2 D=o4 D=.6 D=.8 ~ 
M = 5 N = 2 
...J 
13 15 Oe047619 0.071249 Oo 102726 0 .142921 0.192163 
12 16 0.047619 0.065486 0.086156 0.108518 0.130955 
11 17 0.095238 0.119012 0.141968 0.161746 0.176096 I > ~ 
10 18 00095238 0.110759 00122633 0.129326 0.129967 
9 19 0.142857 0.152473 00154826 0.149624 0.137667 
8 20 0.142857 0.139326 00129253 0.114072 0.095791 
..J 7 21 011142857 0.127308 00107884 0.086920 0.066571 
6 22 0.095238 00077934 0.060669 0.044916 0.031615 
5 23 00095238 0.072721 00052960 o.036772 0.024334 
4 24 0.047619 00033104 00021988 0.013945 0.008440 ~ 
3 25 0.047619 0.030629 0.018937 0.011241 0.006400 
M = 4 N = 3 u 
18 10 00028571 Oe045723 00070060 0.102964 0.145400 
17 11 0.020511 0.042465 00059996 o.oao658 0.103288 
1 16 12 0.,057143 0.078586 0.102337 0.126297 0.147841 ... 
15 13 00085714 0.107456 00127359 00142786 0.151519 
14 14 0.114286 0.131976 0.143798 0.147881 0.143599 
13 15 0.114286 Octl20729 0.120026 0.,112320 o.098958 u 
12 16 00142857 o.138665 0.126818 0.109290 0.088766 
11 17 0.114286 00101802 0.085321 0.067279 0.049913 
10 18 00114286 0.093351 0.011910 0.052233 0.035773 ', . 
9 19 0.085714 0.064608 00045999 0.030922 0.019621 ...J 
8 20 0.057143 00039315 o. 025574 0.01511a 00009122 
7 21 00028571 00018257 00011069 0.006363 0.003465 
~I 6 22 0.028571 00017068 0.009732 0.,005290 o.002737 
M = 7 N = 1 
.... 
8 28 00125000 00164122 00210302 0.263200 0.322010 
7 29 00125000 00145995 Octl65437 0.181915 0.194147 
6 30 0.125000 00135220 00141683 o.143803 0.141391 
~i 5 31 00125000 0.126794 0.124502 Oel18345 Oe108900 
4 32 00125000 0.119289 0.110196 00098536 0.085288 
3 33 00125000 00111917 0.097044 0.001490 0.066264 ~ 2 34 00125000 0.103011 0.083626 0.065323 0.049473 











DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 0=3.0 
\ 
w M = 5 N = 2 
13 15 0.250091 o.423869 0.610114 0.883110 
\ 12 16 0.151531 0.182621 0.172590 0.019005 
1¥1 11 17 0.103316 00167306 0.117172 0.027398 
10 18 0.124534 00091251 0.050425 0.001022 
9 19 0.120648 Oe070361 0.030696 0.002603 
._ 8 20 0.076560 0.035313 0.012099 0.000623 
7 21 00048462 0.017541 0.004619 0.000124 
6 22 0.021152 0.006193 0.001315 0.000022 
5 23 00015343 0.003913 o.000734 0.000010 
4 24 00004872 00001000 0.000151 0.000001 
3 25 o.003492 0.000633 0.000001 0.000001 
M = 4 N = 3 
18 10 00197668 0.365664 o.559449 o.863100 
17 11 0.126125 00170058 Oel74823 0.000110 
16 12 00164302 00171567 0.132507 0.034504 
15 13 Oel52291 00122264 0.011260 o.009973 
14 14 00131730 0.083104 Oe037292 0.002004 
13 15 00082104 00039667 0.013268 0.000500 
12 16 00067963 00026986 Oe007475 0.000203 
11 17 00034839 0.010067 o.,002322 00000035 
10 18 00023100 OQ005989 Oe001080 0.000012 
9 19 Oa011750 Oe002527 0.000377 0.000003 
8 20 00004996 Oe000857 0.,000101 0.000000 
7 21 00001786 Oe000267 0.000028 0.000000 
6 22 Oe001347 0.000182 0.000010 0.000000 
M = 7 N = 1 
8 28 0.385481 0.553379 0.11099a 0.917697 
7 29 00201146 00193299 o.1ss111 00059164 
6 30 0.134684 Octl03888 Oe065854 0.014775 
5 31 0.097011 0.063061 00033491 0.,005162 
4 32 0.071455 0.039809 0.018090 0.002021 
3 33 0.052176 Oa024924 0.009725 0.000005 
2 34 Oe036324 00014636 o.004a44 0.000292 
1 35 0.021723 Oct007004 0.001886 00000078 
... 





DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER u NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
\ . 
,' / 
WY wx D=O D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 0=.8 __. 
M = 6 N = 2 
\ I 
~ 
15 21 0.035714 0.055182 0.081977 0.117259 0.161741 
14 22 0.035714 0.050902 0.069485 0.090490 0.112690 
13 23 00071429 0.093165 0.115758 0.137088 0.154831 \ t 
12 24 0.071429 0.087403 0.101613 0.112293 0.118022 ~ 
11 25 0.101143 0.121476 0.130734 0.13360S 0.129716 
10 26 0.101143 0.113533 0.114049 0.108652 0.090209 
9 27 o.142857 00139118 0.128481 0.112544 0.093519 .... 
8 28 0.107143 0.095824 0.001191 0.065171 0.049538 
7 29 0.107143 o.089673 0.071197 0.053611 0.030219 
6 30 00071429 0.055436 0.040843 0.020556 0.010940 w 5 31 0.071429 0.052143 0.036225 0.023941 0.015046 
4 32 0.035714 0.023011 00015213 0.009238 o.005343 
3 33 0.035714 0.022195 00013229 0.001553 0.004121 ' ' 
'1 i 
~ 
M = 5 N = 3 
21 15 00017857 0.030196 00048680 0.074959 0.110459 u 
20 16 0.017857 0.020231 0.042258 0.059959 0.080736 
19 17 0.035714 0.052625 00073129 0.095921 0.118897 
18 18 00053571 0.072648 0.092754 0.111568 0.126522 '1 I 
17 19 0.071429 0.090832 0.108419 0.121542 0.128053 ~ 
16 20 0.089286 Oe 104337 0.114304 0.117436 0.113201 
15 21 o. 107143 0.116388 00118376 0.112754 0.100611 1. f 
14 22 0.107143 00107153 0.100239 o.087718 0.011812 
-13 23 0.101143 0.100212 0.087681 0.071775 0.054982 
12 24 0.107143 0.092331 0.074475 0.056224 0.039721 
11 25 0.089286 0.071609 00053815 0.037890 0.024993 ~· 
10 26 Oe071429 00052695 0.036451 0.023633 0.014355 
9 27 0.053571 0.037170 Oe 024254 00014876 0.008573 
8 28 0.035714 0.022039 00013750 0.007788 0.004141 ' 
7 29 0.011051 0.010684 OG 006040 0.003223 0.001622 -J 












C - 6 ·, I ~ 
... 
T TABLE C-1 
: 
~ DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE De SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
~ WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 D=2e0 0=3.0 
•, 
M = 6 N = 2 
"" 15 21 0.215490 o.383789 o.573483 o.867059 
14 22 00134309 0.172905 0.172676 0.085839 
~ 13 23 00166876 Oel64753 0.123426 0.032050 
12 24 0.110045 0.095505 0.057634 0.009296 
11 25 Oo 119707 0.078756 0.030329 0.003937 
'-
10 26 0.084269 0.045969 0.010421 0.001275 
9 27 00073739 0.032442 0.010399 o.000443 
8 28 0.035655 0.012332 0.003026 0.000065 
7 29 00025911 0.007729 0.001648 0.000021 
~ 6 30 Oe011914 Oe002960 o.000525 0.000006 
5 31 00008989 Oe001983 0.000311 0.000003 
4 32 0.002941 00000531 0.000010 0.000000 
~ 3 33 00002155 o.000347 0.000041 0.000000 
M = 5 N = 3 
~ 21 15 0.156094 0.313006 0.500295 0.839260 
20 16 00103292 0.154183 0.112006 0.090051 
19 17 0.139388 00163787 0.139430 0.041818 
¥ 18 18 0.135381 0.125093 0.002164 0.013031 
17 19 0.126887 0.095358 o.049859 0.004997 
16 20 Oel02429 Oe060747 0.024669 0.001418 
\ ' 15 21 Oe084131 00040609 0.013210 0.000440 
-~ 14 22 00055009 00021155 0.005405 0.000101 
13 23 0.039423 00012883 0.002814 0.000042 
12 24 Oe026273 00007004 0.,001241 0.000012 
~ 11 25 0.015444 00003488 o.000527 0.000004 
10 26 0.008167 0.001494 0.000100 0.000001· 
9 27 00004640 Oe000759 Oe000083 0.000000 
'-
8 28 Oe002074 0.000278 0.000025 0.000000 
1 29 Oe000770 00000092 0.000001 0.000000 













DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER ~ \ ' l 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. ~ 
C 
I I 
WY wx D=O D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 ~ 
M = 4 N = 4 
: I 
26 10 Oe014286 0.024869 0.041163 0.064905 0.097699 ~ 
25 11 0.014286 0.023323 0.035956 0.052411 0.012321 
24 12 0.028571 0.043663 0.062746 0.084880 0.108203 I I 
23 13 0.042857 00060859 0.081022 0.101216 0.118758 ~ 
22 14 0.071429 0.093131 0.113749 0.130214 0.139789 
21 15 0.071429 0.086832 0.098506 0.104324 0.103185 
20 16 0.100000 0.112807 0.118671 0.116465 0.106676 .. 
19 17 0.100000 0.103950 0.100668 o.09oa35 0.076382 
18 18 Oo 114286 0.110316 0.099211 o.oa3156 o.064959 
17 19 0.100000 0.089617 0.074815 0.058187 0.042164 ~ 16 20 0.100000 0.082643 0.063657 o.045691 0.030556 
15 21 Oe071429 Oe054818 0.039239 0.026192 0.016302 
14 22 0.071429 0.051298 0.034485 0.021694 0.012768 ' I 
13 23 0.042857 0.028271 0.017456 o.01ooa1 0.005442 ~ 
12 24 0.028571 0.017564 Oe010134 0.005483 0.002780 
11 25 0.014286 00008253 Oe004492 0.002301 0.001108 
' 10 26 Oe014286 00007788 011004022 0.001965 Oe000907 i..J 
M = 7 N = 2 
' I 
17 28 Oci027778 0.044111 0.067228 0.098476 0.138857 ~ 
16 29 0.027778 0.040913 0.057444 0.076944 o.09a403 
15 30 0.055556 0.075075 00096485 0.117997 0.137404 ~ I 
14 31 0.055556 Oci070812 0.085617 0.098247 0.101060 ~ 
13 32 0.083333 0.099000 0.111455 0.118960 0.120433 
12 33 Oe083333 Oe093503 00099283 o.099aoa 0.095041 
11 34 Oellllll Oel16378 0.115294 0.108070 o.095885 
\ I 
~ 
10 35 Oollllll Oel08057 00099394 0.086482 0.071194 
9 36 Oollllll 0.100310 Oe085610 0.069060 0.052649 
8 37 Oe083333 0.070258 00056015 0.042221 0.030019 ' I 
7 38 Oe083333 00066449 0.050177 0.035011 0.024272 '-' 
6 39 Oe055556 00041327 00029136 0.019461 0.012310 
5 40 00055556 0.039078 0.026115 0.016573 0.009984 • I 
4 41 0.02111a Oe017965 00011060 00006478 o.003607 ..,I 










C - 10 ~ 
'-' 
-z • TABLE C-1 
... 
' 
DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
~ WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
M = 4 N = 4 
"-' 
26 10 0.140698 0.293083 0.488831 o.a30314 
25 11 0.094603 0.147899 0.170905 0.101638 
~ 24 12 0.130133 0.161295 0.142901 0.044923 
23 13 0.131004 0.128746 o.oaa2a2 0.015461 
22 14 0.140827 0.109194 o.05ao24 0.005114 
¥ 21 15 0.095357 0.058366 0.023663 0.001184 20 16 0.09123a 0.045913 o.01s216 0.000519 
19 17 0.059871 0.024000 o.006254 0.000121 
18 18 0.047310 0.,015802 0.003444 0.00004a 
~ 17 19 00028472 0.007849 0.001403 0.000013 
16 20 0.019038 0.00421a 0.000618 0.000004 
15 21 0.009460 o.0011a6 0.00021a 0.000001 
~ 14 22 00007030 00001181 0.000131 0.000001 
13 23 0.002744 00000366 0.000032 0.000000 
12 24 Oo001320 0.000153 0.000012 0.000000 
11 25 00000501 o.oooos2 0.000004 0.000000 
.. 10 26 Oe000394 Oe000038 0.000002 0.000000 
M = 7 N = 2 
.. 
•: 
17 28 00188786 00351054 o.542131 0.052351 
16 29 0.120258 00163760 0.111465 0.091419 
I._J 15 30 0.152450 0.160758 0.127477 0.036196 
14 31 00110855 00097180 0.062996 0.011452 
13 32 0.115712 00083657 0.044355 0.005291 
12 33 00085780 0.052762 0.023658 0.002009 
~ 11 34 00080565 0.041258 00015289 o.oooa6a 
10 35 00055467 0.023424 o.007104 0.000263 
9 36 0.037928 0.013034 o.003141 o.000063 
"-
8 37 0.020249 0.005871 o.001191 0.000011 
7 38 0.015541 0.004000 0.000121 o.oooooa 
6 39 0.007373 0.001608 0.00024a 0.000002 
~ 5 40 Oe005707 0.001118 0.000157 0.000001 4 41 0.001908 o.000310 0.000036 0.000000 






~ C - 11 
""' TABLE C-1 
• 
. \ . DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER ' 





WY wx D=O D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 lwi 
M = 6 N = 3 
' I 
'wl 
24 21 00011905 00021086 00035484 0.056842 0.086853 
23 22 00011905 00019807 00031103 0.046155 0.064803 
22 23 Oe023810 00037105 0.054362 00074949 0.097341 ' ./ 
21 24 0.035714 0.051529 0.069775 o.oa8737 0.106078 ~ 
20 25 00047619 Oe064994 o.082993 0.099211 0.111131 
19 26 0.059524 00075763 0.090050 o.100006 0.103844 
18 27 0.083333 00098790 0.109306 0.112921 0.108969 ~ 
17 28 00083333 00092090 0.094753 Oe090795 0.081046 
16 29 00095238 0.098303 0.,094494 o.084605 0.010513 
15 30 0.095238 00091869 00082463 Oe068885 00053558 ~ 
14 31 00095238 00085923 Oe072186 Oe056477 Oe041157 
13 32 Oe083333 00070200 00055045 00040172 0.027287 
12 33 00083333 0.065590 00048159 0.032902 0.021068 I ! 
11 34 00059524 o .. 043646 00029855 0.019043 0.011322 ~ 
10 35 Oci047619 00032620 00020881 0.012484 00006967 
9 36 0.035714 00023215 00014143 0.000012 00004313 ; 
8 37 00023810 00014349 00008115 Oe004303 00002137 ~ 
7 38 00011905 00006746 00003600 0.001801 00000853 
6 39 00011905 0.006375 00003232 o.001549 0.000101 
' 
_.., 
M = 5 N = 4 -.. 
30 15 00007937 Oe014813 00026139 Oe043704 00069392 t ' 
29 16 00007937 00013979 00023130 o.0360oo 0.052785 ~ 
28 17 00015873 Oe026351 00040920 0.059509 0.081151 
27 18 0.023810 00037058 00053780 Oe072846 0.092191 
26 19 00039683 0.057460 00077453 00097260 00113875 
I / 
v 
25 20 0.047619 00064363 0.080180 0.094191 0.102094 
24 21 00063492 00080584 o.094756 Oc,103280 0.104401 
23 22 00071429 00084314 00092052 Oe092986 o.086941 
22 23 00087302 o.096151 00097934 0.092270 0.080441 
..., 
21 24 00087302 00090064 0.085814 0.015532 00061433 
20 25 00095238 0.091525 Oct081233 Os066596 Oe050437 I 
19 26 00087302 00078146 00064591 00049295 0.034740 w· 
18 27 00087302 00073294 00056894 Oe040833 0.021099 
17 28 00071429 00055955 0.040522 0.027125 0.016101 
16 29 00063492 00046328 00031294 Oe019563 0.011316 \ I ' I 
15 30 00047619 0.032700 00020835 0.012314 0.006749 .... 
14 31 0.039683 00025494 00015227 0.000451 0.004356 
13 32 000238.10 00014249 Oe007936 0.,004110 0.001977 
12 33 00015873 00008934 00004693 00002298 00001049 -.J 
11 34 00007937 00004227 00002109 0.000905 Oe000430 






C - 12 ~ .1 
I.I 
'-' 
y TABLE C-1 
}- ' 
·-
DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
• NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
.. 




/ M 6 N 3 = = 
~ 
24 21 00126858 0.272644 0.466314 0.011113 
23 22 0.086198 0.140119 0.167630 0.105397 
~ 22 23 0.119228 0.154404 0.142511 0.048149 
21 24 00119302 0.123347 0.009203 0.017472 
20 25 0.116122 0.100229 0.050939 0.001202 
19 26 0.,100896 0.070618 0.033377 o.002551 
18 27 0.090201 0.056742 0.021050 0.001053 
17 28 00067415 0.,031322 0.,009457 0.000247 
16 29 0.054861 0.021530 0.005499 0.000104 
15 30 0.,038766 0.012662 o.002667 0.000033 
14 31 00027942 0.001004 o.001415 0.000014 
13 32 00017251 0.004009 0.000597 0.000004 
\:r-1 12 33 00012553 Oe002539 o.000334 0.000002 11 34 00006272 0.001050 0.000112 0.000000 
10 35 00003629 00000524 0.000049 0.000000 
ltlj 9 36 00002157 00000285 0.000025 0.000000 8 37 0.,000994 Oe000109 0.000000 0.000000 
7 38 00000378 0.000037 0.000002 0.000000 
6 39 00000299 00000027 0.000002 0.000000 
M = 5 N = 4 
~ 30 15 o., 104882 0.241526 0.433710 0.001454 29 16 0.073027 0.128844 0.163926 0.111206 
28 17 00103906 00147663 Oel46152 0.053689 
27 18 00109160 00125409 0.097812 0.020659 
el 26 19 00124426 0.115552 0.071425 0.008867 
25 20 0.102937 0.076963 0.037330 0.002608 
24 21 00097938 00060485 0.023827 0.001021 
~ 23 22 0.075273 00037637 0.011790 0.000300 
22 23 0.064917 0.027190 o.007129 0.000129 
21 24 0.046186 00016094 00003472 0.000041 
~ 20 25 00035298 00010262 0.001040 0.000015 19 26 0.022610 0.005462 0.000001 0.000004 
18 27 00016633 0.003495 o.000455 0.000002 
17 28 00009594 0.001679 0.000100 0.000001 
ti!!) 16 29 0c,006055 0.000902 0.000003 0.000000 
15 30 0.003430 00000454 0.000030 0.000000 
14 31 0.002084 0.000238 0.000011 0.000000 
-
13 32 o.000003 00000085 0.000005 0.000000 
12 33 0.000445 00000038 Oe000002 00000000 
11 34 0.000175 0.000014 0.000001 0.000000 
10 35 0.000141 OeOOOOlO 0.000001 0.000000 
I~ 





DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER , \ ~ 




WY wx D=O D=o2 D=o4 D=.6 D=.8 ~ 
M = 7 N = 3 ! -4 
27 28 00008333 0.015361 0.026826 o.044469 0.010121 '-' 
26 29 00008333 00014481 0.023688 0.036523 0.053148 
I 
25 30 Oe016667 00027228 0.041707 0.059968 0.081026 I / 
24 31 Oe025000 00037970 0.053983 0.011902 0.089800 V 
23 32 00033333 Oe048156 00064921 o.oa1139 0.096190 
22 33 00041667 00056552 0.011493 o.oa4243 0.092597 I I 
21 34 00058333 0.074533 0.088604 o.o9ao58 0.101091 ~ 
20 35 00066667 00079767 00088670 0.091611 0.088011 
19 36 00075000 00084490 00088306 0.085653 0.011129 
18 37 00083333 0.,087660 0.085517 0.011300 o.064954 I ' ~ 17 38 00083333 00082941 00076525 0.065463 0.051936 
16 39 00083333 00077606 00066986 0.053591 0.039743 
15 40 Oe083333 00073467 00060066 Oe045548 0.032041 
14 41 Oe07 5000 00061752 00047152 Oe033386 0.021910 ~ 
13 42 Oe066667 0.051749 Oe037300 0.024960 Oe015506 
12 43 0.,058333 Oa042457 00028725 0.010059 0.010546 I 
11 44 0.041667 00028577 00018235 0.010819 0.005967 tJ 
10 45 00033333 Oa021517 00012944 0.001253 0.003784 
9 46 0.025000 0.,015397 00008863 0.004766 0.002393 
', i 8 47 00016667 0.009557 0.005128 0.002513 0.001206 i..,,J 
7 48 0&008333 00004509 00002291 o.001092 0.000488 





















C - 14 ' I I.. 
·le 
y- TABLE C-1 
~ .. DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE De SAMPLE SIZES M,N • 
.i WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
I M = 7 N = 3 
~ 
27 28 00105411 0.240750 0.431112 o.798214 
'-..! 26 29 Oe073094 0.127869 0.162450 0.111315 
-
25 30 00102997 0.144882 0.143298 0.053665 
24 31 00105267 0.119530 0.093699 0.020844 
23 32 00105899 0.101305 0.065530 0.009394 
\afl 22 33 Oe095023 0.075563 0.040131 0.003190 21 34 Oe097156 Oe065111 0.028806 0.001815 
20 35 Oe078670 0.043560 0.015674 0.000620 
19 36 00064505 0.029964 0.008886 0.000215 
-
18 37 0.050594 Oe019577 0.004793 0.000016 
17 38 0.038227 0.012838 0.002733 0.000034 
16 39 0.027325 Oe007707 0.001366 0.000011 
'..,) 15 40 0.020915 Oe005204 0.000821 0.000006 
14 41 00013342 00002773 00000361 0.000002 
13 42 Oe008942 00001633 Oe000189 0.000001 
j 12 43 Oe005720 00000896 o.000088 0.000000 ~ 11 44 Oe003057 00000416 0.000035 0.000000 
10 45 0.001837 00000219 0.000011 0.000000 
9 46 0.001121 0.000124 0.000009 0.000000 
'el 8 47 0.000528 Oe000049 0.000003 0.000000 
7 48 00000204 0.000011 0.000001 0.000000 










~j C - 1.5 
DISTRIBUTION OF 
NORMAL SHIFT 
WY wx D=O 
34 21 Oe004762 
33 22 Oe004762 
32 23 00009524 
31 24 Oe014286 
30 25 0.023810 
29 26 0.028571 
28 27 00042857 
27 28 00047619 
26 29 00061905 
25 30 Oe066667 
24 31 00076191 
23 32 00076191 
22 33 00085714 
21 34 Oe076191 
20 35 Oa076191 
19 36 00066667 
18 37 00061905 
17 38 0.047619 
16 39 00042857 
15 40 Qc,028571 
14 41 00023810 
13 42 0~014286 
12 43 0.009524 
11 44 00004762 
10 45 0.,004762 
TABLE C-1 
WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 
M = 6 N = 4 
0.009430 0.017576 0.030897 0.051356 
0.008939 0.015695 0.025815 0.039839 
Oe016929 0.028029 0.043200 0.062415 
00023940 0.037245 0.053859 0.072481 
0.037367 0.054356 0.073350 0.091912 
00042407 0.058152 0.073733 0.086516 
0.059663 0.076641 0.090897 0.099602 
0.062335 00075099 0.083307 0.085133 
0.076020 0.085853 0.009202 0.085308 
0.076974 0.081638 0.019553 0.011252 
Oe082770 00082518 0.015511 0.063462 
00077654 00072581 0.062223 0.048940 
00082107 0.012112 0.050223 0.043117 
0.068548 00056549 0.042776 0.029673 
00064348 00049857 0.035435 0.023103 
Oe053027 0.038732 0.025978 0.016001 
00046346 00031892 0.020161 0.011719 
0.033466 0.021629 0.012853 0.001020 
00028391 0.017338 0.009756 o.005050 
00017772 Oe010200 0.005398 0.002632 
Oe0l4050 00007672 0.003875 0.001009 
00007906 0.004053 0.001923 o.000844 
00004984 Oe 002423 o.001094 0.000458 
0.002369 0.001099 o.000475 0.000191 
00002258 00001003 Oe000417 00000162 
C - i6 
-I', 


































- ,. TABLE C-1 
DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
~ WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
M = 6 N = 4 
~ 
34 21 0.080922 0.203266 o.389369 0.775557 
33 22 o.o577B6 0.112954 0.155984 0.118504 
32 23 o.oa41B5 0.134098 o.145671 0.061104 
31 24 0.090093 0.110623 0.102880 0.025440 
30 25 0.107059 o.114767 0.080160 0.012056 
29 26 0.094031 0.083420 o.047064 0.004300 
28 27 0.100916 0.074461 0.034439 0.002002 
27 28 o.oao196 o.04e5ao o.0119eo 0.000599 
26 29 0.075134 0.038315 o.011a16 0.000216 
~ 25 30 o.osa6a1 0.025112 0.006452 0.00009a 
24 31 0.040995 0.017773 o.003a52 0.000042 
23 32 0.035326 0.010111 0.001942 0.000014 
22 33 0.029321 0.007725 0.001211 0.000001 
21 34 o.01aa19 0.004103 0.000544 0.000002 
20 35 o.013a1a 0.002625 0.000293 0.000001 
19 36 0.009052 0.001505 0.000148 0.000000 
18 37 0.006257 0.000901 0.000011 0.000000 
17 38 0.003524 0.000435 0.000032 0.000000 
16 39 0.002415 o.000265 0.000011 0.000000 
l!!f 15 40 0.001103 0.000111 0.000006 0.000000 
14 41 o.0001ao 0.000067 0.000004 0.000000 
13 42 0.000342 0.000025 0.000001 0.000000 
w 12 43 0.000111 0.000012 0.000001 0.000000 
11 44 0.000011 0.000004 OeOOOOOO 0.000000 
I 10 45 0.000059 0.000003 0.000000 0.000000 
\ 
~ 
C - 17 
TABLE C-1 
DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
WY wx D=0 D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=e8 
M = 5 N = 5 
40 15 00003968 0.008045 0.015315 0.021442 0.046404 
39 16 00003968 0.007638 0.013121 0.023042 0.036239 
38 17 0.007937 0.014493 0.024596 0.038851 0.057201 
37 18 0.011905 00020557 0.032019 0.048766 0.067167 
36 19 0.019841 00032277 0.048504 0.067406 0.086729 
35 20 0.027778 00042041 0.050110 0.015103 0.090200 
34 21 00035714 00051364 00067937 0.002695 0.092699 
33 22 0.043651 00058799 00072698 0.002530 0.006102 
32 23 00055556 0.070461 0.081922 0.087356 0.005477 
31 24 00063492 0e075428 0.082066 0.001199 0.014122 
30 25 0.071429 0.079912 0.001799 0.076629 0.065719 
29 26 0e075397 00079052 0.075754 0.066361 0.053154 
28 27 00079365 0.078440 0.010865 0.058533 0.044215 
27 28 0e079365 00073394 00062032 0.041910 0.033835 
26 29 0e075397 00065716 0e052343 o.038098 0.025343 
25 30 00071429 00058407 0.043688 0.029093 0.010112 
24 31 00063492 00048936 0.034529 0.022303 0.013101 
23 32 00055556 0e040138 0.026564 0.016100 0.000934 
22 33 00043651 00029730 0.010510 0.010634 0.005582 
21 34 0.035714 00022826 00013402 o.007226 0.003577 
20 35 0.027778 00016925 0.009506 0.004910 0.002344 
19 36 0.019841 00011256 00005887 0.002036 0.001257 
18 37 00011905 0.006378 0.003150 00001443 0.000600 
17 38 00007937 00004034 0e001901 0.000029 0.000334 
16 39 00003968 0.001921 00000865 0.000362 0.000141 
15 40 00003968 0.001834 00000792 0.000319 0.000120 










































7 ... TABLE C-1 
. ·-
-
DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
:- NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
WY wx D=loO D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 5 N = 5 
40 15 00074246 0.192358 0.376638 o.768260 
39 16 0.053473 0.108316 0.153633 0.120644 
38 17 0.078621 0.130288 0.145828 0.063450 
37 18 0.086023 00117323 0.105145 0.026970 
36 19 00103441 0.116345 0.084043 0.013017 
; . 35 20 0.099395 0.090588 0.051001 0.004667 \@!j 
34 21 0.095772 0.013140 0.034260 0.001011 
33 22 0.002578 0.051738 0.019499 0.000644 
32 23 0.076797 0.040650 0.012856 0.000297 
-
31 24 0.062586 0.027598 0.007183 0.000101 
30 25 00051620 0.019284 0.004219 0.000044 
29 26 0.038941 0.012142 0.002192 0.000015 
tie 28 27 00030556 011008248 0.001294 0.000001 
27 28 00021843 0.004950 0.000646 0.000002 
26 29 0.015410 0.003003 0.000336 0.000001 
25 30 0.010719 o.001ao9 o.000177 0.000000 
24 31 0.001138 0.001047 o.oo0089 0.000000 
23 32 0.004538 00000567 0.000041 0.000000 
22 33 00002685 0.000294 0.000019 0.000000 
21 34 0.001625 0.000155 0.000009 0.000000 
20 35 0.001029 o.000091 0.000005 0.000000 
19 36 0.000512 00000038 0.000002 0.000000 
• 
18 37 0.000236 0.000015 0.000001 0.000000 
17 38 00000125 00000007 0.000000 0.000000 
16 39 00000051 0.,000003 0.000000 0.000000 
15 40 00000042 00000002 0.000000 0.000000 
-
-
C - 19 
DISTRIBUTION OF 
NORMAL SHIFT 
WY wx D=O 
38 28 0.003030 
37 29 0.003030 
36 30 0.006061 
35 31 00009091 
34 32 0.015152 
33 33 0.010102 
32 34 0.021213 
31 35 0.033333 
30 36 0.042424 
29 37 00048485 
28 38 00057576 
27 39 0.060606 
26 40 Oe069697 
25 41 00069697 
24 42 0.012121 
23 43 Oe069697 
22 44 00069697 
21 45 Oe060606 
20 46 Oe057576 
19 47 00048485 
18 48 Oe042424 
17 49 00033333 
16 50 Oe027273 
15 51 00018182 
14 52 0.015152 
13 53 Oe00909 l 
12 54 0(1)006061 
11 55 00003030 
10 56 00003030 
TABLE C-1 
WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
ALTERNATIVE Do SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
D=e2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 
M = 7 N = 4 
0.006318 0.012349 0.022679 0.039239 
0.006009 0.011104 0.019154 0.030091 
0.011419 0.019968 0.032451 0.049091 
Oe016210 0.026739 0.040856 0.057902 
00025412 0.039364 0.056374 0.014123 
0.029035 o.042687 0.057832 0.012212 
00041201 0.057200 0.013030 0.085853 
Oe047421 0.061894 0.074164 0.001637 
0.057048 00070265 0.019312 0.002009 
00061612 0.071602 0.076132 0.074096 
Oe069042 0.075658 0.015192 0.069437 
00068694 0.071063 0.067116 0.057090 
00074723 0.013109 0.065296 0.053251 
0.070418 Oe064882 0.054524 0.041001 
00069447 00060470 o.Q480l9 0.034783 
00062904 Oe051771 o.638857 0.026602 
Oe059315 0.046053 0.032620 0.021019 
0.048792 Oe035839 0.024011 0.014683 
Oe043867 0.030530 0.019408 0.011269 
0.034881 0.022936 0.013101 0.001565 
00028886 00018001 0.010265 o.005354 
00021486 0.012695 0.006873 0.003400 
00016578 Oe009247 0.004130 0.002210 
00010474 Oa1005546 0.002697 00001204 
00008336 Oe004229 o.001976 o.000050 
00004711 00002253 Oc,000994 o.000404 
00002981 00001357 o.000571 0.000222 
0.,001422 00000620 o.000251 0.000094 
00001359 0.000569 0.000222 0.000001 




































... TABLE C-1 
1!!!lf DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO~SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 7 N = 4 
- 38 28 0.064130 0.113920 0.352870 0.752125 
37 29 0.046689 0.099750 0.147955 0.124165 
36 30 0.069232 0.121635 0.143184 0.067422 
35 31 0.016221 0.110813 0.105190 0.029786 
34 32 0.091114 0.110853 0.005749 0.015156 
33 33 0.083400 0.084867 0.054067 0.006102 
32 34 0.092995 0.00000a o.042467 0.003173 
31 35 0.082618 0.059290 0.025754 0.001203 
30 36 0.077960 0.047271 0.017069 o.000510 
29 37 0.066047 0.033881 0.010206 0.000202 
28 38 0.058209 0.025506 0.006528 0.000093 
27 39 00045624 0.011012 0.003663 o.000035 
~ 26 40 00039686 0.012869 0.002414 0.00001a 
25 41 0.029245 0.008047 0.001265 0.000006 
24 42 0.022989 0.005484 o.000747 0.000003 
23 43 0.016615 0.00343a o.000405 0.000001 
22 44 0.012429 0.002226 0.000221 0.000000 
21 45 0.008191 0.001276 0.000113 0.000000 
20 46 0.005977 0.000826 0.000065 0.000000 
19 47 0.003794 0.000455 0.000031 0~000000 
18 48 0.002555 00000272 0.000011 0.000000 
17 49 0.001548 0.000146 o.oooooa 0.000000 
16 50 Oe000953 0.000078 0.000004 0.000000 
15 51 Oe000493 0.000036 0.000002 0.000000 
14 52 0.000337 0.000023 0.000001 0.000000 
13 53 0.000151 00000009 0.000000 0.000000 
12 54 0.000000 Oe000004 0.000000 0.000000 
11 55 00000033 0.000002 0.000000 0.000000 
10 56 Oe000027 0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 






DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER ~ I I I : 




WY wx D=O D=.2 D=o4 D=.6 D=.8 
' I w 
M = 6 N = 5 
\ ! 
w 
45 21 00002165 0.004711 0.009573 0.010210 0.032515 
44 22 0.002165 0.004492 o.ooa652 0.015500 0.025011 
I 
43 23 Oe004329 00008561 00015651 0.026493 0.041596 I I 
42 24 00006494 00012207 0.021141 0.033782 o.049876 -' 
41 25 0.010823 00019288 00031581 0.047567 0.065995 
40 26 0.015152 00025380 0.038991 0.054991 0.011212 
39 27 0.021645 0 .034390 0.049997 0.066565 0.081230 ..., 
38 28 Oe025974 00039030 0.053521 0.061019 0.076687 
37 29 Oe034632 00049238 o.063781 0.015322 0.001150 
36 30 0.041126 0.055156 00067296 0.014734 0.075584 
-.I 
35 31 Oe049784 00063023 00072523 0.075886 0.012236 
34 32 00054113 0.064770 0.070351 0.069363 0.06210s 
33 33 00062771 0.011001 0.012856 0.067841 0.057347 I i ' 
32 34 0.064935 Oe069279 00066986 o.osa112 0.046659 ... 
31 35 o.069264 o.069758 0.063658 0.052645 0.039462 
30 36 00069264 0.065928 00056855 0.044429 0.031468 I I 
29 37 Oe069264 0.062313 0.050795 0.037522 0.025121 ~ 
28 38 0.064935 00055152 00042444 0.029597 0.010103 
27 39 0.062111 0.050333 00036601 0.024136 0.014434 
i / 26 40 0.054113 0.041015 0.02019a 0.011503 0.009943 
""" 25 41 00049784 0.035737 Oe023308 0.013811 o.007435 
24 42 00041126 00027885 00017188 0.009628 0.004900 
23 43 00034632 0.022102 Oe012932 . 0.006860 0.003310 " : i I 
22 44 00025974 00015765 00008722 0.004397 0.002019 .. 
21 45 00021645 00012458 0.006552 Oe003148 0.001301 
20 46 Oe015152 00008289 0.004152 0.001903 0.000797 
19 47 Oct010823 00005573 0.002630 0.001137 o.000449 w 
18 48 00006494 Oa003178 0.001429 0.000590 0.000223 
17 49 00004329 0.002021 0.000869 0.000344 0.000125 
16 50 00002165 Oe000967 00000399 0.000152 0.000054 
--
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~ 
l' TABLE C-1 
-
DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
- WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
M = 6 N = 5 
45 21 0.054658 o.156928 o.331556 o.13a112 
44 22 0.040338 0.091940 0.143147 0.127564 
.. 43 23 0.060681 0.114453 0.142167 0.071525 
42 24 0.068147 0.101122 0.107819 0.032658 
'/ 41 25 0.084459 00111017 0.091259 0.011112 
--
40 26 0.084983 0.092363 0.061421 o.007004 
39 27 0.090942 0.083325 0.045735 0.003286 
38 28 0.080250 0.061163 0.021232 0.001163 
37 29 0.079821 0.051724 0.019302 o.000574 
36 30 00069661 0.038021 0.011827 0.000229 
35 31 0.062588 0.029110 0.007653 0.000104 
34 32 0.050520 00019894 0.004366 0.000039 
-
33 33 00044030 0.014991 0.002044 0.000019 
32 34 Oe033634 00009714 0.001544 0.000001 
31 35 0.026821 0.006672 0.000910 0.000003 
30 36 0.,020208 0.004364 0.000510 0.000001 
29 37 0.015249 0.002858 o.000294 0.000001 
28 38 0.010711 0.001732 o.000153 0.000000 
27 39 00007830 0.001109 0.000006 0.000000 
-
26 40 00005100 00000628 0.000042 0.000000 
25 41 0.003637 0.000401 0.000025 0.000000 
24 42 0.002265 0.000216 0.000011 0.000000 
23 43 0.001452 0.000122 0.000006 0.000000 
22 44 0.000844 0.000063 0.000003 0.000000 
21 45 0.000553 0.000038 0.000001 0.000000 
20 46 Oe000305 0.000019 0.000001 0.000000 
19 47 Oe000162 00000009 0.000000 0.000000 
18 48 00000077 0.000004 0.000000 0.000000 
17 49 0.000042 Oe000002 0.000000 0.000000 
16 50 00000017 0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 
15 51 00000015 0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 






DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER I 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. w 
I 
I i 
WY wx D=O D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 I I ... 
M = 7 N = 5 
w 
50 28 Oe001263 0.002924 0.006292 0.012613 0.023629 
49 29 Oe001263 0.002191 0.005124 o.01oa4a 0.019076 
48 30 00002525 00005348 00010423 0.010129 0.031003 I ; 
47 31 Oe003788 0.007654 0.014104 0.024140 0.031021 w 
46 32 0.006313 00012143 Oe021361 0.034420 o.oso875 
45 33 0.000038 0.016064 00026659 0.040439 0.056139 ', ·l 
44 34 Oe012626 0.021946 0.034729 0.050090 0.065917 
I : 
... 
43 35 0.016414 0.026969 00040274 0.054704 0.067646 
42 36 00021465 0.033606 0.047710 0.061467 0.071922 I . 
41 37 00026515 0.039333 0.052021 0.064258 0.010062 ,I 
40 38 0.032828 0.046223 0.058845 0.067771 0.010650 ~ 
39 39 00037879 0.050521 00060843 0.066188 0.065071 
38 40 Oa044192 0.056141 0.064325 0.066502 0.062069 I j I 
37 41 0.049242 0.059174 0.064067 o.062s1a 0.055006 ... 
36 42 0.054293 0.061944 0.063635 o.050a1a 0.049003 
35 43 Oe058081 Oe062792 0.061091 0.053516 0.042212 i ! 
34 44 Oe060606 00062262 0.057537 o.047838 0.035795 
: I 
~ 
33 45 Oe061869 00060174 Oe052634 0.041410 0.029309 
32 46 00061869 Oe057205 0.047569 0.035579 0.023941 
31 47 Oe060606 0.053061 00041781 0.029591 0.010053 i I 
30 48 00058081 00048345 00036212 0.024409 0.014009 
-29 49 00054293 00042840 Oe030428 0.019455 0.011191 
28 50 0.049242 Oe036912 00024919 0.015149 0.000293 I I 
27 51 00044192 00031363 0.020063 0.011566 0.006009 ... 
26 52 0.037879 00025635 0.015656 0.008628 0.004290 
25 53 00032828 00021072 0.012219 o.oo6400 0.003027 ! ! 
24 54 00026515 Oe1016173 00008922 0.004449 0.002005 .... 
23 55 Oe021465 0.012424 00006513 0.003090 0.001321 
22 56 00016414 00009073 00004552 0.002012 0.000855 
21 57 00012626 00006607 0.003142 0.001357 o.000532 
I 
; I 
20 58 00008838 0.004436 Oe002029 o.o00845 o.000320 'w 
19 59 0.006313 Oe002998 00001299 o.000513 0.000104 
18 60 Oe003788 00001717 00000712 00000269 0.000093 
17 61 00002525 0.001096 00000436 0.000159 0.000053 ..J 
16 62 Oe001263 00000526 Oe000201 0.000011 0.000023 









C - 24 \ I 
~ 
-
·r TABLE C-1 
.. 
< 
... .. DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
--
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 0=3.0 
~ M = 7 N = 5 
50 28 0.041490 o.1304a1 0.295070 0.112126 
49 29 00031195 0.078821 0.133180 0.132698 
-
48 30 0.047737 0.100111 0.136950 0.078253 
47 31 0.054617 0.096938 0.107804 0.037735 
46 32 0.069084 0.103575 0.095021 0.021011 
-
45 33 0.071414 0.089774 0.067623 0.00942a 
44 34 0.079244 0.085281 0.053939 0.004916 
43 35 0.076227 o.068926 0.035814 0.002052 
42 36 0.076500 0.059203 0.025868 0.000918 
--
41 37 0.070893 0.046617 0.011039 o.000426 
40 38 00066716 00037710 0.011129 0.000201 
39 39 0.057849 0.027884 o.007295 0.000001 
-
38 40 0.052332 0.,022009 0.005003 0.000045 
37 41 0.,043659 0.015676 o.003004 0.00001a 
36 42 0.036883 0.011509 0.001907 0.000009 
35 43 0.029995 0.008117 0.001162 0.000004 
'- 34 44 0.024115 0.005694 0.000101 0.000002 
33 45 0.018669 0.003822 o.000410 0.000001 
32 46 0.014498 00002618 0.000240 0.000000 
-
31 47 00010808 0.001698 0.000139 0.000000 
30 48 00008088 0.001129 o.ooooa3 0.000000 
29 49 0.005802 0.000110 o.000046 0.000000 
-
28 50 0.004089 0.,000442 0.000025 0.000000 
27 51 0.002913 0.000268 0.000013 0.000000 
26 52 0.001925 0.000166 o.oooooa 0.000000 
25 53 0.001293 0.000099 0.000004 0.000000 
-
24 54 00000816 0.000055 0.000002 0.000000 
23 55 0.000515 00000031 0.000001 0.000000 
22 56 0.000320 Oe000018 0.000001 0.000000 
.. 21 57 0.000189 00000009 0.000000 0.000000 
20 58 0.000110 Oe000005 0.000000 0.000000 
19 59 0.000060 Oe000002 0.000000 0.000000 
w 18 60 0.000029 0.,000001 0.000000 0.000000 17 61 0.000016 0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 
16 62 00000007 00000000 0.000000 0.000000 











DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER , I 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE Do SAMPLE SIZES M,N. I.J 
I / 
' I 
WY wx D=O D=.,2 D=e4 D=.6 D=.8 w 
M = 6 N = 6 I 
w 
57 21 0.001082 00002556 0.005598 0.011404 0.021673 
56 22 00001082 0.002447 0.005103 0.009837 0.017567 
i i 55 23 0.002165 Oe004684 0.009311 0.011031 0.028745 
54 24 00003247 00006713 0.012101 0.022051 0.035112 ... 
53 25 Oe005411 0.010671 0.019210 0.031615 0.047640 
52 26 Oe007576 0.014181 00024169 0.037557 0.053279 
51 27 0.011905 00021052 0.033861 0.049581 0.066162 ~ 
50 28 Oe014069 00023749 o.036338 0.050446 0.063593 
49 29 0.019481 00031236 00045321 0.059550 0.070919 
48 30 0.,023810 o.036247 00049837 0.061928 0.069595 I 
47 31 Oe030303 0.043739 0.,056945 0.066910 0.011002 ~ 
46 32 Oe034632 0.047407 Oe058450 o.064937 0.065041 
45 33 Oe042208 0.054855 00064155 0.067546 0.064055 i I I 
44 34 00045455 Oe056068 0.062146 0.061917 0.055473 ~ 
43 35 Oe051948 00060743 00063778 0.060141 0.050968 
42 36 0.,055195 0.061234 049060968 0.054491 0.043736 , I 
: ' 
41 37 Oe059524 00062621 00059104 o.050058 0.038055 l.J 
40 38 00059524 00059438 0.053216 0.042121 0.030111 
39 39 0a,062771 0.059440 00050474 0.038439 0.026261 
38 40 00059524 00053442 0.043018 o.031046 0.020093 
-.i 37 41 00059524 00050756 00038824 0.026643 0.016407 
36 42 00055195 00044641 0.,032395 0.021092 0.012322 
35 43 00051948 Oe039884 049027487 Oe017003 0.009441 I ' ! 
34 44 0.045455 Oe033104 00021655 Oe012722 0.006112 ~ 
33 45 0.042208 00029216 Oe018189 00010183 0.005121 
32 46 0.,034632 00022780 00013488 00007188 o.003447 
: r 31 47 Oe030303 00018927 00010653 0.005402 0.002466 .. 
30 48 Oe023810 00014117 0.,007551 0.003642 0.001583 
29 49 00019481 00010986 0.005600 0.002578 0.001012 I 
28 50 0.014069 00007550 00003667 0.001612 0.000640 \ I 
27 51 0t>0ll905 0.006118 0.002855 o.001209 0.000464 .. 
26 52 00007576 00003681 00001624 o.000650 0.000236 
25 53 00005411 00002501 00001053 o.000403 0.000140 1 : 
24 54 00003247 Oe001436 00000579 0.000213 0.000011 tail 
23 55 00002165 Oe000917 00000356 o.000126 o.000041 
22 56 00001082 00000441 00000165 0.000057 0.000018 ', I 








C - 26 I I 
~ 
-- TABLE C-1 
--
DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
- WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 6 N = 6 
- 57 21 o.038548 0.124428 0.286652 0.106096 
56 22 00029131 0.015115 0.130843 0.133921 
.. 55 23 0.044812 0.097559 0.135858 0.079958 
54 24 0.051613 0.094781 0.108159 0.039043 
53 25 0.065837 0.102400 0.096552 0.022001 
52 26 0.069103 0.09035a 0.069968 0.009972 
-
51 27 0.080552 0.088946 0.051011 0.005194 
50 28 0.072868 0.067931 0.035766 0.001954 
49 29 0.076619 0.061113 0.021101 0.001026 
~ 48 30 0.070793 0.040060 0.017893 o.oo0446 
47 31 0.068093 0.039618 0.012510 0.000219 
46 32 0.058766 0.02910a 0.001150 0.000090 
-
45 33 0.054745 00023573 0.005403 0.000047 
44 34 0.044716 0.016495 0.003193 0.000019 
43 35 0.038824 0.012383 0.002060 0.000009 
42 36 0.031537 0.008749 0.001263 0.000004 
._ 
41 37 0.025978 0.006268 o.000783 0.000002 
40 38 0.019885 0.004168 0.000450 0.000001 
39 39 0.016099 0.002959 0.000200 0.000000 
~ 38 40 0.011664 0.001866 0.000153 0.000000 
37 41 00009068 0.001288 0.000094 0.000000 
36 42 0.006460 00000802 0.000051 0.000000 
~ 
35 43 0.004706 o.000516 0.000029 0.000000 
34 44 00003181 00000308 0.000015 0.000000 
33 45 0.002321 Oe000202 0.,000009 0.000000 
32 46 0.001488 00000115 0.000005 0.000000 
--
31 47 0.001014 0.000069 0.000003 0.000000 
30 48 0.000620 00000038 0.000001 0.000000 
29 49 0.000402 0.000022 0.000001 0.000000 
-
28 50 o.000230 00000011 0.000000 0.000000 
27 51 0.000162 00000008 0.000000 0.000000 
26 52 0.000010 00000003 0.000000 0.000000 
~ 25 53 0.000044 0.000002 0.000000 0.000000 24 54 0.,000022 0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 
23 55 0.000012 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
22 56 0.000005 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
--









DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER I ~ 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
i ' 
r I 
WY wx D=O D=o2 D=o4 D=.6 D=.8 .. 
M = 7 N = 6 
w 
63 28 00000583 0.001479 0.,003460 0.001409 0.015041 
62 29 Oe000583 0.001420 0.003174 0.006525 0.012361 \ i 61 30 Oe001166 00002727 0.005830 0.011411 0.020495 
60 31 0.001148 Oe003922 Oe008012 0.014933 0.025441 -' 
59 32 00002914 ·Oe006259 0.012209 0.021657 0.035002 
58 33 00004079 Oe008360 0.015517 0.026119 0.039937 
57 34 00006410 0.012496 00022026 0.035144 0.050029 ... 
56 35 0.008159 0.015162 0.025416 0.038468 0.052626 
55 36 00011072 0.019678 00031471 0.045334 0.050000 ! I I 
54 37 00013986 00023685 0-.036023 0.049245 0.060563 I 
'-' 53 38 Oe018065 00029157 00042195 0.054793 0.063898 
52 39 00021562 Oe033121 00045546 0.056103 o.061947 I 51 40 00026807 00039234 0.051355 0.060151 0.063001 i I 
50 41 00030303 0.042269 00052641 0.058560 0.050222 ... 
49 42 Oe035548 0tt047211 00055928 0.059122 Oe055797 
48 43 00039627 Oe050124 00056497 0.056767 0.050869 ! I 
1 
47 44 Oe044289 00053339 Oe057203 0.054645 0.046517 ... 
46 45 00047203 0.054111 Oe055195 0.050111 0.040506 
45 46 00051282 Oe055996 0.054386 o.046996 0.036142 
44 47 00052448 0.054530 Oe050397 0.041413 0.030265 ~ 
43 48 0.054779 0.054242 Oe047745 0.037365 0.026006 
42 49 Oe054779 0.051641 00043268 0.032224 0.021330 
41 50 Oe054779 00049170 00039229 Oe027821 0.017541 '· i 
40 51 0.052448 00044837 Oc,034068 0.023009 0.01301s l.; 
39 52 011051282 00041769 Oe030255 0.019491 0.011110 
38 53 0.047203 Oe036634 00025293 Oe015535 0.000490 \ I 
, I 
37 54 Oe044289 00032739 00021543 0.012611 o.006578 ~ 
36 55 00039627 00027909 0.011501 o.009780 0.004865 
35 56 Oe035548 Oe023868 0.014201 0.001623 Oe003626 
34 57 00030303 Oc,019389 00011069 o.005637 0.002560 : I 
33 58 00026807 Oe016374 0.008938 0.004359 0.001099 ... 
32 59 0.021562 Oe012559 00006543 Oe003047 o.001268 
31 60 00018065 00010030 00004987 0.002219 0.000004 . I I 
30 61 00013986 00007412 Ott003523 o.001501 o.000573 .. 
29 62 0.011072 00005602 00002546 Oe001039 o.000380 
28 63 00008159 Oe003956 0.001728 0.000679 00000240 \ I 
27 64 0.006410 Oe002970 0.001241 0.000468 0.000159 I ! ~ 
26 65 0.004079 Oe001800 00000717 0.000258 0.000004 
25 66 00002914 00001230 0.,000470 o.000162 0.000051 \ ,: 
24 67 0.001748 Oe000708 0.000261 Oe000087 0.000026 I i 
23 68 Oe001166 0.000454 00000161 0.000052 0.000015 w 
22 69 00000583 Oe000219 00000075 Oe000024 OG000007 




C - 28 i, I 
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l" TABLE C-1 
,.. 
DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
M = 1 N = 6 
- 63 28 0.028126 0.100769 0.250874 o.676902 
62 29 0.021642 0.063224 0.119597 0.138391 
61 30 0.033852 0.083503 0.128499 0.086826 
60 31 0.039697 0.083353 0.106040 0.044643 
59 32 0.051634 0.092699 0.098333 0.026580 
58 33 0.055561 0.084873 0.074835 0.012981 
57 34 0.066730 0.087148 o.064431 0.001329 
56 35 0.065152 0.012388 0.044423 0.003169 
55 36 0.069026 0.066126 o.034356 0.001645 
54 37 0.067072 0.055120 0.024140 0.000112 
53 38 0.066977 0.047569 0.011783 0.000401 
52 39 0.061359 0.037468 0.011051 o.000181 
-
51 40 o.059275 0.031563 o.008650 o.000098 
50 41 0.051767 00023791 0.005544 0.000043 
49 42 0.041041 0.018828 0.003192 0.000021 
48 43 0.040677 0.014197 o.002476 0.000010 
47 44 0.035305 0.010110 0.001631 0.000005 
46 45 0.029165 0.007764 0.001019 0.000002 
45 46 0.024749 0.005801 0.000669 0.000001 
44 47 0.019679 0.004038 o.000405 0.000001 
43 48 0.016104 00002926 0.000260 0.000000 
42 49 0.012567 0.002010 o.000157 0.000000 
41 50 0.009836 0.001390 o.000096 0.000000 
40 51 0.007376 00000922 0.000056 0.000000 
39 52 0.005695 0.000636 0.000035 0.000000 
38 53 0.004129 0.000410 0.000020 0.000000 
37 54 0.003053 0.000210 0.000012 0.000000 
36 55 0.002156 0.000110 0.000001 0.000000 
35 56 0.001537 Oci000109 0.000004 0.000000 
34 57 0.001037 0.000066 0.000002 0.000000 
33 58 0.000739 0.000043 0.000001 0.000000 
32 59 0.000472 0.000024 0.000001 0.000000 
31 60 0.000315 0.000015 0.000000 0.000000 
30 61 0.000196 o.000008 0.000000 0.000000 
29 62 0.000125 0.000005 0.000000 0.000000 
28 63 0.000016 0.000003 0.000000 0.000000 
27 64 0.00004a 0.000002 0.000000 0.000000 
26 65 00000024 0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 
25 66 0.000014 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
24 67 0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
23 68 00000004 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
22 69 0.000002 OciOOOOOO 0.000000 0.000000 
21 70 0.000002 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
-
C - 29 
TABLE C-1 I I 
i I 
"-
DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE De SAMPLE SIZES M,N. I , 
I I 
~ 
WY wx D=O D=o2 D=e4 D=.6 D=.8 
I , 
I ! 
M = 7 N = 7 _. 
77 28 00000291 00000802 Oe002021 0.004681 0.010002 
76 29 0.000291 00000772 00001865 0.004110 0.000332 I .1 ~ 
75 30 00000583 Oe001487 0.003447 0.001211 0.013994 
74 31 0.000814 00002147 Oe004770 0.009615 0.017615 I ; 
73 32 0.001457 0.003439 0.007325 0.014105 0.024606 : I 
72 33 0.002040 0 .. 004616 00009401 0.011260 0.028619 ... 
71 34 00003205 00006945 Oe013514 0.023647 0.031215 
70 35 00004371 Oe009005 0.016637 0.027596 0.041148 
I I 
69 36 0.005828 00011558 Oe020498 0.032541 0.046299 ... 
68 37 Oe007576 0.014359 0.024201 0.036697 0.049584 
67 38 0.009907 Oc,017981 0.,029068 0.041094 0.053885 
66 39 00012238 00021208 00032680 0.044814 0.054735 
-.I 
65 40 0.,015443 00025617 00037733 o.049388 0.057488 
64 41 00018357 00029050 00040766 0.050757 0.056108 
63 42 Oe021853 00033096 00044385 0.052739 0.055556 I I 
62 43 Oe025350 01,)036681 o.046943 0.053151 0.053295 .... 
61 44 Oe029138 00040309 0.049266 0.053221 0.050042 
60 45 00032634 00043089 Oe050216 o.051675 0.046975 I I 
59 46 00036422 00045993 00051225 0.050336 o.043659 
--
58 47 0.039627 00047744 0111050698 o.047462 o.039186 
57 48 00042541 0.,049038 Oe049788 0.044530 0.035116 
56 49 Oe045163 00049690 00048133 0.041059 0.030055 ~ 55 50 00047203 00049637 Oct045936 0.031421 0.026843 
54 51 00048368 00048553 0.042001 o.033326 0.022191 
53 52 0111049242 00047274 00039927 0.029674 0.019411 I I I 
52 53 00049242 00045124 00036377 0.025803 0.016100 
-51 54 0"048368 00042390 00032684 0.022113 0.013239 
50 55 00047203 0.,039500 Oe029085 0.010041 0.010149 
: I 49 56 00045163 00036134 Oe025449 Oc,015778 0.000612 ... 
48 57 00042541 00032499 00021862 0.012950 0.006755 
47 58 00039627 00028983 0.018678 0.010601 0.005308 
46 59 00036422 00025432 00015655 0.008496 0.004064 . I 
45 60 00032634 0.,021809 00012858 0.006687 o.003068 ~ 
44 61 00029138 00018601 00010485 0.005211 0.002291 
43 62 Oe025350 00015488 Oe008363 0.003990 0.001602 ' I I I 
42 63 Oe021853 00012772 00006605 0.003022 Oe001223 ..I 
41 64 00018357 0.010280 0.005101 Oca002241 0.000012 
40 65 00015443 00008261 00003919 0.001648 0.000614 ( I 
39 66 0-,012238 00006275 00002857 0.,001154 0.000414 i i 
-
38 67 00009907 00004858 00002118 0.000021 0.000203 
37 68 00007576 00003564 00001493 0.000557 00000185 
i ; 36 69 00005828 00002624 00001055 0.000310 0.000121 
35 70 00004371 00001900 00000739 o.000257 0.000000 ~ 
34 71 Oa,003205 Oe001326 Oa000491 0.000163 0.00004a 
33 72 00002040 00000810 0.,000288 0.000092 o.000026 ; I 32 73 00001457 Oe000556 00000191 o.000059 0.000016 ~ 
31 74 00000874 00000322 Oe000107 0.000032 0.000009 
30 75 00000583 00000207 00000066 0.000019 0.000005 [ I 
29 76 00000291 00000100 00000031 0.000009 0.000002 I I 
28 77 00000291 00000097 00000029 o.000008 Oe000002 .. 
C ·-· 3 O \ i 
u 
TABLE C-1 
T DISTRIBUTION OF WILCOXON TWO-SAMPLE STATISTIC UNDER 
NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE~D. SAMPLE SIZES M,N. 
-t 
WY wx D=lc,O D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
M = 7 N = 7 
77 28 0.019782 0.079638 0.216173 o.645528 
76 29 0.015492 0.051445 0.101544 0.142136 
75 30 0.024631 0.069671 0.119508 0.093645 
74 31 00029396 0.071409 0.102129 0.050597 
73 32 00038965 0.081666 o.098225 0.031109 
72 33 0.042935 0.011410 0.018200 0.016516 
71 34 o.os3020 0.082593 0.010621 o.009955 
70 35 Oe055232 0.073499 0.052523 0.004748 
69 36 0.059117 0.068455 o.041645 0.002514 
68 37 0.059980 0.059986 0.030950 0.001260 
67 38 0.061917 Oe053935 0.023894 0.000689 
66 39 0.059599 00044928 0.016948 0.000334 
65 40 0.059564 00039386 0.012908 0.000188 
64 41 0.055108 0.031598 0.008846 o.000088 
63 42 o.os1920 0.026112 0.006348 0.000047 
62 43 0.047339 0.020031 0.004393 0.000024 
61 44 00042979 Oe0l6622 0.003052 0.000012 
60 45 00037745 0.012789 o.002040 0.000006 
59 46 0.033444 00010021 0.001401 0.000003 
58 47 0.028548 0.007511 0.000919 0.000002 
57 48 0.024416 0.005703 o.000618 0.000001 
56 49 00020435 00004214 o.000401 0.000000 
55 50 00016961 0.003103 00000261 0.000000 
54 51 0.013732 0.002224 0.000165 0.000000 
53 52 00011181 0.001620 0.000100 0.000000 
52 53 0.008853 0.001140 Oo000067 0.000000 
51 54 0.006958 0.000801 0.000042 0.000000 
50 55 0.005398 Oc,000554 0.000026 0.000000 
49 56 00004140 0.000382 0.000016 0.000000 
48 57 00003104 0.000256 0.000010 0.000000 
47 58 0.002342 00000175 0.000006 0.000000 
46 59 0.001714 0.000114 0.000004 0.000000 
45 60 00001242 0.000075 0.000002 0.000000 
44 61 0.000888 00000048 0.000001 0.000000 
43 62 00000626 00000031 0e00000l 0.000000 
42 63 00000438 0.000020 0.000000 0.000000 
41 64 0.000300 00000012 0.000000 0e000000 
40 65 00000203 0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 
39 66 00000132 00000004 0e000000 0.000000 
38 67 0.000086 00000003 0.000000 0.000000 
37 68 00000055 0.000002 0e000000 0.000000 
36 69 00000034 0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 
35 70 00000022 0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 
34 71 00000013 0.000000 00000000 0.000000 
33 72 00000007 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
-
32 73 Oe000004 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
31 74 00000002 0.,000000 0.000000 0.000000 
30 75 00000001 0.000000 0.000000 0e000000 
29 76 0.000001 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
28 77 0.000000 0.000000 0e000000 0.000000 





LOG R(WID>, TABLE OF THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM~ I 




WY wx D=e2 D=e4 D=.6 D=.8 ... 
M = 1 N = 1 ( I 
I I 
~ 
2 1 00046286 0.087321 0.123403 0.154848 
1 2 -00051814 -0.,109413 -0.173036 -0.242902 I / 
, I 
M = 2 N = 1 
--
3 3 0.,069734 Oel32139 0.187566 0.236388 
2 4 -00004788 -00019152 -0.043083 -0.076569 ... 
1 5 -0 e077384 -0.162717 -0.256271 -0.358297 
i I 
M = 3 N = 1 I ~ 
4 6 00085049 Oel61602 0.230018 o.290686 
3 7 Oe020251 Oe029444 0.027634 0.014001 i I 
2 8 -0.,031361 -0.,073879 -0.127598 -0.192557 ... 
1 9 -0.,093877 -0.196885 -0.309303 -0.431384 
M = 2 N = 2 .._ 
7 3 0.109578 Oc 208200 0.296346 0~374531 
6 4 08056418 Oc,098575 0.126670 0.140911 ! ~ .._ 
5 5 -00007010 -0.,028032 -Oe063038 -0.111979 
4 6 -00070867 -Oel56362 -0.256651 -0.371892 
3 7 -00120983 -0,,253785 -0.398793 -0.556361 
...-
M = 4 N = 1 
, i 
I I 
5 10 00096269 00183272 Oe261368 Oe330947 
--4 11 0.037028 0.,062163 00075476 0.011042 
3 12 -00006194 -00024777 -0.055744 -0.099092 ', 
2 13 -00048988 -00109998 -Oel83090 -0.268320 ' I 
1 14 -Oa105864 ~00221624 -0.347555 -0.483910 
i.. 
M = 3 N = 2 
\ I 
-..I 
9 6 00137212 00261174 Oe372433 o.471573 
8 7 0e092634 00168675 Oe228381 0.212024 i i 
7 8 0.041845 00066456 0.073981 0.064585 
--
6 9 -Oe008831 -O_e035310 -0.079401 -0.141041 
5 10 -00059209 -Oel35893 -00230145 -0.342043 I I 
4 11 -Oe109472 -00236013 -Oe379839 -00541152 ' ! 




I, I I r 
~ 





't TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
... 
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 1 N = 1 
~ 
2 1 Oel81986 00233290 0.265455 0.293607 
1 2 -0.319211 -Oe539336 -0.803273 -1.469867 
'-
--
M = 2 N = 1 
3 3 0.279006 0.361243 0.414522 0.463353 
2 4 -0.119594 -0.268738 -0.476905 -1.067818 
_, 1 5 -0.469024 -0.785238 -1.159899 -2.093078 
M = 3 N = 1 
-- 4 6 0 .. 344024 0.448312 o.517351 o.582688 
3 7 -0.008753 -00114983 -0.287611 -0.826659 
2 8 -0.268792 -0.,508920 -0.820138 -1.656946 
... 1 9 -00563361 -0.937949 -1.378516 -2.466330 
M = 2 N = 2 
.. 
7 3 00443306 0.577967 0.667406 0.152601 
6 4 0.141511 00084889 -0.051759 -0.549259 
.. 5 5 -00174791 -00391921 -0.693430 -L,540042 
4 6 -o. 502233 -0.895034 -1.384968 -2.662421 
3 7 -0.726818 -1.211290 -1.782295 -3el96953 
(al M = 4 N = 1 
5 10 0.392432 o.513793 o.595407 0.674545 
la 4 11 00066941 -0.008792 -0.155473 -0.655095 
3 12 -0.154814 -0.348199 -0.618691 -1.389958 
2 13 -00365739 -0.662928 -1.037276 -2e019610 
-' 
1 14 -Oe630918 -1.046376 -1.532496 -2.725380 
M = 3 N = 2 
'- 9 6 0.559221 0.732504 0.849522 0.964030 
8 7 o.299890 00302532 0.213477 -0.218242 
7 8 0.038452 -00098725 -0.335543 -1.090671 
-
6 9 -00220140 -00493431 -0.872370 -1.929962 
5 10 -00471646 -0.873344 -1.386116 -2.742561 
4 11 -0.720146 -le246118 -1.886157 -3.517126 








TABLE OF LOG R(WID)9 THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM• \ ! I. 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
I } 
l ! 
WY wx D=o2 D=e4 D=.6 D=.8 ~ 
M = 5 N = 1 ', f 
• ! 
-6 15 00105048 0.200276 0.286039 0.362724 
5 16 00049496 Oe086551 0.111242 0.123648 I I 
4 17 00010962 0ti008846 -0.006327 -0.034538 f : 
3 18 -Oct024056 -00061223 -0.111515 -0.174946 .. 
2 19 -00062011 -Oel36606 -0.223850 -0.323804 
l 20 -00115192 -00240824 -0.377167 -0.524468 I • ! w 
M = 4 N = 2 I I 
! 
~ 
11 10 00158190 0.,301510 0.430544 o.545915 
10 11 00118421 00218722 0.301193 o.366143 
: ' 9 12 00073359 00127743 Oel63341 0.180362 I I 
8 13 00036196 00052322 o.048543 0.025040 .. 
7 14 -00009917 -0.,039654 -0.089171 -0.158398 
6 15 -00056411 -00133165 -0.230375 -0.348139 
I 
5 16 -00092506 -Oe204311 -0.33-5554 -0.486355 .... 
4 17 -00136816 -00292287 -0.466657 -0.660154 
3 18 -00173605 -00363130 -Oe569042 -0.791782 , I 
~ 
M = 3 N = 3 
15 6 Oe 174868 00333258 0.475835 0.603305 , i 
14 7 Oetl38310 00256861 o.356014 0.436144 
-13 8 00099331 00177376 0.234430 0.270806 
12 9 00050320 00079144 0.086604 0.012865 i 11 10 08012549 00002351 -0.030517 -0.085960 
--10 11 -0.,035356 -·00093560 -0.174637 -0.278593 
9 12 -0.,071921 -00165520 -0(1280845 -0.417919 i ' 
8 13 =00120894 -00263612 -00428396 -0.615475 ' ! 
7 14 -00158409 -00337240 -0.536797 -0.757369 ~ 
6 15 ·-Oe 191966 -00401610 -0.629472 -0.876057 
M = 6 N = 1 .. 
7 21 0111112219 Oe214195 Oe306279 0.388850 
6 22 00059341 Oel05846 0.139594 0.160669 ~ 
5 23 00023863 Oe034195 0.031024 0.014376 
4 24 -0.,006858 -0.027431 -0.061719 -0.109719 
'1 • 
3 25 -00037417 -0.,088412 -0.153008 -0.231225 I i 
2 26 -00072253 -00157488 -Oe255773 -0.367173 





C ~- 34 • I I , 
~ 
.. TABLE C-2 
TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 5 N = 1 
6 15 o.430750 o.566005 0.658079 0.749104 
5 16 0.123858 0.071624 -0.054717 -0.522592 
4 17 -0.075765 -00235617 -0.476262 -1.198004 
3 18 -0.251528 -0.500584 -0.832029 -1.742389 
2 19 -0.436525 -00774543 -1.193469 -2.276627 
1 20 -0.682951 -1.129391 -1.649721 -2.920602 
M = 4 N = 2 
11 10 00648292 00852146 o.991514 1.130716 
10 11 00413894 0.460289 0.407041 0.026354 
9 12 0.179036 0.097126 -0.093435 -0.779483 
8 13 -0.017977 -Oo 209308 -0.516669 -1.455575 
1 14 -0.247240 -0.554224 -0.979904 -2.166981 
6 15 -00486544 -0.923323 -1.490431 -3.017390 
5 16 -0.656816 -1.169544 -1.806708 -3.455622 
4 17 -0.872994 -1.491006 -2.233959 -4.107906 
3 18 -1.031749 -1.709432 -2.502104 -4.443698 
M = 3 N = 3 
15 6 0.716419 0.941720 1.095916 1.250367 
14 7 0.497649 o.572675 0.540004 0.186023 
13 8 0.286840 0.240291 o.014921 -0.584691 
12 9 0.038121 -0.139078 -0.441590 -1.397325 
11 10 -0.163865 -0.455982 -Of>885016 -2.139622 
10 11 -00405419 -0.822315 -1.381032 -2.917215 
9 12 -0.576737 -1.068644 -1.695022 -3.342307 
8 13 -00825057 -J.~- 448757 -2.217098 -4.193820 
1 14 -00999228 --l.698623 -2.536107 -4.619789 
6 15 ~10141836 -1.893062 -2.773142 -4.920819 
M = 6 N = 1 
7 21 00462325 0.609269 0.110295 0.811779 
6 22 0.169159 0.135950 o.026211 
-0.415066 
5 23 -0.015718 -0.149585 -0.366789 
-1.048857 
4 24 -0.171428 -0.385650 -0.685448 
-1.541282 
3 25 -0.323085 -0.612531 -0.987611 
-1.995515 
2 26 -0.491747 -0.861184 -1.314119 
-2.473208 
1 27 -0.724954 -1.196109 -1.743552 
-3.075721 





TABLE OF LOG R(WI D), THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM~ 1 I ~ 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D . 
: I 
WY wx D=o2 D=e4 D=.6 D=.8 ~ 
M = 5 N = 2 ·, I 
' ! 
1w 
13 15 0.174997 0.333900 0.477315 0.605890 
12 16 o.138369 00257505 0.357720 0.439343 I I 
11 17 0.096779 00173380 0.230022 0.266940 I 
10 18 00065568 0.109795 0.132873 0.135021 ~ 
9 19 00028290 00034943 0.020100 -0.016073 
8 20 -0.010869 -0.043460 -0.097724 -0.173578 
7 21 -0.050045 -0.121946 -0.215781 -0.331616 
--6 22 -0.087084 -0.195841 -0.326409 -0.478913 
5 23 -0.117154 -00254864 -Oe413295 -0.592595 
4 24 -Oo 157895 -0.335595 -0.533359 -0.751433 1w 
3 25 -00191652 -00400481 -Oe626975 -0.871580 
M = 4 N = 3 
... 
18 10 00204202 00389541 o.556755 o.706632 
17 11 00172096 00322190 0.450714 o.558116 
16 12 00138381 00253072 0.344429 0.412831 ...i 
15 13 Oct098177 00171975 0.221631 0.247414 
14 14 00062504 Oe099761 0.111919 0.099160 ! I 
13 15 0.023821 00021285 -0.007534 -0.062542 ~ 
12 16 -0.012934 c-.o0.,051722 -0.116321 -0.206657 
11 17 -0.050238 -0.126934 -0.230113 -0.359781 
10 18 -00087872 -0.201201 -0.340046 -0.504439 i I 
9 19 -00122768 -0.270309 -0.442783 -0.640323 ... 
8 20 -0.162410 -·O., 349162 -0.560557 -0.796867 
7 21 -0.194504 =Oe411807 -0.652270 -0.916253 ,, I 
6 22 =Oe223759 ·-·00467725 -0.732509 -1.018673 ... 
M = 7 N = 1 
I 
I 
0.110256 00225934 0.323376 0.410959 ~ 8 28 
7 29 00067429 00121722 0.162958 0.191221 
6 30 0.034132 0.054407 0.060858 0.053513 
5 31 00006189 -·0o00l 735 -0.023762 -0.059883 ~ 
4 32 -00020309 =0.054744 -0.103314 -0.166024 
3 33 -0.048016 -0.109942 -0.185806 -0.275631 I 
2 34 -0.080642 -0.174568 -0.281847 -0.402544 
\ I 
-' 









C - 36 I I l., 
-' 
•· TABLE C-2 
.. 
--
TABLE OF LOG R(WID>·, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
~ LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
..i WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
M = 5 N = 2 
-' 
13 15 0.720318 0.949451 1.107631 1.268235 
12 16 o.502120 0.583769 0.559235 0.220313 
.. 11 17 0.284389 0.244102 0.090013 -0.541087 
10 18 0.116478 -0.018572 -0.276166 -1.132350 
9 19 -00073382 -0.307570 -0.667824 -1.739411 
lal 8 20 -o .270903 -00606968 -1.072145 -2.360484 7 21 -0.469500 -0.910857 -1.490363 -3.062181 
6 22 -0.653465 -1.186931 -1.860050 -3.628563 
5 23 -0.792900 -1.386334 -2.113351 -3.974489 
I.I 4 24 -0.990046 -1.677867 -2.498516 -4.563837 
3 25 -1.134719 -1.876102 -2.740764 -4.832682 
1..1 M = 4 N = 3 
18 10 0.840006 1.107151 1.291829 1.480130 
17 11 0.644868 o.774666 o.786667 0.492373 
... 16 12 00458680 o.477472 o.365275 -0.219089 
15 13 o.249622 o.154246 -0.080207 -0.934245 
14 14 00061693 -0.138369 -0.486377 -1.597982 
.. 13 15 -0.143629 -0.459564 -0.935186 -2.352385 
12 16 -0.322629 -0.723763 -1.281273 -2.847620 
11 17 -00515926 -1.021882 -1.692074 -3.516413 
... 10 18 -00694374 -1.280645 -2.024729 -3.971632 
9 19 -0.863034 -1.530431 -2.356251 -4.485895 
8 20 -1.058366 -10823830 -2.751782 -5.154902 
7 21 -1.204074 -2.029909 -3.011887 -5.455932 
I.I 6 22 -10326725 -211195860 -3.212894 -5.455932 
M = 7 N = 1 
-- 8 28 0.489093 00646113 0.154959 o.865789 
7 29 00206602 0.189320 o.093732 -0.324852 
.. 6 30 00032406 -0.080346 -0.278327 -0.927394 5 31 -0.110088 -00297146 -0.571977 -1.384067 
4 32 -00242879 -0.496931 -0.839476 -1.790163 
3 33 -o. 379442 -0.700299 -1.109029 -2.191168 
'- 2 34 -0.536718 -0.931491 -1.411679 -2.631081 





C - 37 
TABLE C-2 
TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM~ 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
WY wx D=e2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 
M = 6 N = 2 
15 21 0.188952 0.360848 o.516303 0.655979 
14 22 0.154571 00289048 0.403758 0.499042 
13 23 0.115381 0.209678 0.283128 0.335984 
12 24 Oe087656 -Oo 153079 0.196479 0.218092 
11 25 Oe054527 0.086424 0.095860 0.083030 
10 26 00025158 Oe027128 0.006013 -0.037811 
9 27 -0.011519 -0.046062 -0.103581 -0.184001 
8 28 -0.048488 -Oo 120424 -0.215908 -0.335024 
7 29 -00077302 -0.177503 -0.300709 -0.447008 
6 30 -0.110080 -0.,242756 -0.398181 -0.576499 
5 31 -0.136680 -Oe294860 -0.474724 -0.676440 
4 32 -o. 174971 -00370630 -0.587250 -0.825089 
3 33 -0.206583 -0.431328 -0.674734 -0.937250 
M = 5 N = 3 
21 15 00228131 Oe435537 0.623010 0.191392 
20 16 00198909 0.374097 o.526045 0.655257 
19 17 00168347 Oe311246 0.429098 0.522328 
18 18 00132292 00238399 0.318607 0.373232 
17 19 Oe 104368 0.181233 Oa1230853 0.253518 
16 20 00067658 00107280 0.119020 0.103067 
15 21 00035946 0.,043301 0.022110 -0.027319 
14 22 00000041 -00028925 -0.086877 -0.173769 
13 23 -00029044 -00087059 -0.173989 -0.289747 
12 24 -00064616 -00157955 -0.,280043 -0.430883 
11 25 -00095817 -00219883 -0.372258 -0.552970 
10 26 -00132107 -Oca292164 -0.480361 -0.696866 
9 27 -0.158736 -0.344148 -0.556441 -00795800 
8 28 -Oe 194173 -Oe414527 -0.661399 -0.935108 
7 29 -00223085 -00470788 -0.743510 -1.041653 
6 30 -0.249597 -0.521360 -0.815935 -1.133943 







































T TABLE C-2 
TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
WY wx D=loO D=l. 5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
~ M = 6 N 2 = 
15 21 0.780585 1.031251 1.205678 1.385207 
14 22 o.575264 0.684965 0.684390 0.380842 
13 23 0.368522 0.362962 0.237535 -0.348049 
12 24 0.210115 0.126152 -0.093192 -0.885590 
11 25 0.048157 -00133678 -0.446440 -1.434809 
10 26 -0.104296 -0.367501 -0.764516 -1.924385 
9 27 -0.287206 -0.643790 -1.137906 -2.508989 
8 28 -0.477842 -0.938937 -1.549123 -3.217719 
1 29 -0.616476 -1.141863 -1.812980 -3.592213 
6 30 -0.777833 -1.382580 -2.133382 -4.075721 
5 31 -0.900166 -1.556659 -2.353498 -4.376751 
4 32 -1.084391 -1.827993 -2.710233 -4.950782 
3 33 -1.219314 -2.012388 -2.935842 -5.251812 
M = 5 N = 3 
21 15 0.941575 1.243742 1.454305 1.672085 
20 16 0.762257 0.936226 o.983935 0.739668 
19 17 o.591385 0.661437 o.591515 0.068518 
18 18 00402624 00368301 0.185749 -0.587894 
17 19 0.249546 0.125483 -0.156131 -1.155180 
16 20 0.059643 -0.167261 -0.558634 -1.799167 
15 21 -0.105009 -0.421340 -0.909061 -2.378298 
14 22 -0.289531 -0.704554 -1.297152 -3.000986 
13 23 -0.434216 -0.919936 -10580717 -3.405681 
12 24 -0.610449 -1.184611 -1.936227 -3.958081 
11 25 -00762014 -1.408193 -2.229301 -4.382580 
10 26 -0.941826 -10679551 -2$597636 -4.950782 
9 27 -1.062378 -1.,848748 -2.807767 -5.251812 
8 28 -1.235950 -2.108485 -3.156643 -5.552842 
7 29 -1.365602 -2.290390 -3.382579 -5.552842 
6 30 -1. 475909 -2.438898 -3e561615 -5.552842 
C - 39 
TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO 
WY wx D=.2 
26 10 0.240762 
25 11 0.212881 
24 12 00184181 
23 13 0.152301 
22 14 00115221 
21 15 00084805 
20 16 0.052335 
19 17 0.016823 
18 18 -0.015355 
17 19 -0 0047610 
16 20 -0.082792 
15 21 -00114953 
14 22 -Oo 143773 
13 23 -Oo 180679 
12 24 -0.,211308 
11 25 -0.238279 
10 26 -00263481 
17 28 0.200846 
16 29 0.168168 
15 30 0.130766 
14 31 Oel05376 
13 32 0.074817 
12 33 0.050006 
11 34 0.020114 
10 35 -00012104 
9 36 -0.044415 
8 37 -0.,074126 
7 38 -0.098330 
6 39 -0.128498 
5 40 -0.152798 
4 41 -00189268 
3 42 -00219268 
TABLE C-2 
THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM-
UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
D=e4 D=.6 D=.8 
M = 4 N = 4 
0.459603 0.657377 o.834986 
0.400875 o.564517 o.704365 
00341656 0.472875 0.578308 
0.276582 0.373226 0.442640 
0.202011 0.260786 0.291602 
0.139592 0.164514 0.159745 
0.074346 0.066194 0.028066 
0.002889 -0.041747 -0.117007 
-0.061405 -0.138099 -0.245351 
-0.126010 -0.235176 -0.375060 
-00196152 -0.340166 -0.,514898 
-0.260159 -0.435700 -0.641634 
-00316247 -0.517540 -0.747742 
-0.390076 -0.628502 -0.896256 
-0.450146 -Oe716889 -1.011887 
-0.?02452 -0.792966 -1.110283 
-00550438 -0.861561 -1.197534 
M = 7 N = 2 
0.383850 o.549634 o.698869 
Oe315549 0.442479 0.549311 
0.239732 0.327144 0.393271 
Oo 187 833 0.247592 0.284899 
Oo 126283 0.154581 0.159926 
0.076056 0.010345 Oe057094 
00016048 -0.012052 -0.064009 
-0.048399 -0.108832 -0.193317 
-0.113232 -0.206528 -0.324369 
-0.172515 -0.295290 -0.442558 
-0.220315 -0.366076 -0.535720 
-00280299 -0.455569 -0.654463 
-0.327839 -0.525321 -0.745428 
-0.399935 -0.632284 -0.886564 
-00457500 -0.715182 -0.992787 


































,. TABLE C-2 
al {" TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
al WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 4 N = 4 
lal 
26 10 0.993387 1.312088 1.534257 1.764372 
25 11 0.821003 1.015063 1.077854 o.052154 
la 24 12 0.658455 o.751689 o.699104 0.196538 
23 13 0.485260 0.477711 o.313847 -0.442799 
22 14 0.294814 0.184328 -0.090261 -1.096902 
I.I 21 15 0.125482 -0.087716 -0.479797 -1.780447 20 16 -00039823 -0.338069 -0.815979 -2.284749 
19 17 -0.222782 -0.619798 -1.203828 -2.915781 
18 18 -0.383039 -o. 859272 -1.520941 -3.375847 
lal 17 19 -0.545584 -1.105164 -1.852973 -3.896196 
16 20 -0.720388 -1.368769 -2.209152 -4e1455932 
15 21 -0.877990 -1.601942 -2.515216 -4.899630 
al 14 22 -10006904 -1.781549 -2.736601 -5.154902 
13 23 -1.193623 -2.068305 -3.133712 -5.632023 
12 24 -1.335489 -2.271808 -3.391474 -5.632023 
11 25 -1.454804 -2.438064 -3.598599 -5.632023 
_, 10 26 -1.558965 -2.577410 -3.774690 -5.632023 
M = 7 N = 2 
... 
17 28 0.832272 10101676 1.290406 1.486921 
16 29 0.636417 0.110510 o.790478 o.517622 
I.I 15 30 0.438400 o.461443 o.360703 -0.186070 14 31 0.300027 0.242850 o.054586 -0.685854 
13 32 0.142558 00001684 -0.273844 -1.197273 
12 33 Oe012565 -0.198501 -0.546850 -10617795 
~ 11 34 -Oel39609 -0.430250 -0.861376 -2.107438 
10 35 -0.301724 -Oe676100 -1.194242 -2.625142 
9 36 -o. 46.6802 -00930683 -1.548703 -3.246417 
I.I 8 37 -o.,6i'4411 -L, 152077 -1.844798 -3.698102 
7 38 -0.,729337 -1.318748 -2.059344 -3.996539 
6 39 -00877113 -1.538469 -2.350802 -4.443698 
~ 5 40 -0.,988328 -1.696286 -2.549936 -4.703335 4 41 -1.163051 -1.952757 -2.886191 -5.142668 












TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM· \ j 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D l..i 
~ 
WY wx D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 LJ 
M = 6 N = 3 
u 
24 21 00248266 00474306 0.678944 0.863063 
23 22 00221092 00417084 o.588497 o.735871 
22 23 00192687 0.358547 0.498014 o.611546 i I 
21 24 Oel59212 00290859 o.395264 0.472784 i..j 
20 25 0.135094 00241262 0.318806 0.368055 
19 26 00104768 Oel79794 0.225336 0.241689 I 
18 27 00073894 Oell7826 0.131957 0.116486 u 
17 28 00043393 00055774 0.037241 -0.012085 
16 29 00013755 -0.003406 -0.051415 -0.130174 
15 30 -0.,015641 -0.062550 -0.140689 -0.249990 ~ 14 31 -00044704 -00120360 -0.226936 -0.364366 
13 32 -0.,074480 -0.,180100 -0.316893 -0.484866 
12 33 -00103982 -0.,238143 -0.402538 -0.597187 I 
11 34 -00134743 -00299669 -0.494962 -0.720787 ~ 
10 35 -00164291 -00358027 -Oe581434 -0.834710 
9 36 -00187077 -00402288 -0.645877 -0.918073 
8 37 -00219923 -00467467 -0.742999 -1.046865 l..i 
7 38 -0.,246689 -00519444 -0.818716 -1.144926 
6 39 -00271276 -00566278 -0.885699 -le230190 
I I: 
M = 5 N = 4 ... 
30 15 0.271014 o.517665 o.740889 Oe941677 \ 
29 16 00245860 00464543 o.656670 Oe822884 ~ 
28 17 00220138 00411273 00573924 o.708635 
27 18 00192136 Oe353871 0.485654 0.587965 
26 19 Oel60767 00290436 0.389336 00457829 
-.I 
25 20 00130857 00229526 0.296229 00331221 
24 21 0"103528 00173889 0.211295 0.215986 
23 22 Qc,072025 00110159 00114545 0.085351 
..j 22 23 00041932 00049910 0.024036 -0.035547 
21 24 00013529 -0.007466 -0.062891 -0.152624 
20 25 -00017273 -00069077 -Oel55366 -0.276063 
19 26 -0.048115 -00130852 -0.248218 -0.400194 ~ 
18 27 -00075953 -00185959 -0.330013 -0.508074 
17 28 -00106036 -00246178 -00420501 -0.629057 
16 29 -00136878 -Oo 307263 -0.511284 -0.749046 u 15 30 -00163230 -00358987 -0.587392 -0.848528 
14 31 -00192161 -00415988 -Oe671711 -Oe959541 
13 32 -00222963 -00477154 -0.762951 -1.080722 J 12 33 ·-Ori 249633 -o O 52 9227 aw0e839233 -1.180049 
11 34 -0,,273628 -00575594 -··0.906413 -1.266666 
10 35 -00296257 -00618573 -0.967714 -1.344414 I J 
I / 
Ii.I 
C - 42 u 
.. 
T TABLE C-2 
-
TABLE OF LOG R(W!D>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
~ 
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
M = 6 N = 3 
~ 
24 21 1.027597 1.359873 1.592956 1.836911 
23 22 0.859774 1.070775 1.148630 0.947107 
22 23 0.699629 0.811908 0.111091 o.305833 
21 24 o.523805 00538286 0.397539 -0.310495 
20 25 0.389373 o.323213 0.092625 -0.820351 
lwl 19 26 0.229192 0.074227 -0.251249 -1.367980 18 27 0.011651 -0.166918 -0.581200 -1.898349 
17 28 -0.092065 -0.424965 -0.945056 -2.528298 
i 16 29 -0.239551 -00645759 -1.238527 -2.960526 
'-' 15 30 -0.390361 -0.876315 -1.552723 -3.457673 
14 31 -00532549 -1.086488 -1.828085 -3.848477 
13 32 -0.684002 -1.317837 -2.144553 -4.364516 
12 33 -0.822075 -1.516122 -2.396552 -4.690370 
11 34 -0.977291 -1.753584 -2.723924 -5.297569 
10 35 -1.118041 -1.958864 -2.990251 -5.677780 
9 36 -1.219073 -2.098760 -3.161907 -5.552842 
8 37 -1.379408 -2.338130 -3.484656 -5.552842 
7 38 -1.498460 -2.504013 -3.695511 -5.552842 
6 39 -1.600342 -20641153 -3.845273 -5.552842 
M = 5 N = 4 
30 15 1.121073 1.483335 1.737571 2.004250 
29 16 0.963854 lo 210436 1.315019 1.146500 
28 17 0.815980 0.968613 0.964145 0.529222 
27 18 0.661312 0.121578 o.613642 -0.061639 
26 19 o.496312 0.464177 0.255252 -0.650832 
25 20 0.334792 0.208501 -0.105727 -1.261456 
24 21 o.188231 -0.021074 -0.425647 -1.791234 
23 22 00022768 -0.278262 -0.782347 -2.376751 
22 23 -0.128664 -0.506615 -1.087981 -2.831444 
21 24 -0.276513 -0.734353 -1.400468 -3.333567 
'-' 
20 25 -0.431059 -0.967570 -1.714087 -3.814458 
19 26 -0.586729 -1.203686 -2.034041 -4.317773 
18 27 -00720062 -1.397575 -2.283297 -4.662269 
17 28 -0 0871872 -1.628796 -2.599324 -5.154902 
16 29 -1.020620 -1.847754 -2.886266 -5.501690 
15 30 -1.142448 -2.020629 -3.102593 -5.677780 
14 31 -1.279660 -2.222022 -3.368150 -5.677780 
13 32 -1.430790 -2.449380 -3.677780 -5.677780 
12 33 -1.552104 -2.620875 -3.899629 
-5.677780 
11 34 -1.656839 -2.766090 -4.054531 -5.677780 
10 35 -1.749487 -2.891029 -4.200659 -5.677780 
C - 43 
J I 
TABLE C-2 ~ 
TABLE OF LOG R(WIDl, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM .. J u LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
1. t 
WV wx D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 ~ 
M = 7 N = 3 
i I 
27 28 00265608 o.507734 0.121239 0.925029 ~ 
26 29 Oe239976 0.453706 o.641746 o.804666 
25 30 Oe213158 0.398362 o.556073 o.686773 J 24 31 0.181502 Oe334315 0.458799 o.555338 
23 32 0.159769 Oe289510 0.389551 0.460253 
22 33 0.132658 00234474 o.305746 0.346809 
21 34 0.106432 0.181538 0.225565 o.238794 ;J 
20 35 0.077913 00123867 0.138036 0.120630 
19 36 0.051746 0.070930 o.057682 0.012155 
18 37 0.021981 00011233 -0.032192 -0.108215 \ . 
17 38 -0.002048 -00037017 -0.104822 -0.205348 -... 
16 39 -0.030922 -0.094835 -0.191728 -0.321559 
15 40 -0.,054728 -00142192 -00262345 -0.415107 
I I 14 41 -0.084409 -0.201558 -0.351500 -0.534256 .. 
13 42 -0.110006 -0.252206 -0.426668 -0.633420 
12 43 -00137970 -0.307663 -0.509232 -0.742812 
I 
-0.163771 -00358895 -0.585586 11 44 -0.844048 I 
..,i 
10 45 -0.190097 -0.410796 -0.662349 -0.944973 
9 46 -00210518 -0.450354 -0.719786 -1 .o 19070 
8 47 -0.241546 -0.511885 -0.811410 -1.140502 
~· 
7 48 -00266737 -0.,560735 -0.882475 -1.232397 











i ' i.J 
C - 44 \ I 
~i 
~ 
T TABLE C-2 
TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 0=3.0 
M = 7 N = 3 
27 28 1.102011 1.460749 1.713774 1.981302 
26 29 0.943067 1.185947 1.289902 1.125738 
25 30 0.790976 o. 939165 0.934390 0.507838 
24 31 0.624352 0.679535 o.573794 -0.078963 
23 32 0.502013 0.482752 0.293559 -0.550028 
22 33 0.358041 0.258522 -0.016307 -1.041127 
21 34 00221553 0.047735 -0.306441 -1.507136 
20 35 0.071902 -0.184820 -0.628743 -2.031868 
19 36 -0.065468 -0.398462 -0.926375 -2.542623 
~ 18 37 -0.216721 -0.629070 -1.240193 -3.037725 
17 38 -0.338444 -0.812308 -1.484147 -3.393189 
16 39 -o. 484254 -1.033956 -1.785400 -3.871601 
15 40 -00600359 -1.204448 -2.006475 -4.172631 
14 41 -0.749831 -1.432064 -2.317674 -4.670941 
13 42 -0.872460 -1.610896 -2.548598 -4.978811 
12 43 -1.008513 -1.813754 -2.820941 -5.464887 
11 44 -1.134451 -20001218 -3.070786 -5.619789 
10 45 -1.258887 -2.181840 -3.302770 -5.619789 
9 46 -1. 348451 -2.304869 -3.453457 -5.619789 
8 47 -1.499463 -2.529885 -3.759452 -5.619789 
7 48 -1.610974 -2.685289 -3.966575 -5.619789 
6 49 -1.706503 -2.813607 -4.075719 -5.619789 
~ 
-
C - 4-5 
.... 
TABLE C-2 
TABLE OF LOG RCWID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUML t ~ 




WY wx D=.2 D=o4 D=.6 D=.8 ~ 
M = 6 N = 4 '1 J i 
-~ 
34 21 0.296750 00567130 0.012132 1.032813 
33 22 0.273523 o.517992 0.134090 0.922520 -I / 
32 23 0.249829 0.468794 0.657476 o.816476 ~ 31 24 00224215 0.416165 o.576356 0.105323 
30 25 0.195741 0.358496 0.488649 o.586622 
29 26 00171506 0.308636 0.411730 0.481162 ~~i 28 27 Oe 143685 00252439 o.326525 0.366245 
27 28 0.116952 00197852 0.242899 0.252320 
26 29 00089204 0.142031 0.158651 0.139264 
25 30 00062437 0.087981 0.016748 0.020001 ~ 
24 31 0.035974 00034648 -0.003858 -0.079388 
23 32 0.008260 -0.021080 -0.087948 -0.192236 
22 33 -0.018676 -00074683 -0.167960 -0.298408 
21 34 -0.045907 -0.129477 -0.250701 -0.409538 .. 
20 35 -0.,073365 -00184178 -0.332468 -0.518234 
19 36 -Oe099412 -0.235845 -0.409308 -0.619775 I I 
18 37 -0.125717 -00288049 -0.487074 -0.722830 ii-t 
17 38 -0.153179 -00342736 -0.568793 -0.831449 
16 39 -0.178842 -00393036 -0.642738 -0.928078 I 
15 40 -0.206190 -00447353 -0.723739 -1.035580 I I 
--
14 41 -0.229080 -0.491819 -0.788512 -1.119408 
13 42 -00256956 -0.547103 -0.870877 -1.228662 
12 43 -0.281232 -0.594403 -0.939992 -1.318419 
11 44 -0.303234 -Oa636783 -1.001210 -1.397202 ~ 








C - 46 '· I I I 
'-' 
... T TABLE C-2 
I 
TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, 
-
THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 6 N = 4 
34 21 1.230288 1.630285 1.912581 2.211833 
33 22 1.084045 1.375122 1.515299 1.395952 
32 23 0.946425 1.148613 1.184563 0.807259 
31 24 0.803629 0.919266 o.a57429 0.250609 
30 25 0.652872 0.683067 0.521201 -0.295551 
.. 29 26 0.517340 0.465336 0.216755 -0.822463 
28 27 0.371936 0.239908 -0.094972 -1.330667 
27 28 0.226370 0.000674 -0.423000 -1.900644 
26 29 0.084110 -0.208359 -0.717069 -2.350973 
-
25 30 -0.055414 -0.424024 -1.014242 -2.831356 
24 31 -0.191749 -0.632152 -1.296203 -3.262808 
23 32 -0.333810 -0.849657 -1.593629 -3.742022 
22 33 -0.465879 -1.045149 -1.849945 -4.106979 
21 34 -0.605924 -1.260465 -2.146701 -4.603147 
20 35 -o. 741443 -1.462788 -2.415775 -4.978811 
19 36 -0.867184 -1.646488 -2.652768 -5.346788 
18 37 -0.995330 -1.837144 -2.906929 -5.791724 
17 38 -1.130781 -2.039691 -3.178093 -5.791724 
16 39 -1. 249124 -2.208286 -3.391474 -5.791724 
15 40 -1. 383094 -2.409046 -3.663540 -5.791724 
14 41 -1.484767 -2.550028 -3.832682 -5.791724 
13 42 -1.620875 -2.753501 -4.113509 -5.791724 
12 43 -1.730347 -2.906928 -4.279840 -5.791724 
11 44 -1.825300 -3.034328 -4.376750 -5.791724 
10 45 -1.910624 -3o 146301 -4e677780 -5.791724 





TABLE OF LOG R(WJD), THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM~ u 




WY wx D=.2 D=o4 D=.6 D=.8 ~ 
M = 5 N = 5 1, I ; 
... 
40 15 0.306911 00586498 0.039010 1.067946 
39 16 o.284369 Oc,538765 o.763916 o.960575 --,, I 
38 17 00261517 0.491239 o.689775 0.051115 
... 37 18 0.237238 0.441191 o.612398 o.751431 
36 19 0.211320 0.388207 o.531131 o.640593 
35 20 0.179972 0.325013 0.435416 0.511510 
' 34 21 0.157813 0.279265 0.364635 0.414231 ...
33 22 0.129301 00221530 0.276662 0.295019 
32 23 0.103222 0.1686 75 0.196562 0.187120 \. I 
31 24 0.074812 00111444 0.110021 0.010131 
-30 25 00048737 0.058875 0.030521 -0.036184 
29 26 00020561 0.002054 -0.055443 -0.151821 
28 27 -0.005095 -0.049201 -0.132231 -0.254062 
27 28 -0.033968 -0 .. 107016 -0.219129 -0.370258 i..i. 
26 29 -0.059679 -00158498 -0.296448 -0.473493 
25 30 -0.087405 -0.213508 -0.378303 -0.581743 I I 
I ! 
24 31 -0.113095 -00264538 -0.454364 -0.682574 
--23 32 -0.141168 -0.320428 -0.537899 -0.793677 
22 33 -0.166800 -0.,371183 -0.613283 -0.893202 
21 34 -o. 194422 -0.425672 -0.693932 -0.999360 
-.I 20 35 -00215159 -0.465723 -0.751874 -1.073759 
19 36 -00246205 -0.527713 -0.844925 -1.198200 
18 37 -00271044 -0.576365 -0.916456 -1.291747 i I 
17 38 -00293904 -Oe620761 -0.981074 -1.375363 u 
16 39 -00315055 -0.661438 -1.039896 -L,450928 
















C - Lj-[ I 1 i 
~ 
~ 
T TABLE C-2 
~ 
-
TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
~ LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 0=3.0 
M = 5 N = 5 
- 40 15 1.272070 1.685506 1.977319 2.286903 
39 16 1.129531 1.436089 1.587881 1.482901 
w 38 17 0.995911 1. 215274 1.264212 0.902801 
37 18 0.858891 0.993663 0.946065 0.355164 
36 19 Oe717124 o.768176 0.626930 -0.183073 
~ 35 20 Oe553665 o.513373 0.271358 -0.774651 
34 21 Oe428394 0.311311 -0.018056 -1.279401 
33 22 0.276871 0.073816 -0.349973 -1.831309 
32 23 0.140618 -0.135670 -0.635619 -2.272118 
31 24 -0.006243 -0.361837 -0.946426 -2.773336 
30 25 -0.141058 -o. 568675 -1.228642 -3.215383 
29 26 -0.286942 -0.793056 -1.536592 -3.713000 
28 27 -0.414530 -0.983286 -1.787595 -4.073555 
27 28 -0.560321 -1.204989 -2.089464 -4.557207 
26 29 -0.689562 -1.399740 -2.350497 -4.974263 
25 30 -0.823734 -1.596362 -2.605408 -5.251812 
24 31 -Oe949131 -1.782773 -2.853330 -5.802720 
23 32 -1.087835 -1.991298 -3.135133 -5.802720 
22 33 -1.211032 -2.171645 -3.370479 -5.802720 
21 34 -1.342096 -2.362510 -3.618344 -5.802720 
20 35 -1.431494 -2.483227 -3.762457 -5.802720 
19 36 -1.587961 -2.723539 -4.093450 -5.802720 
~ 18 37 -1.702626 -2.888201 -4.297571 -5.802720 
17 38 -le804111 -3.030397 -4.422508 -5.802720 
16 39 -1.895313 -3.151447 -40598605 -5.802720 




C - 49 
TABLE C-2 
TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM t 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
WY wx D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 
M = 7 N = 4 
38 28 0.319101 00610132 0.874142 10112235 
37 29 0.297317 o.563998 00800781 1.008424 
36 30 0.275112 00517810 0.12011a o.9oa4a5 
35 31 0.251165 0.468530 o.652644 o.ao4004 
34 32 0.224576 00414640 o.570625 0.692998 
33 33 0.203279 0.370658 o.so2533 o.5·99333 
32 34 0.179182 0.321669 0.427819 0.498028 
31 35 0.153089 0.268772 0.347313 0.309009 
30 36 00128624 0.219126 0.271726 o.286673 
29 37 00104062 0.169322 0.195960 0.104101 
28 38 00078871 0.118617 0.119302 0.001350 
27 39 0.054401 00069130 0.044301 -0.019910 
26 40 00030238 0.020755 -0.028326 -0.116840 
25 41 00004470 -0.031092 -0.106623 -0.222024 
24 42 -00020043 -Oe080155 -0.180281 -0.320330 
23 43 -0.044534 -0.129128 -0.253743 -0.418306 
22 44 -0.070047 -00179952 -0.329729 -0.519358 
21 45 -00094167 -0.228157 -0.401999 -0.615690 
20 46 -0.118107 -0 .. 275519 -0.472270 -0.708355 
19 47 -Oel43012 -0.325092 -0.546331 -0.806791 
18 48 -Oel66928 -00372312 -0.616276 -0.898903 
17 49 -0.190715 -00419249 -0.685751 -0.990353 
16 50 -Oe216204 -00469732 -0.760858 -1.089825 
15 51 -0.239537 -0.515665 -0.828692 -1.178902 
14 52 -00259487 -Oo 554249 -Oe884647 -1.250935 
13 53 -00285485 -0.605788 -0.961395 -1.352656 
12 54 -00308110 -0.649808 -1.025575 -1.435967 
11 55 -0.328647 -00689304 -1.082678 -1.509283 
10 56 -00348138 -Oo 726297 -1.135328 -1.575690 





































- TABLE C-2 
-. 
-
~ TABLE OF LOG R(WjD), THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
- WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
M = 7 N = 4 
.. 
38 28 1.325576 1.758864 2.066129 2.394805 
37 29 1.187725 1.517427 1.688645 1.612513 
... 36 30 1.057793 1.302544 1.373380 1.046288 
35 31 0.923465 1.085983 1.063369 o.515405 
34 32 0.782265 0.864290 0.152111 0.000120 
-
33 33 0.661528 0.669104 0.473293 -0.474150 
32 34 o.532730 0.467405 0.192321 -0.934217 
31 35 0.394197 0.250103 -0.112042 -1.442793 
~ 30 
36 0.264257 0.046983 -0.395413 -1.920470 
29 37 0.134248 -0.155647 -0.676737 -2.380684 
28 38 0.004750 -0.353593 -0.945473 -2.793160 
27 39 -0.123328 -0.551751 -1.218727 -3.237209 
-
26 40 -0.244576 -0.733669 -1.460405 -3.587942 
25 41 -0.377160 -0.937591 -1.741227 -4.050822 
24 42 -0.500172 -1.122592 -1.988261 -4.414540 
23 43 -0.622706 -1.306896 -2.235438 -4.801821 .. 22 44 -0.748781 -1.495748 -2.488146 -5.241154 
21 45 -0.869190 -1.676564 -2.730207 -5.481486 
20 46 -0.983735 -1.843365 -2.945327 -5.760240 
-
19 47 -1.106497 -2.027403 -3.192845 -5.760240 
18 48 -1.220257 -2.193045 -3.407506 -5.760240 
17 49 -1.333107 -2.357337 -3.619788 -5.760240 
.. 16 50 -1.456863 -2.542521 -3.867526 -5.760240 
15 51 -10566526 -2.700928 -4.083546 -5.760240 
14 52 -1.653471 -2.820620 -4.226213 -5.760240 
13 53 -14)780206 -3.009217 -4.481486 -5.760240 
.... 12 54 -1.881603 -3.149047 -4.782516 -5.760240 
11 55 -1.969602 -30277366 -4.782516 -5.760240 













TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM' w LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
. -
1 r 
WY wx D=.2 D=o4 D=.6 D=.8 ~ 
M = 6 N = 5 : ! 
.. 
45 21 0.337737 0.645672 o.924940 1.176729 
44 22 0.317043 0.601759 Oe854980 1.077553 
43 23 0.296122 o.558141 o.786745 o.982667 • I 
42 24 Oe274127 0.512655 0.116200 o.885411 ~ 
41 25 0.250948 0.465091 o.642975 0.785181 
40 26 00224038 00410513 o.559838 o.672465 
39 27 0.201068 0.363585 0.487890 o.574359 I t .. 
38 28 00176862 0.313988 0.411659 0.470184 
37 29 00152818 0.265213 0.337445 o.369811 
36 30 0.127478 Oe213877 0.259409 0.264318 w 35 31 0.102415 Oal63389 o.183075 0.161670 
34 32 00078075 0.113972 0.107831 0.059825 
33 33 0.053507 00064708 0.033735 -0.039243 I : i 
32 34 0.028123 0.013507 -0.043756 -0.143543 ~ 
31 35 0.003083 -00036654 -0.119154 -0.244325 
30 36 -0.021440 -0.085741 -0.192842 -0.342640 
29 37 -00045927 -0.,134686 -0.266227 -0.440466 '-I 
28 38 -00070921 -00184665 -0.341230 -0.540580 
27 39 -0.095906 -00234263 -0.415091 -0.638364 
26 40 -0.120361 -00283086 -0.488218 -0.735772 
25 41 -00143971 -0.329575 -0.556848 -0.825787 .... 
24 42 -00168739 -0.378896 -0.630598 -0.923942 
23 43 -0.193473 -0.427805 -0.703166 -1.019702 ; I 
22 44 -0.216850 -Os473913 -0.771382 -1.109424 ~ 
21 45 -0.239920 -Oe5l8957 -0.837350 -1.195258 
20 46 -00261980 -0.,562251 -0.901108 -1.278888 : I 19 47 -0.288278 -0.614372 -0.978758 -1.381888 
-i 
18 48 -0.310311 -Oe,657355 -1.041700 -lc.463785 
17 49 -00330907 -00697218 -1.099577 -1.538437 
16 50 -00350156 -00734167 -1.152658 -1.607004 
. i 








C - 5 2 I i I 
~ 
.. 
~ ,. TABLE C-2 
• 
... TABLE OF LOG RCWID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
..i 
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 6 N = 5 
.. 
45 21 1.402299 le860343 2.185199 2.533117 
44 22 1.270355 1.628145 1.820426 1.770370 
.. 43 23 1.146665 1. 422238 1.516412 1.218070 
42 24 1.020969 1.217401 1.220215 0.701511 
41 25 0.892317 1.011060 0.925948 0.198983 
w 40 26 0.748877 0.105044 o.607858 -0.335085 
39 27 0.623409 o.585417 0.324887 -0.818756 
38 28 o.489905 0.371951 0.020542 -1.349034 
~ 37 29 o.362638 0.174215 -0.252090 -1.780793 36 30 0.228881 -0.034092 -0.541226 -2.254465 
35 31 0.099408 -0.233051 -0.813276 -2.681307 
34 32 -0.029839 -0.434581 -1.093205 -3.143349 
.... 33 33 -0.154011 -0.621937 -1.343766 -3.512199 
32 34 -00285697 -0.825081 -1.623917 -3.973630 
31 35 -0.412036 -1.016246 -1.881467 -4.378110 
~ 30 36 -0.534989 -1.200614 -2.126262 -4.726565 29 37 -0.657281 -1.384400 -2.372604 -5.141538 
28 38 -0.782645 -1.573907 -2.628641 -5.511450 
27 39 -0.904022 -1.752825 -2.862753 -5.797756 
-
26 40 -1.025728 -10935685 -3.107986 -5.797756 
25 41 -1.136342 -2e094049 -3.307919 -5.797756 
24 42 -10259005 -2.279456 -3.561033 -5.797756 
I.I 23 43 -1.377511 -20453118 -3.791290 -5.797756 
22 44 -1.488145 -2.613822 -3.999566 -5.797756 
21 45 -1.592868 -2.761326 -4.189230 -5.797756 
20 46 -1.695729 -2.910943 -4.402304 -5.797756 
w 19 47 -1.824009 -3el04909 -4.557206 -5.797756 
18 48 -1.,924299 -30244277 -4.812479 -5.797756 
17 49 -2.014174 -3.381115 -4e812479 -5.797756 
.. 16 50 -2.097312 -3e490260 -4.812479 -5.797756 











TABLE OF LOG R<WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM . ; I w 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
i I 
WY wx D=o2 D=o4 D=.6 D=.8 u 
M = 7 N = 5 ; I 
.. 
50 28 0.364712 Oe697488 Oe999559 1.272178 
49 29 00345396 0.656449 o.934084 1.179219 
48 30 0.325878 00615692 0.010204 1.090211 I I ... 
47 31 00305467 0.573403 0.804475 00999401 
46 32 00284069 o.529387 o.736571 o.906262 
I ' 
45 33 0.259480 00479464 0.660427 0.002009 ' I I ! 
44 34 0.,240081 Oc439421 o.598472 0.111119 ... 
43 35 00215653 00389806 0.522002 o.615024 
42 36 0.194688 0.346886 0.456917 0.525131 
w 41 37 00171257 Oe299312 0.384432 0.426919 
40 38 0.148606 0.253462 o.314793 o.332864 
39 39 0.125079 0.205814 0.242381 0.234991 
38 40 00103937 00163037 0.177493 0.147531 
... 
37 41 Oe079789 00114297 0.103666 0.048074 
36 42 00057254 00068951 Oe035210 -0.043812 
35 43 Oe033871 00021990 -0.035546 -0.138598 : I 
34 44 00011707 -0.022571 -0.102746 -0.228692 ~ 
33 45 -00012061 -00070201 -0.174367 -0.324464 
32 46 -Oe034037 -00114151 -0.240281 -0.412329 I I 
31 47 -00057744 -Oel61537 -0.311358 -0.507140 LJ 
30 48 -00079679 -00205182 -00376484 -0.593519 
29 49 -Oe 102891 -0.251464 -0.445723 -0.685637 
28 50 -Oel25176 -Oe295816 -0.511961 -0,,773617 I 
27 51 -00148922 -00342947 -0.582152 -0,,866577 w 
26 52 -00169561 -0.,383704 -0.642496 -0.945949 
25 53 -00192549 -Oe429199 -0.710068 -1.035236 l 
24 54 -Oe214699 -00473047 
I i 
-0.775223 -1.121381 ... 
23 55 -00237465 -00517968 -0.841750 -1.208983 
22 56 -00257457 -0.,556996 -0.898848 -1.283200 
' I 
21 57 -00281246 -00604028 -0.968728 -1.375691 \ i 
20 58 -0.299431 -00639199 -10019723 -1.441360 w 
19 59 -00323397 -00686667 =10090379 ... 1.534953 
18 60 -Oo 343654 -0.726163 -1.148001 -1.609916 , I 
I ! 
17 61 -00362701 -00762926 -10201189 -1.678037 ... 
16 62 -0.380528 ••u0 e 7972 06 -1.250620 -lo 741430 









C - 54 j 
l.. 
T T TABLE C-2 
"\ 
... .. TABLE OF LOG R{WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
... 
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 7 N = 5 
I.I 
50 28 1.516680 2.014281 2.368659 2.751291 
49 29 1.392815 1.795377 2.023172 2.021597 
... 48 30 1.276543 1.600766 1.734250 1.491190 
47 31 1.158929 1.408097 1.454237 0.998341 
46 32 1.039135 1.215011 1.177602 0.522310 
~ 45 33 0.907409 1.006776 o.883723 0.028032 44 34 0.797688 o. 829577 0.629822 -0.409629 
43 35 0.666892 0.623164 0.338833 -0.903061 
42 36 o.551936 o.440622 0.001030 -1.341517 
~ 41 37 0.427107 0.245046 -0.192051 -1.793882 
40 38 o.307980 0.060213 -0.446980 -2.199440 
39 39 0.183896 -0.133035 -0.715359 -2.641380 
-
38 40 0.073426 -0.302740 -0.946086 -2.992130 
37 41 -0.052264 -0.497101 -1.214668 -3.434661 
36 42 -0.167916 -0.673705 -1.454392 -3.805324 
... 
35 43 -0.286982 -0.854642 -1.698976 -4.184249 
34 44 -0.400236 -1.027107 -1.932913 -4.552067 
33 45 -0.520359 -1.209214 -2.179111 -4.946373 
~ 32 46 -0.630151 -10373584 
-2.397195 -5.314350 
31 47 -0.748787 -1.552476 -2.638254 -5.782516 
30 48 -00856170 -1.711223 -2.846527 -5.764033 
29 49 -0.971135 -L,883424 -3.076732 -5.764033 
-
28 50 -1.080765 -2.047114 -3.296140 -5.764033 
27 51 -1.196235 -20218019 -3.521491 -5.764033 
26 52 -1.294056 -2.359074 -3.697583 -5.764033 
25 53 -1.404784 -2.522812 -3.914188 -5.764033 
-
24 54 -1.511645 -2.680770 -4.122465 -5.764033 
23 55 -1.619831 -20838962 -4.331723 -5.764033 
22 56 -1.710203 -2.964797 -4.516247 -5.764033 
... 21 57 -1.825044 -3.137488 -4.800246 -5.764033 
20 58 -10904192 -3.247404 -4.946374 -5.764033 
19 59 -2.020646 -30420032 -4.800243 -5.764033 
... 18 60 -2.111531 -3.537006 -4.800243 -5.764033 
17 61 -2.195487 -3.703343 -4.800243 -5.764033 
16 62 -2.268757 -3.800236 -4.800243 -5.764033 









TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM• \ ! ... 
LI KE LI HOOD RATI D UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
I ' 
WY wx D=.2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 u 
M = 6 N = 6 ' I \ i 
-57 21 Oe373179 0.713677 1.022706 1.301573 
56 22 00354269 0.673452 o.958493 1.210345 
55 23 0.335241 0.633648 o.896023 1.123197 ii : w 54 24 00315442 o.592570 o.832087 1.034737 
53 25 00294916 00550235 o.766596 o.944672 
52 26 0.272269 o.503836 0.695257 0.847125 : i 
51 27 00247577 0.453971 Oe619591 o.744886 ... 
50 28 00227364 Oe412093 o.554553 o.655133 
49 29 0.205050 00366701 0.485285 o.561164 
48 30 0.182522 Oe320804 0.415133 0.465828 : I ... 
47 31 0.159383 0.273969 o.344008 0.369784 
46 32 00136363 0.227307 0.273016 0.273711 
45 33 0.113824 00181834 0.204207 0.181159 ' ·1 
44 34 0.091140 0.135836 0.134231 0.086508 .... 
43 35 00067927 0.089100 00063646 -0.008276 
42 36 00045095 0.043200 -0.005570 -0.101063 , I 
41 37 0.022028 -0.003074 -Oe075221 -00194285 ~ 
40 38 -0.000626 -Oe048648 -0.143990 -0.286543 
39 39 -0.023678 -Oi,094693 -0.212984 -0.378450 
38 40 -0.,046805 -00141045 -0.282684 -0.471652 
.J 
37 41 -00069204 -0.185586 -0.349104 -Oe559675 
36 42 -00092160 -0.231423 -0.417791 -0.651228 
35 43 -0.114771 -0.276442 -0.485036 -0.740543 ( I 
34 44 -Oco 137695 -00322025 -0.553025 -0.830706 w 
33 45 -0.,159775 -00365593 -0.,617513 -Oe915538 
32 46 -Oo 181930 -00409540 -0.682900 -1.002062 
31 47 -00204397 -00454001 -0.748963 -1.089422 
--30 48 -Oct227017 -04)498757 -0.815422 -1.177187 
29 49 -0.248745 -00541451 -0.878334 -1.259608 i 28 50 -0.270331 -0.583926 -·Oe941042 -1.341957 ; I 
27 51 -0.289141 4-0o 620162 -0.993368 -1.409017 .. 
26 52 -00313510 ·-0 e 6687 89 ~l.066248 -1.506517 
25 53 -0.,335136 -00711080 -1.128320 -L,587484 : ! 
24 54 -00354452 -0.748552 -1.182872 -1.658366 
, I 
--23 55 -00372846 -Oe784030 -·1 .234298 -1.724697 
22 56 -0.390303 -0.817390 -1.282299 -1.786374 






I I I 
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C - 5 6 u 
T TABLE C-2 
' 
~ TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
~ LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
WY wx D=l.O D=l. 5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 6 N = 6 
57 21 1.551659 2.060572 2.423007 2.814516 
~ 56 22 1.430011 1.845176 2.082403 2.092500 55 23 1.316040 1.653908 1.797728 1.567502 
54 24 1.201300 1.465267 1.522608 1.080090 
53 25 1.085171 1.276998 1.251457 o.609139 
52 26 0.960066 1.076537 o.965473 0.119358 
51 27 0.830352 0.873402 o.680741 -0.360245 
50 28 0.714261 0.683792 0.405198 -0.857326 
~ 49 29 o.594736 0.496530 o.144657 -1.278537 48 30 0.473241 0.305035 -0.124067 -1.727123 
47 31 0.351618 0.116405 -0.384232 -2.142034 
46 32 0.229649 -Oe074278 -0.650187 -2.584753 
45 33 0.112953 -0.252983 -0.892790 -2.954220 
44 34 -0.007117 -0.440230 -1.153419 -3.390405 
43 35 -0.126467 -0.622733 -1.401766 -3.781071 
~ 42 36 -0.243081 -0.799950 -1.640632 -4. 139838 
41 37 -0.360090 -0.977541 -1.880763 -4.519418 
40 38 -0.476158 -1.154742 -2.121961 -4.871601 
39 39 -o • 590947 -1.326582 -2.350443 -5.195696 
38 40 -0.707836 -1.503779 -2.590283 -5.774691 
37 41 -o .817165 -1.664809 -2.799719 -5.774691 
I 36 42 -0.931659 -1. 83 7507 -3.033477 -5.774691 
l.. 35 43 -1.042909 -2.003173 -3.253172 -5.774691 
34 44 -1.155027 -2.169308 -3.472886 -5.774691 
33 45 -1.259643 -2.320902 -3.666351 -5.774691 
i., 32 46 -1.366991 -2.479158 -3.876720 -5.774691 
31 47 -1. 475491 -2.640752 -4.083546 -5.774691 
30 48 -le584149 -2.800409 -4ci297569 -5.774691 
29 49 -1.685482 -2.945208 -4.511449 -5.774691 
... 28 50 -1.786734 -3.091368 -4.671151 -5.774691 
27 51 -1.867281 -3.200661 -4.774692 -5.774691 
26 52 -1.989567 -3.388067 -4.879429 -5.774691 
25 53 -2.088863 -3.529182 -4.879429 -5.774691 
24 54 -2.174996 -30666358 -4.879429 -5.774691 
23 55 -2.256176 -3.733298 -4.879429 -5.774691 
I.. 22 56 -2.326778 -4.034348 -4.879429 -5.774691 21 57 -2.390895 -4.034348 -4.879429 -5.774691 






TABLE OF LOG R(WID), THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM' ' l i ~ 




WY wx D=o2 D=o4 D=.6 D=.8 ~ 
M = 7 N = 6 i I 
! ' ~ 
63 28 0.404390 Oe773582 1.108910 1.411751 
62 29 o.386799 o.736142 1.049034 1.326545 j ; 
61 30 0.369157 Q.,699134 0.990819 1.245144 i i 
60 31 Oe350881 Oca661130 Oe931528 1.162911 ... 
59 32 0.332059 Oo 622203 o.871145 1.079638 
58 33 Oe311631 0.500208 o.806368 o.990789 I I i ; 
57 34 00289903 0.536051 o.738970 o.899231 I-' 
56 35 . 00269140 0.493492 o.673485 0.809592 
55 36 Oe249743 0.,453673 0.612190 0.125133 u 54 37 Oe228778 0.410884 o.546669 o.636517 
53 38 Oe207898 0.368417 0.481880 0.548639 
52 39 00186416 Oe324761 0.415303 0.458336 ,, ,I 
51 40 Oel65419 Oe282344 0.351001 0.371660 i i 
50 41 00144532 Oe239836 0.286112 o.283598 
.., 
49 42 0.123228 0.196815 0.220936 0.195801 
48 43 o., 102055 0.154035 0.156104 0.108464 i I 
47 44 0.080752 Oelll124 0.091254 0.021320 ~ 
46 45 0.059317 0.067934 0.025961 -0.066450 
45 46 00038192 0.025521 -0.037908 -0.151951 
44 47 Oe016908 -Oe017319 -0.102593 -0.238785 ~ 43 48 -0.004272 -00059683 -0.166147 -0.323536 
42 49 -0.,025617 -0.102446 -0.230427 -0.409453 
41 50 -00046912 -0.145006 -0.294244 -0.494547 I ' I 
40 51 -Oc,068092 -0.187375 -0.357822 -0.579362 ~ 
39 52 -Oe089ll4 -00229164 -·0.420127 -0.661928 
38 53 -Oa 110087 -Oe270974 -0.482654 -0.745065 i i 37 54 -Oel31230 -00313000 -0.545333 -0.828209 ... 
36 55 -00152252 -00354789 -0.607661 -0.910882 
35 56 -Oal73004 -00395881 -0.668692 -0.991445 
! f 34 57 -00193928 -0.437381 -0.730461 -10073212 ' ! 
33 58 -00214096 -0.477014 -0.788853 -1.149669 ... 
32 59 -00234720 -0.517941 -0.849841 -1.230566 
31 60 -0.255562 -00559049 -Oc,910668 -1.310639 : / I i 
30 61 -0.275770 -0.598818 -0.969400 -1.387766 ... 
29 62 -00295933 -0 .. 638379 -1.027664 -1.463997 
28 63 -00314332 -00674192 -1.079933 -1.531761 
' : 
27 64 -00334166 -Oe713037 -10137097 -1.606575 I I ' i 
-26 65 -0.355313 -0.754885 -10199303 -1.688899 
25 66 -Oe374696 -0.792639 -1.254409 -1.761168 
24 67 -00392337 -00826808 -1.304096 -1.824315 u 23 68 -00409170 -0.859147 -1.350509 -1 .. 884669 
22 69 -Oe425274 -00889880 -1.394452 -1.939445 




C - 58 1 I 
... 
T ... TABLE C-2 
t 
... TABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
-t LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
WY wx D=l.O 0=1.5 D=2.0 0=3.0 
M = 7 N = 6 
63 28 1.683585 2.237807 2.633937 3.065006 
62 29 1.569776 2.035363 2.312202 2.375590 
i-6 61 30 1.463066 1.855188 2.042387 1.872135 
60 31 1.356141 1.678306 1.782853 1.407134 
59 32 1. 248478 1.502613 1.528240 0.960095 
58 33 1.134181 1.318186 1.263516 o.502126 
57 34 1.017440 1.133378 1.002211 0.058137 
56 35 0.902319 0.948056 o.735997 -0.410688 
55 36 0.794776 0.776135 0.491758 -0.828151 
11111 54 37 0.680848 0.595615 0.237037 -1.257908 
53 38 0.569083 0.420482 -0.006847 -1.653918 
52 39 0.454195 0.239973 -0.259728 -2.076967 
51 40 o.344633 0.070940 -0.491224 -2.437457 
50 41 0.232571 -0.105069 -0.737678 -2.852076 
49 42 0.121666 -0.275999 -0.971979 -3.222433 
48 43 0.011358 -0.445801 -1.204206 -3.585154 
47 44 -0.098458 -0.614100 -1.433895 -3.947326 
46 45 -Oe209104 -0.783882 -1.666007 -4.312240 
45 46 -0.316415 -0.946448 -1.884605 -4.630785 
44 47 -0.425727 -1.113581 -2.112378 -5.020756 
43 48 -0.531669 -1.272381 -2.323471 -5.261490 
42 49 -0.639376 -1.435458 -2.543819 -5.738611 
41 50 -0.745788 -1.595534 -2.758608 -5.738611 
40 51 -0.851881 -1.755089 -2.972314 -5.738611 
39 52 -Oa954442 -1. 906372 -3.169636 -5.738611 
38 53 -la058123 -2.061184 -3.375115 -5.738611 
37 54 -1.161583 -2e215093 -3.581838 -5.738611 
36 55 -1.264423 -2.368054 -3.785078 -5.738611 
35 56 -1.364111 -2.513785 -3.971029 -5.738611 
34 57 -1.465665 -2.663920 -4.180456 -5.738611 
33 58 -1.559478 -2.797812 -4.349059 -5. 738611 
32 59 -1.660203 -2.948079 -4.555534 -5.738611 
31 60 -1.759087 -3.092492 -4.779724 -5.738611 
30 61 -1.854103 -3.231880 -4.844664 -5.738611 
29 62 -1.947675 -30362997 -5.044238 -5. 738611 
28 63 -2.030226 -3.480247 -5.044238 -5.738611 
... 27 64 -2.122033 -3.602758 -5.044238 -5.738611 
26 65 -2.224979 -3.765488 -5.044238 -5.738611 
25 66 -2.312171 -3.862400 -5.044238 -5.738611 
24 67 -2.391358 -3.941586 -5.044238 -5.738611 
23 68 -2.464452 -4.066512 -5.044238 -5. 738611 
22 69 -2.535071 -4.066512 -5.044238 -5.738611 
21 70 -2.589428 -4.066512 -5.044238 -5 • 738611 
C - 59 
TABLE C-2 ; I 
I I 
..._ 
TABLE OF LOG R(WID), THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
u 
WY wx D=o2 D=tt4 D=.6 D=.8 
M = 7 N = 7 u 
77 28 Oe439522 0.841012 1.205868 1.535597 J 76 29 0.423240 Oe806259 1.150207 1.456255 
75 30 Q.,406879 00771934 1.096099 1.380416 
74 31 0.390110 o.736994 1.041402 1.304322 
I 73 32 00372977 0.101354 o.985946 1.227617 ~ 72 33 o.354711 0.663624 o.927498 1.147106 
71 34 00335837 Oo 624926 0.867936 1.065580 
70 35 Oa313933 0.580526 0.800302 0.973812 
69 36 0.,297408 Q.,546227 o.746946 0.900093 I 
--68 37 00277693 00505953 o.685206 0.815914 
67 38 Oe258871 0.467479 o.626223 0.135533 
66 39 00238790 Oe426579 o.563711 0.650561 ; I ~ 65 40 00219803 0.387994 00504890 o.570846 
64 41 00199360 Oe346509 0.441703 o.485232 
63 42 00180258 Ott307721 0.382617 0.405214 
62 43 0.160468 Oe267595 0.321591 0.322710 ... 
61 44 Q.,140953 00228098 0.261627 0.241770 
60 45 Oel20694 00187175 0.199609 0.158197 ! 
59 46 Oel0l333 00148121 0.140517 0.078715 i..l 
58 47 0.080923 00107000 0.010350 -0.004859 
57 48 Ott061723 Oe068322 0.019923 -0.083301 
i ! 56 49 00041488 0.027661 -0.041373 -0.165466 
55 50 Oe021837 -00011811 -0.100850 -0.245143 
._j 
54 51 Oe001655 -00052298 -00161783 -0.326681 
53 52 -00017721 -0.091068 -0.219966 -Oe404289 
1. I 
52 53 -00037935 -00131512 -0.280669 -0.485300 ... 
51 54 -00057296 -0.,170224 -0.338732 -0.562722 
50 55 -00077373 -00210293 -0.398723 -0.642592 : I 49 56 -0.,096864 -00249119 -0.456744 -0.719661 l.J 
48 57 -00116930 -·00289110 -0.516533 -0.,799161 
47 58 -00135846 -00326654 -0.,572407 -0.873052 
46 59 -011155987 -00366698 -0.632163 -00952366 I . 
45 60 -00175031 -o., 404483 -0.688413 -1.026829 .. 
44 61 -Oe 194914 -Oe443905 -0.747048 -1.104370 
43 62 -00213989 -00481631 -00803022 -1.178224 
! 42 63 -0.,233241 -0.519614 -0.859219 -1.252122 ... 
41 64 -00251782 Nao O 55 6162 -0.913292 -le323276 
40 65 -Oe271696 -0.595543 -0.971745 -1.,400490 
39 66 -00290104 -0.631793 -1.025347 -1.470913 ·1 : 
38 67 -00309503 ·-0 0 669946 -1.081643 -1.544915 ~ 
37 68 -00327527 -Oo 705252 -1.133495 -le612492 
36 69 -00346452 -00742395 -1.188105 -1.684135 
', ! 
35 70 -0.361742 -00771720 -1.230270 -1.737994 w 
34 71 -00383233 -00814495 -1.294187 -1.823697 
33 72 -0.,401221 -00849550 -1.345757 -10891244 I 
32 73 -Oe418355 ·-0 e 882 851 -·l e394052 -1.953915 ! I ~ 
31 74 -00434380 -Ott913804 "-1.439134 -2.012142 
30 75 -0.,449759 -0.943351 -1 .. 482218 -20066550 I / 
29 76 -00464490 -0.971729 -1.,520007 -2.122067 i i 
28 77 -00479063 -·00999107 -1.561400 -2.163460 ~ 
C - 60 : ) I i 
~ 
TABLE C-2 
- JABLE OF LOG R(WID>, THE COMMON LOGARITHM OF THE RANK-SUM 
.( LIKELIHOOD RATIO UNDER NORMAL SHIFT ALTERNATIVE D 
... .. 
.. 
WY wx D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
- M = 7 N = 7 
77 28 1.831787 2.436633 2.870312 3.345426 
-
76 29 1.725615 2.246855 2.567095 2.688213 
75 30 1.625963 2.077531 2.311876 2.205966 
74 31 10526729 1.912194 2.067588 1.762565 
~ 73 32 le 427248 1.748613 1.828793 1.337746 
72 33 le323263 1.579252 1.583662 o.908370 
71 34 1.218594 1.411101 1.343095 0.492187 
--
70 35 1.101651 1., 225742 1.079804 0.035933 
69 36 10006229 1.069920 0.854083 -0.365134 
68 37 0.898576 0.898623 o.611238 -0.778955 
67 38 0.795877 o.735937 0.382354 -1.157840 
.. 66 39 0.687538 0.564818 0.141402 -1.564608 
65 40 00586255 o. 406611 -0.077883 -1.914571 
64 41 Oe477426 0.235861 -0.317065 -2.317340 
(al 63 42 00375823 0.011334 -0.536856 -2.672060 
62 43 0.271244 -0.085138 -0.761231 -3.032905 
61 44 o.168803 -0.243777 -0.979825 -3.385271 
60 45 0.063188 -0.406820 -1.203998 -3.742818 
\al 59 46 -0.037043 -0.560473 -1.413130 -4.070001 
58 47 -0.142420 -0.722288 -1.634581 -4.421900 
57 48 -0.241133 -0.872702 -1.837888 -4.725716 
lat 56 49 -0.344419 -1.030059 -2.051424 -5.052725 
55 50 -0.444509 -1.182228 -2.257494 -5.372938 
54 51 -0.546824 -1.337367 -2.466814 -5.684561 
... 
53 52 -0.643862 -1.482878 -2.660124 -5.692339 
52 53 -0.745244 -1.635587 -2.865617 -5.692339 
51 54 -0.842051 -1.781091 -3.060279 -5.692339 
50 55 -0.941775 -1.930536 -3.258995 -5.692339 
.. 49 56 -1.037753 -2.073063 -3.447959 -5.692339 
48 57 -1.136898 -2.221245 -3.646535 -5.692339 
47 58 -1.228479 -2.355450 -3.819840 -5.692339 
"- 46 59 -1.327276 -2.502937 -4.017295 -5.692339 
45 60 -1.419689 -2.639769 -4.191451 -5.692339 
44 61 -10515893 -2.781405 -4.385271 -5.692339 
i.. 43 62 -1.607260 -2.915422 -4.558875 -5.692339 
42 63 -1.698337 -3.047257 -4.737453 -5.692339 
41 64 -1.786092 -3.173887 -4.962762 -5.692339 
40 65 -1.881875 -3.319497 -5.188729 -5.692339 
-
39 66 -l.9(>8778 -3.444251 -5.087703 -5.692339 
38 67 -2.059923 -3.580960 -5.087703 -5.692339 
37 68 -2.142236 -3.703337 -5.087703 -5.692339 
-
36 69 -2.230188 -3.811240 -5.087703 -5.692339 
35 70 -2.294188 -3.941571 -5.087703 -5.692339 
34 71 -2.402038 -4.028720 -5.087703 -5.692339 
33 72 -2.483470 -4.309545 -5.087703 -5.692339 
-
32 73 -2.561370 -4.163430 -5.087703 -5.692339 
31 74 -2.619342 -4. 163430 -5.087703 -5.692339 
30 75 -2.686338 -4. 163430 -5.087703 -5.692339 
-
29 76 -2.765520 -4.163430 -5.087703 -5.692339 
28 77 -2.862430 -4.163430 -5.087703 -5.692339 
-
C - 61 
'[ 
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TABLE D 
.. . 
f u P(N 1 ; M,N,R,D) . 
R N, D=O D=o2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 u 
M = 1, N = 1 
o.714196 I : 1 1 00500000 00556231 00611351 o.664313 I I ~ 
M = 2, N = 1 
I I 
1 1 0.333333 00391392 0.451875 o.513387 o.574469 ~ 
M = 3, N = 1 i i I ! 
~ 
1 1 00250000 00304081 00362696 0.424578 0.488231 




M = 2, N = 2 
1 1 00500000 o.568285 0.634566 0.697016 o.754136 i i 
2 2 00166667 00214500 00269184 0.329757 00394803 ~ 
2 1 00833333 00873856 00907090 0.933464 0.953710 
M = 4, N = 1 
, I 
~ 
1 1 0.200000 00249631 00305001 o.365088 0.428526 
I 
2 1 00400000 00467431 00535778 0.603049 o.667347 : i ~ 
M = 3, N = 2 
: I 
1 1 00400000 00471007 00542928 0.613417 0.680270 u 
2 2 0ol00000 00137155 00182463 0.235740 0.296192 
2 1 0.100000 00762841 00817841 o.864214 0.901868 
, I 
.i M = 5, N = 1 
' 1 1 00166667 00212274 00264317 0.322024 00384213 J 2 1 00333333 0.399060 00467740 o.537347 0.605776 
3 1 00500000 00569987 00637836 00701603 00759702 
. I 
M = 4, N = 2 I I ~ 
1 1 00333333 00403300 00476522 0.550516 0.622124 
2 2 041066667 00095962 0.133481 0.179661 0.234328 w 2 1 00600000 00674127 00742149 Oe802121 o.852909 
3 2 0.200000 00260735 00329408 0.403977 00481784 
3 1 00800000 00851554 00893533 o.926306 00950827 J 
u 
, I 
I ' J 





' (' P(N 1 ~ M,N,R,D) ... ~ 
' 
R N, D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
Ii.-
M = 1, N = 1 
I.I 1 1 0.760250 0.855578 0.921350 o.983053 
M = 2 9 N = 1 
~ 1 1 0.633702 o.765812 0.865767 o.968795 
M = 3, N = 1 
.... 
1 1 o.ss2031 o.701863 o.822793 o.956374 
2 1 00797043 0.893710 0.951716 0.993638 
-
M = 2, N = 2 
1 1 0.804859 0.900933 0.956619 0.994725 
'- 2 2 o.462545 0.630691 o.774916 o.942866 
2 1 00968737 0.989754 o.997249 o.999894 
I.I M = 4, N = 1 
1 1 0.493699 0.652865 o.787839 0.945311 
I.I 2 1 00727029 0.848857 o.927655 0.989564 
M = 3, N = 2 
.... 1 1 00741635 0.863588 o.938419 o.992235 
2 2 00362428 0.540137 0.101166 0.920514 
2 1 0.931306 0.975624 0.993011 o.999706 
.... 
M = 5, .N = 1 
1 1 00449365 0.613555 o.758452 0.935305 
.. 2 1 0.671035 0.810105 0.905389 o.985338 
3 1 0.811021 o. 906984 0.961054 0.995902 
lw M = 4, N = 2 
1 1 0.690777 0.831427 0.921911 0.989829 
lal 2 2 0.296621 0.,474302 0.653767 o.900794 2 1 00894210 0.960069 0.987946 0.999453 
3 2 o.559849 o.737644 o.867363 0.979674 










p C N, ; M,N,R,D) . I 
. la.I 
' 
R N, D=O D=.2 D=e4 D=.6 D=.8 w 
M = 3, N = 3 
: l 
1 1 o .. 500000 0.,575567 0.,648402 o.716073 0.776691 I ~ 
·2 2 00200000 0.261888 0.331982 0.408106 0.487428 
2 1 o.800000 00852365 o.894806 0.927738 o.952195 
3 3 00050000 00074789 0.107703 0.149556 0.200574 I 
...J 3 2 o.500000 o.583792 0.663911 o.737165 o.ao1214 
3 1 00950000 00967863 00980168 o.988265 0.993349 
M = 6, N = 1 :J 
1 1 00142857 00184978 0.233936 0.289188 0.349745 
2 1 0.285714 0.348752 0.416220 0.486201 0.556555 ~ 
3 l 0.428571 00499678 o.5101ao 0.639637 0.104220 
M = 5, N = 2 ~ 
1 1 0.285714 0.353299 0.425907 0.501126 o.576263 
2 2 00047619 00071249 0.102726 0.142921 0.192163 w 2 1 o.523810 00603305 00678978 o.748073 0.808566 
3 2 Oo 142857 00194815 0.256501 0.326620 0.402987 
3 1 0.714286 o.780360 0"836905 o.883193 0.919424 
i..J 
M = 4, N = 3 
1 1 0.428571 Oe506730 00584621 0.659247 00727993 w 2 2 o. 142857 0.196440 0.260322 0.333053 0.412185 
2 1 00714286 00782076 0.839743 00886549 o.922785 
3 3 00028571 00045723 0.,070060 00102964 0.145400 ', j 
3 2 00371429 00458231 00546962 o.633265 0.113151 -.J 
3 1 Oe885714 00922655 00949869 o.968927 0.981605 
l i 
M = 7, N = 1 I a... 
1 1 0.125000 Oal64122 0.,210302 0.263200 0.322010 
2 1 00250000 00310117 Oe375739 0.445115 Oe516157 t 
3 1 0.375000 00445337 0.,517422 o.588918 0.657549 ~ 
4 1 o.sooooo 00572131 00641924 0.101262 o.766448 
, I 
M = 6, N = 2 u 
1 1 00250000 0.314775 0.385896 0.461117 o.537749 
I I 
2 2 00035714 00055182 00081977 0-,117259 0.161741 I • u 2 1 00464286 00545919 00625967 0.101111 0.,768836 
3 2 0.101143 Ot1151584 0.,206473 0.271232 0.344273 
3 1 00642857 00718077 00785001 o.841878 Oe888025 I ' j 
4 2 00214286 00281278 0.356558 0.437396 0.520414 ~ 
4 1 00785714 00842643 o.888808 o.924509 o.950823 
I ' I I 
...i 
D - 4 u 
-- TABLE D 
... • 
~ P(N 1 ; M,N,R,D) .. .. 
R N, D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 0=3.0 
... 
M = 3, N = 3 
-
1 1 0.829060 0.922385 0.910450 0.997412 
2 2 o.566785 o.745993 0.874358 o.981760 
-L_, 2 1 0.969572 0.991735 0.998262 o.999965 
~ 3 3 00260249 0.437210 o.623570 o.889891 3 2 00854772 0.943403 o.982526 o.999188 
3 1 0.996393 0.999360 0.999916 0.999999 
ial M = 6, N = 1 
1 1 0.414216 o.580994 o.733157 o.926149 
... 2 1 00625108 o.776361 o.884925 o.901oa3 
3 1 0.762888 0.877593 o.946317 0.993848 
M = 5, N = 2 
'-
1 1 0.648638 0.803241 o.906789 0.987499 
2 2 00250091 o. 423869 ·0.610114 0.883110 
... 2 1 00859331 0.944175 0.,982396 o.999147 
3 2 Oe482738 00676035 0.020302 o.971528 
3 1 00946527 0.983911 o.996273 0.999912 
-
M = 4, N = 3 
1 1 Oe788903 0.901353 o.961664 o.996652 
.i 2 2 0.494525 0.691577 o.842404 0.976182 
2 1 00949532 00985483 0.996809 0.999933 
3 3 Oel97668 00365664 o.559449 o.863100 
I:..) 3 2 0.783565 0.909242 0.910221 o.998494 
3 1 00989612 00997988 o.999715 0.99999a 
.. M = 7, N = 1 
1 1 00385481 Oo553379 0.110990 o.917697 
2 1 00586627 o.746679 0.866109 o.976861 
... 3 1 0.721311 0.850566 00931963 o.991636 
4 1 0.818323 0.913628 Oe965455 o.996798 
.. M = 6, N = 2 
1 1 00612942 Oe778198 0.092031 0.905239 
2 2 0.215490 0.383789 o.573483 o.867059 
'- 2 1 Oe827120 00928455 o.976578 o.998798 
3 2 Oo 423097 Oo 624267 o.793271 0.963367 
3 1 0 .. 923755 00975615 0.994031 o.999846 
.... 4 2 Oe 602020 o. 779570 0.898603 0.987851 
4 1 00969300 00992206 0.998514 o.999978 
'-







l I l p C N,; M,N,R,D) .. 4 ! ~ 
~ 
---· 
R N, D=0 D=.2 D=e4 D=.6 D=.8 : 1 ! \ 
t.J 
M = 5, N = 3 
1 1 0-,375000 0.453271 o.533452 0.612267 o.686609 I I w 
2 2 00107143 00153355 0e210818 0.278845 0.355572 
2 1 0.642857 00720568 o.789299 o.847168 0.893529 
I .j 
3 3 0.017857 0.030196 0.048680 0.014959 0.110459 ~ 3 2 00285714 00368781 0.458338 o.549884 0.638640 
3 1 0.821429 0e874338 0.915408 o.945621 o.966670 
4 3 0.071429 0.107833 0.,155583 0.214987 o.285161 / 
4 2 00500000 o.592405 0.679897 0.758337 o.a24934 ~ 
4 1 0.928571 0.954866 0.972843 o.984465 o.991563 
M = 4, N = 4 
.... 
1 1 o.500000 0.,580775 0.658198 0.129341 0.192035 
2 2 00214286 00284596 00363891 0.448965 0.535868 
2 1 00785714 00844979 0.892437 0.928523 0.954569 
--3 3 0.071429 00108284 0.156753 0.217142 0.288503 
3 2 o.500000 00593365 00681659 0.760627 0.021433 
3 1 00928571 0.,955093 0.973138 o.984736 0.991772 : 
-4 4 0.014286 0e024869 00041163 0.064905 0.097699 
4 3 00242857 0.323096 00412264 0.505904 0.598882 
4 2 0-,757143 0o 825340 0.880062 0.921501 0.951106 
4 1 0.985714 0.992212 0.995978 o.998035 0.999093 .... 
M = 8, N = 1 
~ 
1 1 0ellllll 00147643 00191343 0.242045 0.299112 
2 1 0,,222222 0e279475 00343018 0.411287 0.482298 I : 
3 1 0.,333333 00402043 00473903 00546599 0.617735 I 
4 1 00444444 0.517495 o.589953 0.659450 0.123904 ~ 
M = 7, N = 2 
... 
1 1 0,,222222 0.,284133 0.353377 0 .427924 o.505163 
2 2 00027778 00044111 00067228 0.098476 0.138857 1. i 
2 1 00416667 00498628 00581008 0.660278 o.733264 ... 
3 2 00083333 00121607 0,,170470 0.229952 0.299050 
3 1 00583333 00664148 00738364 0.803405 o.a57766 
4 2 0.166667 0e226527 00296480 0.374431 00457332 













~ p ( N, ; M,N,R,D) .. 
.. 
R NI D=l.O D=L,5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
ml 
M = 5, N = 3 
-' 
1 1 00753915 0.882063 0.953308 0.995843 
2 2 0.438086 0.645595 o.813753 0.970812 
2 1 00928856 o. 978509 0.995088 0.999891 
3 3 0.156094 00313006 o.508295 0.839260 
-
3 2 0.720283 0.875506 0.957011 0.997660 
3 1 0.980547 0.995944 0.999390 0.999995 
4 3 0.363966 0.576299 o.764067 0.958462 
-
4 2 0.878488 00959844 0.990031 0.999745 
4 1 00995655 00999350 0.999932 1.000000 
-
M = 4, N = 4 
1 1 0.845046 0.935222 o.977716 0.998508 
2 2 0.620472 00799745 0.913506 0.991084 
-
2 1 0.972408 0.993533 0.998874 0.999986 
3 3 0.368579 o.583410 0.111303 0.961279 
3 2 00880904 00961334 Oe990613 0.999772 
.. 3 1 0.995797 00999385 0.999937 1.000000 
4 4 0.140698 0.293083 0.488831 o.830374 
4 3 00686226 0.857150 o.949829 0.997217 
-' 
4 2 0.971056 00993794 0.999050 0.999992 
4 1 0.999606 0 .. 999962 o.999998 1.000000 
M = 8 9 N = 1 
~ 
1 1 0.361434 00529532 o.691318 00909839 
2 1 o.553a12 0.120313 o.848759 0.972708 
--
3 1 00685074 00825777 Oe918160 0.989322 
4 1 0.781707 00891883 Oe954969 0.995492 
M = 7 9 N = 2 
... 
1 1 o.582176 o.755705 o.879866 o.983044 
2 2 0.188786 0.351054 o.542131 o.852351 
... 2 1 00797538 00913156 0.970627 00998413 
3 2 0.375717 0.580201 o.761592 0.955309 
3 1 0.901074 0.,966702 0.991457 0.999761 









p ( N t ; M,N,R,D) I ! ~ 
R N, D=O D=.2 D=e4 D=.6 D=.8 
... 
M = 6, N = 3 
1 1 00333333 0.410476 0.491362 0.572630 o.650864 
'1 ( 
.., 
2 2 0.083333 0.123373 0.174963 0.238093 0.31151a 
2 1 o.583333 Oe667247 0.143901 o.a10452 o.865335 
3 3 0.011905 0.021086 0.035484 0.056842 0.086853 
.... 3 2 00226190 0.303263 00390098 0.482609 o.575838 
3 1 Oe761905 0.827208 0.880093 0.920599 o.949916 
4 3 0.047619 0.075744 Oell4660 0.165543 0.228491 I 
4 2 Ocs404762 0.499816 o.594818 0.684436 o.764244 ... 
4 1 00880952 Oe1921468 0.950723 00970644 0.983423 ,,-
M = 5, N = 4 iaalll 
1 1 0.444444 00527572 Oe609491 0.686700 o.756319 
2 2 00166667 00230367 0.,305336 0.388968 0.477480 
2 1 00722222 o.793585 0.853027 o.899907 o.934899 ... 
3 3 00047619 0.076343 0.116301 0.168723 0.233663 
3 2 Oo 404762 0.,501514 00598114 Oe688950 o.769417 
3 1 00880952 Oe922070 Oe951552 0.971448 Oe984074 I.a 
4 4 0.007937 00014813 0.026139 0.043704 0.069392 
4 3 0.166667 00236047 0.318562 Oe410819 o.507862 
4 2 0 e642857 Oo 731142 00806977 0 e868142 0.914457 ! 
4 1 Oe960317 Oe977109 00987529 0.993595 o.996904 -
M = 9 7 N = 1 I i 
~ 
1 1 0.100000 Oct 134279 Oel75765 0.224440 0.279822 
2 1 0.200000 00254552 Ott315970 0.382882 0.453430 
3 1 00300000 Oe366708 00437686 0.510104 o.583335 
-4 1 00400000 00472713 00546338 Oe618388 o.686536 
5 1 00500000 0.573472 0.,644472 0.110111 o.770614 
\ I 
M = 7 7 N = 3 ... 
1 1 00300000 00375394 00456050 o.538640 o.619580 
I 
2 2 0.066667 Octl01610 Oel48032 00206492 0.276329 ... 
2 1 0«>533333 00620964 0.103231 Oe776567 o.838568 
3 3 00008333 0«>015361 0.026826 o.044469 0.010121 
3 2 Oel83333 Oe253955 00336549 0.,427700 00522656 i ! 
3 1 00708333 o.782955 0.845562 00895167 0.932253 ~ 
4 3 0.033333 00055433 0.087431 0.131078 0.187247 
4 2 00333333 Oct426534 00523970 00619880 o.1oa191 I 
4 1 Oe833333 0.886211 0.926136 o.954508 o.973468 ~ 
5 3 00083333 0.126523 00182734 00251706 0.331602 
5 2 00500000 Oe597525 0.689282 00770510 0.838181 
5 1 00916667 0.947910 00969164 0.982745 Oe990889 i .. 
i j 
... 
D - 8 I I : ! 
~ 
- TABLE D 
... 
P(NI; M,N,R,D) 
R N1 D=l.O D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 ~ 
M = 6, N = 3 
.. l 1 0.723036 o. 864256 o.945337 0.995043 
2 2 o.392754 0.606081 o.1a1a21 o.965632 
2 1 0.908306 o.971098 o.993161 o.999841 
~ 3 3 0.126858 0.272644 o.466314 o.a11113 3 2 0.664746 0.843168 o.943413 o.996713 
3 l 0.969954 0.993331 o.998943 0.999991 
4 3 o. 302273 o.514816 0.110200 0.946694 
--
4 2 0.831356 0.940184 0.904206 0.999555 
4 1 0.991140 0.998557 o.999837 0.999999 
I M = 5, N = 4 .. 
1 1 0.816405 0.921503 o.972591 0.998141 
... 
2 2 Oe566443 o.763745 0.895458 o.9aa947 
2 1 00959611 0.990098 o.998219 0.999977 
3 3 0.309729 o.527445 0.132041 o.952677 
3 2 0.836588 0.943743 o.985697 o.999632 
_, 3 1 0.991604 0.998686 o.999asa 0.999999 
4 4 Oe 104882 0.241526 0.433710 0.801454 
4 3 0.603978 0.807270 0.928324 o.995689 
--
4 2 0.947378 Oe987719 o.997987 0.999902 
4 1 0.998593 0.999852 0.999990 1.000000 
M = 9, N = 1 
- 1 l o.340936 0.508638 o.673645 o.9024aa 
2 1 Oe525417 0.696685 0.032100 o.968639 
'. I 3 1 0.653193 0.803010 o.904965 o.986946 
- 4 1 0.748834 0.871310 0.944550 o.994074 
5 1 0.822799 0.917598 o.967992 o.997264 
-
M = 7, N = 3 
1 1 0.695497 Oe847726 o.937714 o.994253 
--
2 2 o.355535 00571662 o.764168 o.960625 
2 1 0.888272 0.963438 0.991012 o.999784 
3 3 o.1os411 00240750 0.431112 0.190214 
-
3 2 0.616010 o.a12s92 o.929735 o.995672 
3 1 0.958392 00990249 o.998381 0.999985 
4 3 0.255540 0.464006 o.611s20 0.935120 
4 2 0.786437 0.919607 o.977608 0.999314 
-
4 1 0.985370 0.997440 o.999693 0.999999 
5 3 0.41910s 0.641843 o.a19901 o.975609 
5 2 0.891247 o.967619 o.993004 o.999877 
--
5 1 o.995467 0.999396 o.999946 1.000000 
.ii 




p (NI ; M,N,R,D) i, I ~ 
R NI D=O D=.2 D=o4 0=.6 0=.s I I I 1 
ial 
M = 6, N = 4 
, I 
1 1 o.400000 Oe483736 00568244 o.649670 0.124588 I :, 
2 2 00133333 o.190695 Oe260717 0.341509 0.429693 
.... 
2 1 Oe666667 o.746755 0.815726 o.s11a49 Oe914976 
3 3 0 .• 033333 0.056052 0.089208 0.134676 0.1-93343 I 
3 2 0.3'33333 00428725 Oe528427 o.626262 o.716413 I.I 
3 1 0.o.833333 o.a·s1241 0.927629 o.956023 o.974746 
4 4 Oe004762 0.009430 0.011576 0.030897 0.051356 
4 3 Oell9048 0.111801 0.251768 0.338956 0+435262 j I ~ 
4 2 Oe547619 00647092 0.737486 0.814327 0.-875425 
4 1 0.928571 00956893 0.975475 o.986873 0 ... 993401 
5 4 0.0239.10 0.0417·26 00068958 00107739 0.159568 I \ ; 
5 3 0,0261905 o .• 352540 00452149 00554544 0.653063 ... 
5 2 00738095 00815191 0$876468 00921957 0.953488 
5 1 00976190 00987217 00993556 o.996956 0.998655 ; i ~ 
M = 5, N = 5 
I 
1 1 00500000 Oe584818 0.665739 o. 7394·11 0.803472 J 
2 2 00222222 0~298592 0.384496 o .• 475827 0.,,1106 
2 1 00777778 0.841888 00892672 o.930609 o.951328 
3 3 00083333 00128029 0.186595 0.258681 0.342142 
3 2 Oe5OOOOO 00600374 0.694450 0.111100 0.845184 ... 
3·· 1 00916667 0.948668 Oe970138 o.983624 00991548 
4 4 0.023910 00041886 00069438 0.108751 0.161344 \ I 
4 3 O-o-2619O5 00353224 00453609 00556725 0.655768 w 
4 2 O,0738O95 00815679 Oo-877208 0.922142 0.95411a 
4 1 0:0976190 o:.9a1.21s O-o.993619 00997003 00998684 
' I 
5 5 OeOO3968 00·008045 00"015315 00027442 0.046403 I I w 
5 4 -O·e·l03175 00157929 00228530 o·.3.13s4a 0.40925-9 
5 3 O.o-5OOOOO 0-,604336 00701631 o.1·&6242 0.854875 
5 2 O08-9682S o,.,936446 o~ 963171 0,.97-9962 0.989781 ' : I ; 
5 1 O.996O32 O.998166 00999208 O.999681 o.999aao .. 
M = 10, N = 1 ' i 
I 
-l l 0 0 09 0909 (),123214 0.162716 0.209529 0.263305 
2 1 o.1a1A1s 0.233864 o. 293203 o.358645 0.428469 
3 l 0,272727 o.337301 00407038 0.479831 0.553275 • I 
4 1 00363636 00435325 00509197 0 .582740 0.653475 .. 






I I . 
w 




~ P(N 1 ; M,N,R,D) 
R N, D=loO D=l.5 D=2.0 D=3.0 
M = 6, N = 4 
1 1 0.790434 o.908547 o.967618 o.997776 
2 2 Oe520842 00731386 o.878495 o.986844 
2 1 00946259 o. 986284 o.997456 o.999967 
~ 3 3 00264666 00480776 o.697146 0.944420 3 2 00794450 o. 925543 o.980274 o.999465 
3 1 0.,986317 00997726 0.999743 0.999999 
4 4 0.080922 0.203266 o.389369 0.115551 
4 3 Os535043 00760793 o.906552 o.993961 
4 2 00920865 00980145 o.996544 0.999966 
4 1 Oe996890 00999645 0.999974 1.000000 
.... 
5 4 0.224682 0.432824 o.655416 o.930938 
5 3 00741846 0.900223 o.971868 0.999145 
5 2 Oe973891 Oc,995293 0.999429 0.999997 
5 1 00999445 00999955 o.999998 1.000000 
M = 5, N = 5 
: ' 1 1 00856685 00943871 o.9021so 0.999006 .. 
2 2 0.655283 0.832031 Oe934353 o.994681 
2 1 00975067 0.,994820 o.999226 0.999994 
I 3 3 00433183 0.,661316 o.837115 o.980345 
-
3 2 0.897789 0.971207 o.994188 0.999913 
3 1 Oe995900 00999491 Oe999958 leOOOOOO 
4 4 00227426 Oe438198 Oe662002 0.934231 
4 3 00744786 Oe902548 0.972962 0.999210 
4 2 00974420 Oe995464 00999460 o.999998 
4 1 00999461 0.999957 Oe999998 1.000000 
5 5 00074246 Oel92358 o.376637 o.768260 
5 4 00510105 00743751 o.898566 0.993341 
5 3 Oe906815 0.976102 o.995776 0.999958 
5 2 00995123 Oe999430 Oe999957 1.000000 
5 1 0.999958 00999998 1.000000 1.000000 
M = 10, N = 1 
1 1 00323201 00490114 o.657631 00895580 
2 1 00500546 00675346 0.817779 00964666 
3 1 00624900 o.1a2043 o.a92304 0.984535 
4 1 00719210 Os851932 Oe934319 0.992573 
5 1 00793272 00900378 Oe959897 o.996327 





P{Nl; M,N,R,D) . ' f u 
~ 
R NI D=O D=.,2 D=o4 D=.6 D=.8 u 
M = 7, N = 4 
\ i 
1 1 0.363636 00446949 00532797 0.617139 o.696143 u 
2 2 0.109091 Ocl60729 00225806 00303145 0.389892 
2 1 0.618182 00704456 Oe780921 o.844858 o.895257 
; t 3 3 0.,024242 00042490 0.010251 0.109838 0.162765 u 3 2 0.278788 00370490 0.470186 o.571693 0.668501 
3 1 0.787879 00852503 0.902739 0.939328 o.964272 
4 4 Oe003030 00006318 00012349 0.022679 0.039239 i i 
i I 4 3 Oe087879 00137419 00202911 0.283707 o.376812 .... 
4 2 00469697 o.574314 Oc,674030 o.762683 o.836194 
4 1 Qc,893939 0.933572 Oe960816 o.978282 o.988713 I i 5 4 Oe015152 00028104 0.,048937 0.080202 0.124059 ~ 
5 3 Oel96970 Oe278754 0.373910 0.477078 o.581389 
5 2 0.,,651515 Oe744129 0.,822095 o.883187 o.927734 
5 1 00954545 Oe974384 0.986469 o.993316 Oe996918 ! i u 
M = 6, N = 5 
, I 
I . 
1 1 00454545 o.541491 00626445 0.105496 o.775575 iiiJ 
2 2 Oel81818 Oe252715 0.335437 0.426368 0.520638 
2 1 00727273 00801449 00862210 0.909032 0.942959 ' i 
3 3 00060606 Oe097666 00148638 0.214222 0.293277 I I 
3 2 Oo 424242 0.527978 o.629792 0.123121 0.803044 u 
3 1 00878788 Oe922.767 0.953595 0.973764 o.986067 
4 4 00015152 0.028309 00049587 0,,081646 0.126721 1 I I i 
4 3 00196970 Oe279846 00376381 00480973 0,,586468 ... 
4 2 00651515 0&745167 00823766 0.885060 o.929464 
4 1 00954545 00974569 0.,986681 0.993485 0.991029 ; i' 
5 5 00002165 Oct004711 Oe009573 o.01a209 Oe032515 r I ~ 
5 4 Oe067100 00109770 00168693 0.,244278 0.334459 
5 3 Oe391775 00499980 0.608067 o.1oa229 0.794368 
5 2 0.824675 00886191 Oe 930650 o.960424 o.91aa91 r I 
5 1 0-,987013 Oe993628 Oe997088 o.998763 0.999512 .... 
M = 11, N = 1 I I 
u 
1 1 01>083333 00113895 00151613 0.196713 0.248973 
2 1 Oel66667 00216406 00273750 0$337686 0.406629 : i 3 1 01>250000 00312429 00380739 0.452961 o.526747 ~ 4 1 Oe1333333 00403626 0.,477169 0.551484 0.624015 
5 1 Oe416667 00490800 Oe565247 o.637437 0.105031 






D ·- 12 I I 
-..I 
- TABLE D 
... .. 
PCN 1 ; M9N,R90) 
R N, D=leO D=l.5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
.. 
M = 7, N = 4 
... 1 1 0,,766725 o.896273 0$962787 0.997413 
2 2 Oe481814 0.102085 o.862497 0.984772 
2 1 0.932692 Oe982187 0.996603 0.999954 
-
3 3 0.229255 0.441239 o,,665839 0.936478 
3 2 0.755010 0.907191 o.974481 0.999273 
3 1 0.980174 0.996525 0.999590 0.999998 
4 4 Q.,064130 Oel73920 0.352870 0.752125 
I.; 4 3 0.477130 0.111993 0,,884989 0.992071 
4 2 0.893048 Oe971422 0.994755 0.999944 
4 1 Oe994509 0.999328 0,,999947 1.000000 
-.ii 5 4 0.181676 0.379343 0.608364 o.916147 
5 3 00679826 0.867793 0.960461 0.998684 
5 2 00957954 Oe991775 Oe998930 0.999995 
5 1 Oe998676 00999883 0.999994 1.000000 
~ 
M = 6, N = 5 
-
1 1 00834808 00934108 o.978805 0.998809 
2 2 00612938 0 e 806303 0,,922870 0.993644 
2 1 Oe966070 0.992686 o.998879 0.999990 
.. 3 3 00382699 Oe6l9010 0.811932 0.976644 
3 2 00867012 Oe960674 o.991767 0.999871 
3 1 Oe993061 00999089 0.999922 1.000000 
4 4 0 .. 185978 0.388619 0.620623 o.922938 
... 4 3 Oe685607 0.872846 0.963034 Oe998855 
4 2 00959345 0.992273 Oa999029 0.999996 
4 1 00998739 00999893 0.999994 1.000000 
.. 5 5 00054658 00156928 o.331556 0.738712 
5 4 00434668 00686091 o.868898 0.990698 
5 3 00863145 Oe961953 Oe992817 00999921 
5 2 Oe989494 o.998655 0,,999891 1.000000 
.. 5 1 Oe999822 Oe999990 1.000000 leOOOOOO 
M = 11, N = 1 
I.; 
1 1 0.307668 Oe473532 0,,643007 0.,889059 
2 1 Oe478536 00655940 0.803863 0.960790 
... 3 1 Oe599592 Oe762670 o.8ao400 00982107 
4 1 00692388 00833704 00924342 0.991008 
5 1 00766147 00883831 0,,951780 Oe995311 










P(N 1 ; M,N,R,D) 
. I I 
~ 
R NI D=O D=.2 D=o4 D=.6 D=.8 u 
M = 7, N = 5 
\ : 
' I 
1 1 00416667 o.504447 o.592041 0.675143 0.150122 ~ 
2 2 00151515 0.216960 00295825 o.385123 0.480226 
2 l 00681818 o. 763 758 0.832874 o.887613 o.928294 
: I 3 3 0.045455 Q.,076384 0.120777 0.180179 0.254392 
3 2 0.363636 0.467245 00573107 o.673836 00763110 .... 
3 1 00840909 00895676 Oe935548 0.962577 o.979621 
4 4 0.,010101 0.019895 0.036577 o.062943 0.101681 J 4 3 Oel51515 00225356 0.315804 0.418480 o.526587 
4 2 00575758 0.679809 o.111so2 o.846333 o.902877 
4 1 0.929293 00958888 o.977658 o.988679 o.994662 
5 5 00001263 0.002924 00006292 0.012613 0.023629 .... 
5 4 0.045455 00078795 0.127649 0.193859 0.276962 
5 3 0.310606 00416072 o.527821 o.637207 0.736170 
I I 5 2 00752525 00832310 00893451 o.936695 o.964913 I I 
5 1 0.973485 00986329 o.993449 o.997089 0.998803 u 
6 5 00007576 00015432 00029259 0.051787 0.085833 
6 4 0.121212 00187209 0.271303 0.370325 0.478201 
6 3 0.500000 00611857 0.115061 o.802925 o.871964 J 
6 2 011878788 0.926601 o.958549 o.978221 0.989375 
6 1 0.992424 0.996548 0.998543 0.999432 o.999796 
I I 
I 
M = 6, N = 6 .. 
1 1 0.500000 00588113 0.671844 00747483 0.812483 I I 
2 2 00227273 o. 3083 84 00399452 0.495560 o.591036 ... 
2 1 00772727 00840555 00893765 0.932901 o.959881 
3 3 00090909 00141377 0.207408 0.287982 o.379843 
3 2 00500000 0.605918 o.704436 00789687 o.858346 ' i ~ 
3 1 00909091 00945011 00968788 o.983410 o.991756 
4 4 0.030303 0.053955 0.089869 0.140462 0.206711 
I 
4 3 00272727 0.372098 0.480504 Oe589988 o.692440 I I I 
4 2 00727273 00811546 0.877631 0.925534 0.957622 ~ 
4 1 00969697 00984123 00992258 o.996494 0.998529 
5 5 00007576 00015486 00029446 0.052238 0.086726 : I 
5 4 00121212 0.187595 00272257 0.371958 00480495 11.i 
5 3 0.500000 00612408 Oo 716035 · 0.804112 o.873148 
5 2 00878788 0.926798 o.958798 o.978437 o.989528 
l ! 5 1 00992424 00996562 00998556 0.999440 0.999800 ~ 
6 6 00001082 00002556 00005598 0.011404 0.021673 
6 5 0.040043 00070858 0.116911 0.180438 Oe261440 
6 4 0.,283550 00387552 0.500099 o.612346 Oe715587 u 6 3 00716450 00804976 00874354 0.924399 0.957618 
6 2 00959957 00978960 0.,989747 0.995377 o.998075 












P(N 1 ; M,N9R,D) 
, 
R NI D=l.O D=L,5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
.. 
M = 7, N = 5 
.. 1 1 Oe814501 o. 924736 0.975525 0.998613 
2 2 o.575620 o. 782420 0.911833 0.992614 
2 1 00956655 0.,990334 o.998481 0.999987 
3 3 o.341105 o.581582 o.788492 0.973010 
... 3 2 Oa836843 o. 949599 o.989089 0.999823 
3 1 0.989609 0.998565 0.999872 1.000000 
4 4 0.154689 0.347678 0.504011 0.912124 
.. 4 3 00632262 00843579 o.952570 0.998448 
4 2 Oe942434 00988361 0.998464 0.999993 
4 1 00997663 0.999787 o.999988 1.000000 
_, 5 5 00041490 0.130481 0.295070 0.712126 
5 4 Oe373709 00634269 0.039934 0.987820 
5 3 Oe818968 00946013 0.909192 0.999871 
5 2 Oe981893 0.997489 0.999783 1.000000 
... 5 1 0~999546 00999972 00999999 L,000000 
6 5 00133668 0.315612 o.550471 0.898229 
6 4 00587064 00815646 00941306 0.997893 
... 6 3 00922047 0.983206 00997651 0.999988 
6 2 Oe995195 0.999530 0,,999972 1.000000 
6 1 Oe999932 00999997 loOOOOOO 1.000000 
w M = 69 N = 6 
1 1 Oe865677 0.950140 Oe985119 011999283 
~ 2 2 00680466 00853946 0.947231 o.996438 
2 1 Oe977316 00995744 0.999440 0.999997 
3 3 00477881 0.111011 o.874148 0.988054 
tali 3 2 00909841 00977397 0.996071 0.999960 
3 1 00996176 00999588 Oe999972 1.000000 
4 4 Oti287516 00527002 o.749716 o.965233 
4 3 00781354 0.,927227 0.983160 0.999694 
~ 4 2 00977484 Oe996596 o.999671 0.999999 
4 1 00999429 Oe999962 0.999998 1.000000 
5 5 0.135209 00319428 o.556077 0.901790 
... 5 4 o. 589859 0.818464 00942907 0.998015 
5 3 Q.,923066 0.983628 0.997745 o.999989 
5 2 0.995289 00999546 o.999974 1.000000 
...; 5 1 00999934 0.999997 1.000000 1.000000 
6 6 00038548 Oe 124428 Oe286652 o.706096 
6 5 00357072 Oa619905 o.831893 0.987039 
6 4 00803223 0.,940278 o.987890 o.999854 
-
6 3 00977905 0.996873 Oe999726 1.000000 
6 2 00999261 00999953 0.999998 1.000000 
6 1 00999996 loOOOOOO leOOOOOO 1.000000 
j_, 
-' 
D - 15 
-
TABLE D 
p (NI' M,N,R,D) 
R N, D=O D=.2 D=o4 
M = 12, N = 1 
1 1 00076923 0.105934 0.142039 
2 1 00153846 0.,201466 0.256920 
3 1 00230769 o.,291107 00357902 
4 1 o. 307692 0.376395 00449247 
5 1 00384615 0.458086 o.533013 
6 1 00461538 Oe536600 0.610375 
M = 7" N = 6 
1 1 0.461538 00551587 00638973 
2 2 00192308 00268747 0.357378 
2 1 0.730769 0.807269 0.869070 
3 3 00069930 00113385 0.112120 
3 2 00437063 o.546204 o.651895 
3 1 00877622 0.923771 00955500 
4 4 0.020979 0.039384 Oe068835 
4 3 0.,216783 00309329 0.415533 
4 2 00657343 0.755202 00835788 
4 1 0..,951049 00973331 Oe986505 
5 5 Oe004662 0.010150 0.020448 
5 4 Oe086247 0.,141384 0.216075 
5 3 00412587 o.529023 o.642930 
5 2 0e820513 00886671 0.933422 
5 1 00983683 0.992216 0.996573 
6 6 o.ooo5a3 Oe001479 Oe003460 
6 5 00025058 00047500 0.083436 
6 4 00208625 00303122 00412711 
6 3 00616550 00723589 00813507 
6 2 00922494 0.956894 00977829 
6 1 00995921 00998300 0.999349 








































































P(N 1 ; M,N,R,D) 
.. 
R 'N D=l.O D=l.5 D=2.0 0=3.0 
... 
I 
M = 12, N = 1 
: 1 1 0.293921 0.458563 0.629568 0.882881 ~ 
2 1 00458885 0.638187 o.790839 0.957012 
3 1 00576794 o.744707 0.868983 0.979677 
4 1 00667988 0.816557 0.914652 o.989397 
.... 5 1 00741189 00868000 Oe943721 0.994230 
6 1 Of)801089 00905993 0.963062 0.996823 
I 
u M = 7 9 N = 6 
1 1 00848191 00942779 0.982767 0.999165 
lai 2 2 0.646047 00834524 o.939317 0.995854 
2 1 00970590 0.994307 0.999235 00999995 
3 3 00434765 00678212 o.856866 0.986133 
3 2 00886977 0.,970472 Oe994713 00999944 
--
3 1 00994131 0.999337 0.999953 1.000000 
4 4 00247444 00484952 0.120110 0.959886 
4 3 0.736573 0.907851 Oe977839 00999580 
i... 4 2 00966999 00994708 0.999466 0.999999 
4 1 00998902 00999922 0.999997 leOOOOOO 
5 5 0.,108312 00279041 o.516047 0.888243 
5 4 0.527950 Oe 779307 Oe927301 0.997316 
-
5 3 00893305 Oe975668 00996461 00999981 
5 2 00991465 0.999112 o.999945 1.000000 
5 1 00999823 00999992 1.000000 1.000000 
... 6 6 Q.,028126 Oal00769 0.250874 0.676902 
6 5 00296589 Oe561751 o.796251 o.9a3012 
6 4 0.744632 00916359 Oe981924 0.999762 
.. 6 3 00962748 Oe994241 0.999458 Oe999999 
6 2 0.998157 00999871 0.999995 leOOOOOO 












PCN 1 ; M,N9R 9 0) . w 
R N, D=0 D=o2 D=.4 D=.6 D=.8 u 
M = 7, N = 7 




2 2 00230769 0.315776 0.411079 0.511020 0.609251 
2 1 0.769231 0.840063 0.895148 0.935106 0.962137 
3 3 0.096154 0.151175 0.223125 0.310335 0.408518 J 3 2 o.500000 00610504 0.712605 o.799795 o.868648 
3 1 00903846 00942775 0.968220 o.983569 0.992105 
4 4 00034965 0.062998 0el05513 0.164876 9.241363 I 
4 3 0.279720 0.,385454 0.500118 0.614317 0.110016 ... 
4 2 00720280 0 .. 809749 00879179 o.928573 o.960784 
4 1 0.965035 0.982019 00991456 o.996257 0.998492 
5 5 0.010490 00021672 0.041326 0.012978 0.119808 
--
5 4 0.132867 00207828 00302754 0.412687 0.529211 
5 3 0.500000 0.618835 0.,727313 0.811121 o.886537 
5 2 00867133 0.921205 0.956799 0.978162 00989845 
5 1 0.989510 0.995329 0.998092 0.999287 o.999756 .... 
6 6 00002331 00005541 0.012097 o.024336 0.045274 
6 5 0.051282 00091550 0.151067 0.231331 0.330262 I ! 
6 4 0.296037 0.409274 o.530420 0.648500 o.753429 -.. 
6 3 00703963 00800335 0.874981 o.927585 0.961306 
6 2 Oe9487 l8 0.973541 0.987463 o.994558 o.997841 
6 1 0.997669 0.999102 0.999684 0.999899 0.999971 
7 7 0.000291 0.000802 0.002021 0.004681 0.010002 .. 
7 6 0.014569 0.029880 0.056384 0.090232 0.158627 
7 5 0.143065 0.22350a 0 .. 324430 0.439753 o.559914 I I 
7 4 00500000 0.621261 0c731543 0.822770 o.891427 w 
7 3 00856935 00915277 0.953746 0.976788 o.989318 
7 2 00985431 0.993485 00997336 0.999006 o.999662 I 













D - 18 I I I ~ 
TABLE D 
._, P(N 1 ; M,N,R,D) 
i-' 
R NI D=leO D=le5 0=2.0 0=3.0 
M = 7 9 N = 7 
1 1 Oe872908 Oe954917 0.987238 0.999454 
2 2 Oe699892 0-,869948 00955938 0.997428 
2 1 Oe979194 00996425 o.999578 o.999998 
3 3 o.511436 00745965 0.897766 0.991919 
3 2 00918971 00981601 o.997178 0.999979 
3 1 0.,996480 Oe999665 0.999980 1.000000 
4 4 00332538 Oe587873 o.ao2332 0.978419 
4 3 00806994 Oe942652 0.988551 o.999857 
4 2 00980039 00997369 00999787 1.000000 
4 1 00999442 00999968 0.999999 1.000000 
5 5 Oel83624 Oe407760 00658458 o.945986 
5 4 0&642679 00861450 o.963558 0.999210 
5 3 00934399 Oe988055 Oc,998662 00999996 
5 2 00995664 00999647 o.999984 1.000000 
5 1 00999924 011)999997 1.000000 1.000000 
6 6 Oe078187 00227553 o.459083 o.865146 
6 5 00441904 Oe717699 0.900108 0.995896 
6 4 00838512 00959152 0.993527 0.999960 
6 3 00980969 Oe997775 o.999849 1.000000 
6 2 Oe999219 00999959 o.999999 1.000000 
6 1 00999992 loOOOOOO 1.000000 1.000000 
7 7 Oe019782 0.079638 0.216173 o.645528 
7 6 00238462 00499372 09754708 00977942 
7 5 00674222 00884264 0.973221 Oe999613 
7 4 00938454 00989528 0.998936 00999998 
7 3 00995501 00999652 o.999985 1.000000 
7 2 0.999896 Oe999996 10000000 1.000000 
7 1 lo000000 loOOOOOO 1.000000 1.000000 
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Let Z denote a random vector of m+n zeros and ones where the i-th component of Z is 
0(1) if the i-th order statistic of the independent random variables (X1 ,c •• ,X, Y ,u••,Y) m 1 n 
is an X(Y) and the X1 s(Y 1 s) are normally distributed with mean O(D) and variance L 
Values of Pm n(zlD), the probability of the rank order z, are tabulated to 9 decimal places 
' ~ for all z for l< n<m< 7 and n==J., m=8(1)12; D==O( .2)1,1.5,2,3. · 
These tables are used to find the exact power of the Wilcoxon, c1 , median, and KoJJnogorov-Smirnov two-sample tests for location against the normal sfiift alternative for 
sample sizes 1 < n < m < 7 and for one-sided and two-sided tests at nominal levels of signi-
ficance= .25,.10,.05,o025,o01, .. 005. Selected power and efficiency comparisons are made 
among these tests and with the two-sample Student's i-test. The most powerful rank test 







13. Abstract(cont~) w 
Sequential two-sample rank tests based on the likelihood ratios of the probabilities: ( 
of the vector z and of the rank sum r.~+n izi are described, extending the work of 
Wilcoxon et al (Biometrics, 1963) to the case of the normal shift hypothesis. Tables 
are presented which facilitate the use of these tests, and values of the OC and ASN 
functions are giveno 
~ 
J 
A multiple decision or ranking procedure is considered for selecting a subset of ; 
s populations from among k normal populations with common variance~ such that. at least LJ 
c of the t populations with largest means are among the s populations selected. The popu~ 
lations corresponding to the s largest sample means are selected. The probability of a 
correct selection in the so-called least favorable configuration is tabulated for various Ii 
s,--:t and k. I.Ill 
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